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Rabbi Yitzchok Adlerstein 

HaMedrash V'HaMaaseh 
Shabbos: Guide For the Perplexed(1) 
“Speak to the Bnei Yisrael, saying, ‘You must observe my Shabbosos, for 
it is a sign between Me and you…to know that I am Hashem Who sanctifies 
you.’” (2) [Sanctifies you - ] in the world to come, just like the holiness of 
Shabbos in this world. We thus learn that Shabbos is a bit like the holiness 
of olam habo. Similarly it says(3) “Mizmor shir l’yom HaShabbos.” (4) 
Strange, you would think, that a chapter of Tehillim so closely identified 
with Shabbos by the text and with olam habo by Chazal does not seem to 
say anything about either of those topics! 
There is more strangeness around the bend. A midrash(5) amplifies the 
enigma. “Adam meets up with Kayin. ‘How did your judgment go [for 
killing your brother]?’ Kayin replies, ‘I repented, and came to a 
compromise settlement.’ Adam is impressed. ‘So great is the power of 
teshuvah?!’ He broke out with Mizmor shir l’yom HaShabbos.” Again the 
connection between teshuvah and this section of Tehillim evades us. 
An accepted principle about teshuvah has it that it is powerless to mitigate 
any offense against a human being without making amends to the injured 
party. This would seem to make it impossible to repent for murder. The 
victim is not available to propitiate; no conceivable compensation can 
begin to substitute for depriving him of the gift of life. 
Unless, of course, death is not as final as some believe. If the soul of the 
victim is in a better place, it is at least conceivable that the contrition and 
remorse of the penitent can move the victim to forgive. Kayin’s negotiated 
settlement presupposes the existence of an olam habo! 
What does this have to do with Tehillim 92? We begin with an observation. 
We are well aware of mishpatim and chukim within our mitzvah system. 
The former seem judicious – hence the word mishpat. They appeal to our 
sense of reasonableness. Not so the latter, whose logic evades us 
completely. Yet we obey both. We are not frustrated by the chukim, because 
we understand that our human grasp of things is limited, while Hashem’s 
is limitless. We trust in Him, that whatever He commands obeys a logic to 
which we are not yet privy. 
What is true of mitzvos appears to be true about life, which also has its rules 
and regularity. Some of it makes sense. Some, however, does not. The fact 
that the genuinely righteous suffer while the evil prosper is not a mishpat 
of life. Rather, the frequency with which we see it occur makes it one of 
life’s chukim. Here, too, we calm our frustration at injustice by reminding 
ourselves of how much more information and perspective is available to 
the Creator – how He can balance needs past, present and future in ways 
that we cannot imagine. What appears to us to be cruel and unjust can really 
be positive and compassionate. If we had the bigger picture of all human 
needs, we would see the actual good in the apparent evil. 
Mizmor and shir seem to be synonyms for “song.” They are not. My guess 
is that they are distinguished by the emotional state of the composer. A shir 
springs from a heart gladdened by obvious good. Its reason is apparent; it 
does not require penetrating comprehension to uncover the reason for the 
joy. There is a second kind of song. It starts off in quiet desperation, but 
ends in some insight – arrived at through examination and comprehension 
- that brings comfort and peace. This is called mizmor. There are several 
examples of this in Tehillim alone: perakim 6 and 9, for example, which 
deal with topics that are anything but intrinsically joyous. Chazal(6) note 
that the dirge about the destruction of the Temple should rightfully be called 

a kinah. It is called a mizmor because its foreboding storm clouds contain 
a silver lining. 
If we are correct, then the ultimate mizmor is Shabbos itself. Imagine Adam 
created earlier than the sixth day. Witness to the endless explosions of 
creativity on each day of Creation, he would have become accustomed to 
them, and believed that there would be no end to them. When Shabbos 
began, Adam would have begun to mourn – for good reason! The 
marvelous display of Divine wisdom had ceased, not to be seen again. What 
tragedy! 
Adam could not have known that HKBH created a wondrous world, exactly 
constructed for the needs of Man. Creation ended because its work was 
done – although much of the Divine wisdom remained hidden in what He 
had fashioned, to be discovered in the millennia that followed. For Adam 
to have understood this, he would have had to have access to all that 
Hashem Himself knew. This way beyond his ability – just like his inability 
to understand chukim. 
The coda to the Creation story states,(7) “The heavens and earth were 
completed, and all their array.” In other words, all that Mankind would need 
for its journey was placed within that first Creation. Anything that would 
be useful in the future was contained with the original configuration. It 
would require no further modification. “G-d rested from His work,” 
because no more had to be added to it! “G-d blessed it and sanctified it.” 
His cessation could be seen as His turning His back to the world, to losing 
interest in its further development. But this was not so. His Shabbos rest 
was not a tragic cessation of creativity, but full of joy and light, blessing 
and holiness. We can understand why Chazal(8) say that “whoever davens 
and recites veyechulu (the “were completed” verses) becomes a partner 
with Hashem in Creation.” Specifically these verses turn Shabbos from a 
cessation of activity into a considered completion of activity. 
We can find in this as well the reason why Chazal(9) promise that whoever 
delights in the Shabbos merits an inheritance without limits. When a person 
enjoys and delights in Shabbos, he indicates that he does not regard 
Hashem’s rest as a distressing end to His creativity. He regards the world 
thus created not as limited, but limitless in what it can provide for Man. He 
thus merits that he should see his personal stake in that world as being a 
source of limitless promise and joy. 
Shabbos, then, turns all of our understanding of the world on its head. It 
allows us to see the bad turn to good, the darkness to light. Adam 
understood its role as a paradigm for all of existence. He composed a 
mizmor shir, a paean to Shabbos that announces that life is full of both joy 
that causes full throated celebration, as well as the more contemplative 
satisfaction of a sense that all in the end will be shown to have been part of 
a brilliant master plan. And at times, we can even discern enough that the 
latter transitions into the former – that mizmor becomes shir. 
The Psalmist continues with an examination of some of the mysteries and 
contradictions of life: our inability to understand His ways; the success of 
the wicked; the light as well as the darkness. In all cases, the example of 
Shabbos itself readies us to contemplate what sometimes overwhelms us. 
Shabbos reminds us that G-d knew exactly what He was doing when He 
turned off the Divine spigot of creativity – and that we can now understand 
why this was a good thing. So too it tells us that all the tensions and 
contradictions are resolved within Him, even when we fail to understand 
how. 
We can now return to one of our earlier sources with some additional 
insight. One of the anomalies that we learn to live with is that sin can 
become a vehicle for good. Chazal(10) tell us that when a person repents 
out of fear of punishment, his intentional sins are downsized, and are 
considered to be unintentional trespasses. If he repents out of love of 
Hashem, they become mitzvos! Kayin’s words can be taken in this vein. 
When Adam asked him what had become of his judgment, he responded 
that he had reached a “compromise settlement.” We know that he was not 
forgiven entirely. He was sent into exile, which is the same punishment that 
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the Torah prescribes for the unintentional murderer. Even though his 
repentance was a half-baked one (the same midrash refers to it as false, an 
artifice), it was still valued by G-d. It saved his life. 
Adam is amazed at the reach and power of teshuvah. He now realizes that 
it comes in two varieties. The weaker one reduces the effect of the sin; the 
stronger one transforms it into merit! He has uncovered another of life’s 
anomalies: sin becoming saintly. He was moved to compose the magisterial 
statement on the multitude of life’s puzzles and anomalies, Mizmor Shir 
L’Yom HaShabbos. 
1. Based on HaMedrash V’HaMaaseh by R. Yechezkel Libshitz zt”l 
2. Shemos 31:13 
3. Tehillim 92:1 
4. Mechilta 1 s.v. loda’as 
5. Bereishis Rabbah 22:13 
6. Cited by Tosafos, Kiddushin 31B, s.v. istaya 
7. Bereishis 2:1 
8. Midrash Sechel Tov, Shemos 16 
9. Shabbos 118A 
10. Yoma 86B 
 

Rabbi Oizer Alport 

Parsha Potpourri 
Parshas Ki Sisa – Vol. 12, Issue 21 
 לרפו"ש דוד צבי בן באשא
This week's issue of Parsha Potpourri is dedicated as a merit for a refuah shleimah for Duvid Tzvi ben Basha, a long-time reader and supporter who is undergoing an 
important surgical procedure on Monday. Please have him in mind when reading and discussing this issue, and the Torah that is learned should be a merit for him and 
his entire family.     Each issue of Parsha Potpourri requires a tremendous amount of work, and sponsorships are greatly appreciated. For more information about 
dedications, which are $50 per issue, please send me an email.     Wishing you all a Good Shabbos, and I hope that you enjoy the Divrei Torah and Points to Ponder!  

וירא העם כי בשש משה לרדת מן ההר ויקהל העם על אהרן ויאמרו אליו קום עשה 
העלנו מארץ מצרים לא ידענו  אלהים אשר ילכו לפנינו כי זה משה האיש אשרלנו 

)32:1מה היה לו (  
A mere 40 days after accepting the Torah at Mount Sinai, the Jewish 
people committed the worst sin in our national history: making and 
worshipping a golden calf. However, while this episode is recorded in 
the Torah and it is therefore incumbent upon us to study it, we are 
fortunately quite distant from being tempted to commit such sins, and 
it is difficult for us to relate to this story and find lessons in it that we 
can apply to our own lives. 
Rabbi Dr. Yaakov Greenwald was a renowned psychologist in Monsey 
who was very close with the Steipler Gaon and wrote a book called 
Eitzos V’Hadrachos containing advice that he received from the 
Steipler. In one section, he discusses common mistakes that people 
make, one of which the attitude that for every challenge that a person 
confronts, whether it be in the areas of shidduchim, health, or finances, 
there must be a clear answer, and until he is able to find the proper 
resolution to the situation, he is deeply perturbed not only by the actual 
problem, but also by his inability to determine how to respond to it. 
This approach is incorrect. Because of our tendency to feel that we must 
immediately solve the problem, we blindly grasp for a way out and end 
up making bad choices that compound the original situation and make 
it even worse. If we find ourselves facing a dilemma with no readily 
apparent solution, it would be far preferable to simply accept the 
ambiguity and sleep on it until the proper course of action becomes 
clear or the situation resolves itself. 
What was the immediate cause of the sin of the golden calf? Rashi 
writes (32:1) that when Moshe did not return at the time that the Jewish 
people expected him, they erroneously concluded that he had died. As 
a result, they were distraught and confused about who would lead them. 
As Rabbi Greenwald writes, the proper response would have been to 
wait patiently until they could assess the situation and rationally 
determine the best course of action. Had they slept on it, the issue would 
have resolved itself when Moshe returned the following day. However, 
they were unwilling and unable to do so because they felt such a 
burning, pressing need for immediate action that they opted for an ill-
fated plan that changed the course of history. 
Rav Yisroel Reisman notes that we often find that when the Gemora 
raises a difficulty with a certain opinion or explanation, it responds 

שיאק , which means that the question is indeed valid and no answer is 
readily apparent, yet the Gemora moves on without rejecting the 
original position, as Chazal understood that not every question has an 
easy answer. Similarly, when we find ourselves in challenging 
situations where the correct response is unclear, rather than rashly trade 
one set of problems for a new set, we should instead say שיאק , mentally 
acknowledging the difficulty, but also giving ourselves time to assess 

the issue calmly and rationally, rather than feeling compelled to rush 
and make an immediate decision that we will likely regret. 
Along these lines, Rav Reisman cites an essay by Dr. Lewis Thomas, 
who served as Dean of Yale Medical School and President of 
Memorial-Sloan Kettering, in which he writes, “The great secret of 
doctors, known only to their wives, but still hidden from the public, is 
that most things get better by themselves; most things, in fact, are better 
in the morning.” He explains that because most ailments will resolve 
themselves on their own within a few days, doctors could simply tell 
their patients to wait until the presenting issue goes away on its own. 
However, because doctors recognize that people are impatient and feel 
a need to actively address their maladies, they therefore advise their 
patients to get extra rest and drink a lot of fluids, not because this is 
truly necessary to heal the illness, but because the underlying problem 
will most likely resolve itself during this time. 
In the first blessing of Shemoneh Esrei, we refer to Hashem as קונה הכל, 
which is traditionally translated as “Owner of everything.” However, 
the Vilna Gaon writes that the word קונה is connected to the word מתקן 
– to fix – as we praise Hashem for His unique ability to repair 
everything. Although building and worshipping a golden calf is not a 
sin that tempts us, the impetuosity that enabled it to happen is indeed 
an area in which we can all strive to improve, as we internalize the 
understanding that we may not have a good solution for every difficulty 
that we face, but rather than make it worse, we should instead 
acknowledge the קשיא and leave it in the capable hands of the קונה הכל. 

ל -ק 'ד 'על פניו ויקרא ד 'ויעבר ד' בענן ויתיצב עמו שם ויקרא בשם ד 'וירד ד
 חסד לאלפים נשא עון ופשע וחטאה ונקהנצר  רחום וחנון ארך אפים ורב חסד ואמת

)34:5-7(  
In the aftermath of the sin of the golden calf, Moshe asked Hashem to 
show him His glory. The Torah records that Hashem descended in a 
cloud and passed before Moshe, who was standing in a cleft in the rock, 
and proclaimed the 13 – י"ג מידות הרחמים Attributes of Divine Mercy: 
Hashem, Hashem, G-d, Compassionate and Gracious, Slow to Anger, 
and Abundant in Kindness and Truth, Preserver of Kindness for 
thousands of generations, Who forgives Iniquity, Willful Sin, and 
Error, and Cleanses. 
The recital of the י"ג מידות appears frequently and plays a central role in 
our prayers, as the Gemora (Rosh Hashana 17b) teaches that they have 
tremendous significance and power. Rav Yochanan explains that 
Hashem so-to-speak wrapped Himself in a tallis like a Shaliach Tzibbur 
(prayer leader) and taught Moshe that whenever the Jewish people sin, 
they should proclaim these 13 Attributes, and Hashem will forgive their 
sins. Rav Yehuda adds that Hashem made a covenant with the י"ג מידות 
promising that they will always have an effect and will never return 
empty-handed. Accordingly, we invoke these Attributes at times when 
we seek Divine mercy, such as on fast days and during the pivotal 10 
Days of Repentance, confident in the Divine guarantee of their potency. 
However, the obvious difficulty is that experience has shown that this 
is not always the case. Many times we recite this passage, but do not 
obtain the outcome that we desire. How can this be reconciled with the 
Gemora’s promise of its efficacy? 
The Alshich HaKadosh and Shelah HaKadosh explain that in order to 
obtain the results we seek, it is not sufficient to merely read the  י"ג מידות
 They point out that the Gemora’s wording in its discussion of .הרחמים
this topic is יעשו לפני כסדר הזה, which does not mean, “They shall recite 
this order of prayer,” but rather, “They shall perform this order of 
prayer.” In other words, the Gemora is hinting to us that it is not enough 
to simply read the words from the siddur. In order to receive Hashem’s 
promise that the  will not return empty-handed, we must act י"ג מידות
them out by embodying His Attributes of mercy and compassion in our 
interactions with others. 
Rav Yonason Eibeshutz disagrees with this interpretation. He notes that 
while it is possible to embody Hashem’s Attributes of רחום וחנון 
(Compassionate and Gracious), it is impossible to emulate the Attribute 
of ל-ק , which connotes His Divine, omnipotent status, something that 
is by definition beyond human capabilities. He brilliantly adds that this 
is alluded to in the paragraph that precedes our recitation of the  י"ג מידות
ל הורית לנו לומר שלש עשרה-ק in which we say ,הרחמים , which literally 
means that Hashem taught us to recite these 13 Attributes of Mercy. 
However, it can also be interpreted as saying that the Attribute of ל-ק , 
which is impossible to imitate, הורית לנו – teaches us that the 
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requirement is not to emulate the י"ג מידות, but לומר שלש עשרה – merely 
to say them. However, this leads us back to our original question: If we 
are merely instructed to read the י"ג מידות, who don’t we always see the 
desired results after publicly reciting them? 
Rav Yissocher Frand cites a sefer called Imrei Binah, which suggests 
that there is an additional component of the covenant that Hashem made 
with the י"ג מידות הרחמים. The Gemora says that prior to teaching Moshe 
the 13 Attributes, Hashem first wrapped Himself in a tallis like a prayer 
leader. This hints to us that even according to the opinion that it is 
enough to merely say the words, one must say them like a Shaliach 
Tzibbur. In other words, it is insufficient to recite the י"ג מידות on behalf 
of ourselves; we must invoke them with the welfare of the entire 
community in mind. When we cry out with all our might pleading with 
Hashem to tear up any evil decrees against us, instead of only focusing 
on our own needs, we must endeavor to pray as a Shaliach Tzibbur by 
magnanimously moving outside ourselves and also focusing on the 
needs of others. 
Rav Frand notes that this is often quite difficult to do. To combat the 
natural tendency to think only of ourselves, he quotes the sefer Mikdash 
Mordechai, which points out that the Torah’s narrative of this episode 
stresses that prior to teaching Moshe the י"ג מידות הרחמים, Hashem first 
descended in a cloud. This teaches us that when life is going well, it is 
easy to think about others. However, when a person feels like he is 
inside of a tumultuous cloud, grappling with his own overwhelming 
struggles, it is much more challenging to do so. Therefore, Hashem 
specifically approached Moshe in a cloud to hint that even at such 
times, we are expected to selflessly empathize with others and pray on 
their behalf, an act which is guaranteed to merit Hashem’s mercy and 
compassion. 
Parsha Points to Ponder (and sources which discuss them): 
1) Rashi writes (30:31) that the anointment oil will remain for use in 
the Messianic era. For what will it be used? (Ramban Sefer HaMitzvos 
3:7, Minchas Chinuch 107, Ayeles HaShachar) 
2) The Medrash teaches (Pirkei D'Rebbi Eliezer 45) that prior to Moshe 
throwing down the Tablets and breaking them, the writing that was on 
the Tablets miraculously flew away. As the letters weren’t written on 
the Tablets but were carved through them, how was it possible for them 
to fly away? (Maharsha Pesachim 87b, Korban HaEidah Yerushalmi 
Taanis 23a) 
3) The Gemora in Gittin (60b) derives from 34:27 that it is forbidden 
to say parts of the Written Torah by heart. Is it permitted to say Tehillim 
from memory? (Shu”t Chavos Yair 175, Chai Odom 8:11, Mateh 
Ephraim 619:23, Kaf HaChaim Orach Chaim 49:6, Mishnah Berurah 
49:6, Piskei Teshuvos 49:1, Ma’adanei Asher 5768) 
Answers to Points to Ponder: 
1) The Ramban writes that the anointment received by Aharon and his 
sons became invalid at the time of their deaths. Upon their resurrection, 
they will require a new anointment to regain their status as Kohanim. 
Although he is unsure, the Minchas Chinuch discusses the possibility 
that Moshiach himself will need to be anointed. Alternatively, Rav 
Aharon Leib Shteinman cites the Ohr HaChaim HaKadosh, who 
writes that at that time, the first-borns will once again be able to 
perform the Divine service, in which case they will need to be anointed. 
2) The Maharsha answers that there was in fact a double miracle. The 
first miracle was that the writing from the Tablets flew away, and the 
second miracle was that even though the letters were nothing more than 
air, they could still be seen flying away. Alternatively, the Korban 
HaEidah maintains that even though the letters were carved into the 
Tablets, they were also written in black ink on top of the carved-out 
areas, and it was this ink which flew away due to the sin of the golden 
calf. 
3) The Chavos Yair permits saying Tehillim by heart, as it is 
permissible to say parts of the Written Torah by heart if they are well-
known to all. Additionally, since Tehillim is said to arouse Divine 
mercy, it is considered a form of prayer, which may be said by heart. 
The Chai Odom argues that Tehillim is not sufficiently well-known 
and may not be said by heart; this is also the opinion of the Kaf 
HaChaim. The Mishnah Berurah rules like the Chovos Yair, as the 
Vilna Gaon maintains that the prohibition only applies when one is 
exempting others from an obligation, which isn’t the case here. 
© 2017 by Ozer Alport. To subscribe, send comments, or sponsor an issue, email 
oalport@optonline.net 
 

Dr. Avigdor Bonchek 

What’s Bothering Rashi? 
Parashas Ki Sisa 
This week's sedra begins with some mitzvos concerning the Mishkan. Then 
it tells the of the trauma of the sin of the Golden Calf. After that it describes 
Moses' conversation with Hashem regarding understanding G-d's ways in 
this world. We find the following verse. 
Shemos 34: 5 - And Hashem descended in a cloud and He stood with him 
there and he called in the name of Hashem. 
RASHI: 
And he called in the name of Hashem: Rashi: It is translated by the 
Targum: 'And he called in the name of Hashem.' [In Hebrew/Aramaic: 
Ukra b'shma d'aHashem."] 
The meaning of this verse has aroused much controversy. It's meaning is 
doubly important, for in addition to knowing what the Torah is saying here, 
this verse is also a central part of the Slichos we say. We should understand 
what the words mean. 
But as we said, much here is unclear. You have to read the Hebrew and 
Rashi in Hebrew to better see the ambiguity here. What seems to you 
unclear in this verse? 
Remember that any English translation you use translates the verse 
according to a particular interpretation of the words. Any translation, in 
other words, rejects another possible and different translation of the words. 
What is unclear? 
What Is Unclear? 
An Answer: Several pronouns in our verse are unclear as to whom they 
refer. 
It says in Hebrew "vayisyatzev imo" Translated: "And he stood with him". 
The ambiguity is: Who stood with whom? 
1) It could mean that Hashem stood with Moses (Ramban, Artscroll , 
Silbermann) That would be translated "And He stood with him." 
2) It could mean the cloud stood with Moses (Some opinions as quoted by 
Ibn Ezra, Metsudah Rashi Chumash,) That would be translated "And it 
stood with him." 
3) It could mean Moses stood with Hashem. (Ibn Ezra in his shorter 
commentary) 
Another unclear pronoun is "he called in the name of Hashem" which are 
Rashi's Lead Words. The question is: Who called in the name of Hashem? 
1) Was it Hashem who called ? Then translation would be "And He 
(Hashem) called in the name: Hashem." 
2) Was it Moses who called? Then translation would be "And he (Moses) 
called in the name of Hashem." 
These ambiguities are the bases for Rashi's comment here. 
Can you see which ambiguity Rashi is dealing with? 
What Is Bothering Rashi? 
An Answer: Rashi is dealing with the second ambiguity we discussed 
above. He wants to clarify: Who called in the name of Hashem? Was it 
Moses or was it Hashem? 
Notice above we translated the verse in two ways with a small difference. 
1) As one choice we had "And He (Hashem) called in the name: Hashem." 
3) Another was: "And he (Moses) called in the name of Hashem." 
See that in #2 we add the small word "of" the Name "of" Hashem . 
That is the significance of the letter Dalet d'aHashem ("of Hashem") in 
Rashi's quote of the Targum. 
The problem is that Rashi's words themselves are ambiguous!! 
The commentaries on Rashi differ as to what he means. 
Which of the two possible interpretations does Rashi choose, in your 
opinion? 
What Is Rashi Saying ? 
An Answer: As we said the commentaries differ on what Rashi is saying. 
1) The Mizrachi says Rashi cites the Targum to show us the correct 
meaning. It is that Moses called in the name of Hashem. For if it meant G-
d called in Hashem's name then the Targum would (In Hebrew/Aramaic) 
not add the word "of" Hashem in Aramaic "d'Hashem." It would have 
simply said "And He called in the Name- Hashem". 
The Mizrachi claims that the addition of the word "of" in the Targum 
indicates that Rashi believes it was Moses - and not Hashem - who called 
out the Name. 
As we said the commentaries differ. We have presented Mizrachi's view 
that Rashi is telling us that it was Moses who called out the name. 
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But the Gur Aryeh (Maharal) differs. He says that Rashi's point is that it 
was Hashem who spoke the Name, not Moses. 
If you look at a previous verse in chapter 33:19. you will have a strong 
question on the Mizrachi's view. There it says that G-d says to Moses: "And 
He said I shall make pass all My goodness before you and I will call in the 
name of Hashem before you etc." 
Do you see the question on the Mizrachi? 
Questioning The Mizrachi's View 
A Question: See these are the very same words as we have in our verse. In 
this verse it unequivocal that it is G-d speaking and not Moses. And if we 
look at the Targum on these words Aramaic phrase is the same. " Ukra 
b'shma d'aHashem.". Here certainly the addition of the letter "dalet" which 
means "of the name" cannot indicate that it was Moses speaking, because 
here certainly it was G-d speaking. So why does the Mizrachi think the 
Targum implies such a meaning in our verse? 
A difficult question. 
A New Approach To Rashi's Comment 
It is difficult to explain the Mizrachi and extricate him from the question 
we posed. 
But another Rashi commentator (Eved Shlomo an early and virtually 
unknown Rishon) offers an original - and seems to be true- interpretation 
of Rashi. 
He cites verses in Genesis 12:8 and 13:4. where it says Abram called 
"B'shaim Hashem (the same words as in our verse) and there the Targum 
translates them as "V'tzali Avram B'shaim d'Hashem" which means "And 
Abram prayed in the name of Hashem." Note: "Prayed" not "called." So the 
Eved Sholomo says Rashi quotes the Targum on our verse to tell us that the 
word "Vayikra" means "called" here and not "prayed" as it does in Abram's 
case. 
What difference does it make if the word means "called" and not "prayed"? 
Can you think why Rashi considered this important to tell us? 
Understanding Rashi 
An Answer: Remember our ambiguity - Who called in the Name of 
Hashem? Moses or Hashem? If we say "vayikra" means "he prayed" it must 
refer to a person. G-d does not pray! (Yes, there are midrashim that say that 
G-d prays, but those are midrashim and not p'shat.) To pray is to ask a 
Higher Being to help. G-d could not - would not - ask a higher being than 
Himself, for there is none. But if we say, "called" it could refer to Hashem. 
And in this case it certainly refers to Hashem for as we said verse 33:19 
already foretells that G-d will pass by and call in the name of Hashem. It 
says there "And He said I shall make pass all My goodness before you and 
I will call in the name of Hashem before you etc." 
This seems to be the reason Rashi cites the Targum to stress the meaning 
of the word "Vayikra" meaning "He called" and not "he prayed." And it 
must therefore refer to G-d Who called. 
Why would G-d call out His own name? You might ask. But Rashi in the 
next verse tells us that Hashem is teaching Moses and all Israel how to pray. 
The Lesson 
The meaning of the common but ambiguous verse is now clear, thanks to 
Rashi and one of his brilliant commentators. We say this verse frequently 
in our prayers, so it is important that we know its meaning. 
Shabbat Shalom, Avigdor Bonchek 
A second series of What's Bothering Rashi? will come out IY"H during the holidays. Those who want to make a dedication for the volumes can contact me at 
Drbonchek@gmail.com This article is provided as part of Shema Yisrael Torah Network Permission is granted to redistribute electronically or on paper, provided that 
this notice is included intact. For information on subscriptions, archives, and other Shema Yisrael Classes, send mail to parsha@shemayisrael.co.il 
http://www.shemayisrael.co.il Jerusalem, Israel 732-370-3344  
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Mishulchan Shlomo 
Parshas Ki Sisa - It’s Very Becoming 
After Bnai Yisrael made the Golden Calf and worshiped it, Hashem told 
Moshe, “Go, descend, for your people that you brought up from the land of 
Mitzrayim have become corrupt…They have made for themselves a molten 
calf…” (Shemos 22:7,8). In a literal sense, Hashem was instructing Moshe 
to descend from Har Sinai. Rashi, however, cites Chazal (Berachos 32b) 
who explain that Hashem was telling Moshe, “Descend from your 
greatness; I gave you greatness only because of them.” Since Bnai Yisrael 
had violated their covenant, Moshe’s greatness was no longer necessary. 
Hashem did not mean to merely relieve Moshe of his duties as the leader 
of Klal Yisrael. He was referring to the lessening of Moshe Rabbeinu’s 
personal greatness. 
Rav Yosef Sorotzkin asks why Moshe’s spiritual stature, which was 
achieved through his own intensive efforts to refine his character and 
middos, would be diminished in any way by the sin of Bnai Yisrael, 

Rav Sorotzkin answers that although Moshe had achieved an enormous 
level of spiritual greatness, as a leader of Klal Yisrael he had been granted 
by Hashem even more talents and strengths to meet the needs of his 
position. It was this gift from Hashem, which was above and beyond his 
own personal capacity, that Moshe had to relinquish. Since Bnai Yisrael 
were no longer Hashem’s flock, Moshe no longer needed those exceptional 
talents which Hashem had bestowed upon him. 
This also explains the following statement of the Gemara: “At that moment, 
Moshe felt weak and could not even speak.” His ability to speak articulately 
was a G-d given gift to allow him to attain the role of the consummate 
leader of Bnai Yisrael. Now it was taken away. The Gemara continues, 
“When Hakadosh Boruch Hu said, ‘Let go of Me and I will destroy them,’ 
Moshe said, “It must be that this matter is still within my control. Thus, he 
immediately arose and prayed fervently [for them].” 
By saying “Let go of Me”, Hashem had implied that Moshe could somehow 
cause Hashem to annul His decree. Thus Moshe still had a role to play: to 
save Bnai Yisrael from destruction by means of his tefillos. Upon accepting 
this new responsibility, Moshe was restored to his previous greatness, and 
perhaps to an even higher level. 
Rav Sorotzkin notes that this “gift of greatness” is not reserved only for 
people like Moshe Rabbeinu, rather this special bounty can be bestowed 
upon any “poshiteh Yid”. Indeed, it is not uncommon to see people, who 
seem to have no outstanding abilities, assume positions in service of the 
Klal and in almost no time become even larger than life. Even in instances 
where the people did not undertake the jobs voluntarily, once they devoted 
themselves to their new responsibilities, they grew in greatness far beyond 
what anyone anticipated. This phenomenon is due to the great regard in 
which Hashem holds those who work on behalf of His People. 
What greater impetus can there be for giving of our money, time and energy 
to the Tzibbur. So the next time such an opportunity presents itself, don’t 
hesitate. Don’t think so much about who you are, just imagine who you will 
become! 
 

HaRav Eliezer Chrysler 

Midei Shabbos 
Vol. 24 No. 21 
This issue is sponsored by Rabbi Chaim Wilschanski shli"ta in honour of 
the birth of his two great grandchildren - a son to Shraga and Tzipora (nee 
Learman) Kramer n"y and a daughter to Nadav and Gila (nee Wilschanski) 
Eliash n"y 
Parshas Ki Sisso 
Don't Remain Silent! 
"Moshe stood at the gate of the camp and announced: 'Whoever is on G-
d's side, come to me!' And the whole tribe of Levi gathered to him." (32:26) 
The Da'as Zekeinim mi'Ba'alei Tosfo writes that there were three groups by 
the "Eigel": one which only requested a leader ("... who will go before us"); 
one which accepted the "Eigel" as a god (they were the 3,000 men who 
were judged by the sword); and the tribe of Levi who all remained loyal to 
Hashem. The Chofetz Chayim, quoting the Medrash Yalkut, adds: "Who 
would not profess to be on G-d's side?" But what Moshe Rabeinu really 
meant was 'Who did not even donate one golden ring for the "Eigel" '. In 
other words, "Who sides with G-d exclusively? Who did not play any role 
whatsoever in promoting the 'Eigel ha'zohov'?" 
The Ramban, commenting on the three groups referred to by Chazal, 
explains that those who sacrificed to it were killed by the sword, those who 
embraced and kissed it died by pestilence, and those who only rejoiced over 
its creation died after drinking the water which contained the gold dust of 
the "Eigel". We see from here, he adds, just how abhorrent idolatry is in the 
eyes of G-d, until even the slightest participation - even if it is just with our 
hearts, is considered a serious offence. 
It is interesting to note that outside of the tribe of Levi, there wasn't a single 
Jew who is mentioned as having been exclusively loyal to Hashem. 
Everyone was guilty of at least minimal participation in serving the Eigel 
and, if not of participation, then at least he was guilty of silence. The only 
people not branded as collaborators by the Torah were the Levi'im. 
It is well-known how three advisers were present when Par'oh presented 
his plan to use the Jews for forced labour - Yisro, Bil'om and Iyov. Yisro 
objected, Bil'om condoned the plan, whereas Iyov was silent - he abstained. 
Yisro merited to "enter the protection of the Shechinah" - he converted to 
Judaism; Bil'om was killed by the sword - by the very people whose slavery 
he advocated. Iyov was stricken with suffering. 
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The question is asked as to why Iyov was punished. He probably felt the 
futility of protesting against the mighty Par'oh. Surely Par'oh, a man with 
an iron will, would not relinquish such a plan on his advice? Surely the 
consultation with his advisers was a mere formality? He wanted - and 
expected - their assent, and anything else would probably anger him - who 
knows with what result. 
But, explains the Brisker Rov, when people are being hurt, badly hurt, one 
has no right to remain silent. So Hashem put Iyov to the test: how silent 
would he remain when he was made to suffer? 
One cannot remain impartial when others are suffering. Even if there is 
nothing that one can really do, then at least a sign of sympathy is 
forthcoming, for to remain silent is a sign that one does not care - and total 
insensitivity to another's suffering is a sin. 
No less with G-d. If we love Him and care about Him, then we cannot just 
watch as others simply reject Him and trample His Name underfoot. One 
must protest in the most vehement terms, doing what one can to rectify the 
situation and to put an end to the desecration of G-d's name. And if one is 
convinced there is nothing one can do, then at least a verbal protest is due 
- a sigh of pain. Otherwise one must be branded as a collaborator, for 
silence encourages the perpetrators to pursue their course; and besides, total 
insensitivity to Chillul Hashem too, is considered a grave sin. 
Parshah Pearls 
Shabbos, The Luchos and the Eigel 
The Parshah of the Eigel follows that of the two Luchos which, in turn, 
follows the Parshah of Shabbos. We need to understand the sequence 
of these Parshiyos. What is the connection between Shabbos and the 
Luchos, and what is the connection between the Luchos and the Eigel? 
Furthermore, why does the Torah choose to inform us here about the 
Luchos, when it intends to describe them anyway, immediately after 
the Chet Ho'eigel? Surely it would have been more expedient to simply 
add this pasuk (3:18) to the pesukim there (32:15-16)? Why divide the 
pesukim that deal with the Luchos into two? 
The connection between Shabbos and the Luchos can be explained in 
two ways. 
1. Shabbos is described as a bride, as we recite every Friday night at 
the end of "Lecho Dodi". Presumably that is based on the Medrash 
which explains how Shabbos complained to G-d that each day of the 
week had a partner except for herself, and how G-d replied that Yisroel 
would be her partner. And similarly, the very Pasuk of which we are 
speaking (31:18) describes the Luchos as a "Kalah" (see Rashi on the 
word "kechaloso"). This is not surprising, since Chazal compare Mattan 
Torah to the wedding-day between Hashem and Yisroel, and the 
Luchos to the Kesubah. 
2. If the Luchos served as a contract between Hashem and ourselves - 
perhaps in the form of the Kesubah as we mentioned earlier - then 
Shabbos is the most important condition mentioned in that contract. 
This is much in the same way as Chazal have described Shabbos as 
being equal to the whole Torah, due to its capacity as a practical 
demonstration of emunah. In fact, this is hinted in the Shachris 
Shemoneh-esrei of Shabbos, where we say: "And he brought down in 
his hands two Luchos of stone, and on them was written the mitzvah of 
keeping Shabbos", as if nothing else was written on them. 
Now we can also explain the connection between these two Parshiyos 
and the Chet ho'eigel: The Torah and Shabbos are the greatest antidotes 
to the worshipping of the Eigel, as Chazal have said "Even if one served 
idols like in the generation of Enosh, he will be forgiven, if he keeps 
the Shabbos. No doubt, that is because the emunah inherent in the 
keeping of Shabbos, is sufficiently powerful to dispel any tendency to 
worship idols. 
The reason that the Torah mentions the handing over of the Luchos before 
the Chet ho'Eigel, rather than afterwards, together with the description of 
the Luchos prior to their being broken, is in order to create the "refu'ah" 
before the "makah". G-d deliberately handed Moshe the Luchos before 
Yisroel sinned, in order that the antidote should be in his hands ready to 
deliver, before Yisroel perpetrated the sin. This idea covers the second 
explanation. 
According to the first explanation, we might interpret it like this. A man 
who would not dream of marrying a woman with certain faults that he 
abhors, might well display some measure of tolerance towards his wife, 
should those faults surface only after they are married. In the same way, G-
d made sure that Yisroel was "married to Him" (kevayochol) before the 

Chet ho'Eigel, by handing Moshe the Luchos before they began to sin. Had 
Moshe not acquired the Luchos earlier, then Hashem would have declined 
to "marry a wife" with such blatant faults. 
Although Moshe decided to break the Luchos, and this with G-d's approval 
(Shabbos 87a), nonetheless, the fact that Moshe had already received them 
on behalf of Klal Yisroel was now decidedly to their advantage. Firstly, it 
meant that they now had the antidote to their sin. Secondly, they now 
belonged to Hashem and were "married to Him", so to speak and as proof 
of this, Moshe had to prepare the second Luchos for Hashem to write on - 
in order to replace the Luchos that he had broken (see Rashi 34:1). Thirdly, 
the very smashing of the Luchos before the eyes of Yisroel must have made 
a deep impression on them, and must subsequently have been instrumental 
in inducing them to do teshuvah for their terrible sin. 
Parshas Poroh 
The Eigel and the Poroh 
It is particularly appropriate for Parshas Poroh to coincide with Parshas Ki 
Sisso, since the Poroh Adumoh comes to atone for the Chet ho'Eigel. 'Let 
the Mother come and clean up the mess made by her child' (Rashi quoting 
R. Moshe ha'Darshan). 
The connection can be explained by the fact that, had Yisrael not served 
the Eigel, there would have been no more death, and therefore no "tum'as 
meis". It was the Eigel that was responsible for the continuance of death, 
and it is therefore appropriate for the mother, the Poroh Adumoh, to come 
and atone for its tum'ah. 
The Reading of Parshas Poroh 
The Mogein Avrohom and the G'ro reject the opinion brought by the 
Shulchan Oruch (Simon 685-7) that the reading of Parshas Poroh is min 
ha'Torah. The Torah Temimah (19:125) defends this opinion on the basis 
of R. Moshe ha'Darshan's words. There is a mitzvah, he says, to remember 
and to mention the Ma'aseh ho'Eigel (see Devarim 9:7). To do so directly, 
would cause embarrassment to K'lal Yisrael. Therefore, Chazal preferred 
to organise the fulfillment of this mitzvah by reading Parshas Poroh, which 
hints at the Ma'aseh ho'Eigel by virtue of its coming to atone for it. In this 
way, we fulfill the mitzvah of remembering in a dignified way. 
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Chamishoh Mi Yodei'a 
5 Questions On The Weekly Sedrah - Parshas Ki Siso - Bs"D 
Please send your answers and comments to: Sholom613@Rogers.Com 
1) Ch. 30, v. 13: "Machatzis hashekel b'shekel hakodesh" - The 
gemara Megiloh 13b says in the name of Reish Lokish, "It was known 
to the One Who created the world that Homon would weigh "shkolim" 
to purchase the bnei Yisroel and do with them as he wishes. Therefore 
Hashem preempted him by giving the bnei Yisroel the mitzvoh of 
giving "shkolim." This is fulfilled as mentioned in the first mishnoh of 
Shkolim, 'On the first day of the month of Ador announcements are 
made to give 'shkolim.'" 
Tosfos on the gemara Megiloh 16a d.h. "v'dochi" writes that he heard 
that the 10,000 "kikar" weights of silver that Homon offered 
Achashveirosh (Megilas Esther 3:9) equals the amount of "shkolim" 
that the 600,000 bnei Yisroel who left Egypt gave in the form of half-
"shkolim," and Homon wanted to give their complete redemption. 
Tosfos ends by saying that if you calculate it you will find that it is 
accurate. What is the calculation? 
2) Ch. 30, v. 16: "L'zikorone" - As a remembrance - This word is 
spelled with a letter Vov between the Reish and the Nun. "Zikorone" is 
likewise the theme of the stones on the shoulder straps of the "eifode" 
(Shmos 28:12), but there it is spelled without the letter Vov. Why the 
difference? 
3) Ch. 30, v. 35: "M'muloch" - What is the translation of this word? 
4) Ch. 32, v. 14: "Va'yino'cheim Hashem al horo'oh asher di'beir 
laasose l'amo" - Why did Hashem forgive the nation the sin of 
worshipping the golden calf even though we do not find that they 
repented for their sin, and not forgive the sin of the spies (Bmidbar 
14:29) even though they regretted their sin? 
5) Ch. 34, v. 6: "Hashem Hashem" - The gemara R.H. 17b tells us 
that when the 13 attributes of mercy are invoked Hashem always 
responds positively. The gemara says that the double word Hashem 
refers to mercy for the sinner, once before he sins and once after he 
sins. Why is it necessary to have mercy before one has sinned? 
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Answers: 
#1 1) The Chizkuni on our verse independent of Tosfos gives us a 
calculation of how Homon's 10,000 "kikar" weights of silver equal the 
amount of half-shkolim 600,000 bnei Yisroel would give. On average 
people live seventy years. The responsibility to give a half-shekel begins at 
the age of twenty (This is contested by some. See the Torah T'mimoh who 
lists and explains the opinions.) as is written in the following verse, "mi'ben 
ESRIM shonoh." On average people give a half-shekel for fifty years. The 
type of half-shekel given is in the "shekel hakodesh" coin system, which 
has double the value of non-kodesh "shkolim," hence 25 "shiklei hakodesh" 
given in a lifetime equal 50 standard shkolim. Fifty "shkolim" equal 100 
zuzim, given on average by each person. Sixty people would give 6,000 
"zuzim," equal to 60 "monoh," the weight of a "kikar" of silver, as one unit 
of "kesef" is the same as a "zuz." Ten-thousand times this amount was given 
by 600,000 people as 60 goes into 600,000 ten-thousand times. Thus a total 
of 10,000 "kikar kesef," was given by these 600,000 people, and Homon 
offered an equal amount. The Ba"ch on the above Tosfos calculates exactly 
as the Chizkuni and says that this is the intention of the Tosfos. 
2) The Targum Sheini on Megilas Esther simply states that Homon 
offered 100 "kesef" for each of the 600,000 bnei Yisroel who left Egypt. 
He does not explain why 100 "kesef" per person was offered. 
3) I believe that the calculation of the Chizkuni is not that of the Tosfos. 
Tosfos clearly mentioned that the amount was to equal that given by 
the bnei Yisroel WHO LEFT EGYPT. The 600,000 adults who left 
Egypt above the age of 20 years did not start giving a half-shekel until 
the second year in the desert at the time of the building of the Mishkon, 
at the earliest being 21 years of age, thus allowing for only 49 years of 
giving, and also, they did not live beyond the age of sixty because of 
the death sentence brought on by their sinning at the time of the sending 
of the spies, as recorded in Bmidbar 14:29. This further reduces their 
giving to 39 years. Thus the calculation Tosfos had in mind seems to 
not be that of the Chizkuni. 
Perhaps the intention of Tosfos can be explained with the words of the 
Rabbeinu Chanan'eil mentioned in Tosfos d.h. "Odom" on the gemara 
Sotoh 5a. He says that the weight of a "rvi'is halug" of blood, the 
minimal amount required to be in a person's circulatory system to stay 
alive, is that of 25 "shkolim." The R'vid Hazohov explains according to 
this that the giving of a half-shekel is a fiftieth weight of that of a "rvi'is" 
of blood. Thus a half-shekel is truly a tithing, a "trumoh" as mentioned 
in the end of our verse, since the average tithing of "trumoh" is one part 
of fifty. 
As mentioned earlier, Tosfos said that Homon wanted to give their 
COMPLETE redemption. The R'vid Hazohov says that this likely 
means "shkolim" for the complete weight of their blood, 25 "shkolim", 
100 kesef, per person. We thus arrive at exactly 10,000 "kikar kesef." 
#2 1) The remembrance of the stones only functions when the Kohein 
Godol is wearing the "eifode," while as long as the Mishkon stands the 
silver of the "adonim" is a remembrance. (Moshav Z'keinim) 
2) Sometimes when the "choshen" and "eifode" were consulted no 
answer came forth. (Tosfos Hasho'leim) I do not understand why the 
"eifode" is incorporated into this, since only the "urim" and "tumim" in 
the "choshen" were asked. Perhaps there was a combined power of both 
these items, as they both contained gemstones. 
3) The remembrance of the Mishkon is permanent, even after the Beis 
Hamikdosh was functioning, and even after it was destroyed, as we 
derive from "atzei shitim omdim" (Shmos 26:15), that they are erect 
forever (gemara Sukoh 45b). (Nirreh li) 
We also find "zikorone" with a letter Vov in Shmos 13:9, referring to 
tefillin, "ulzikorone bein ei'necho." This again connotes permanence, 
as per the words of the Rashbam, that the tefillin be a remembrance 
upon one's arm and head as if the words they contain are permanently 
imbedded upon us, even when we are not wearing them. (Nirreh li) 
#3 1) Rashi says that this means that the different spices should be well 
blended. 
2) The Ramban and Ibn Ezra in his first explanation say that it means 
that they should have "melach S'domis," sulfurous salt found where the 
city of S'dome once stood, added to it, as per the gemara Krisus 6a. 
3) Alternatively, the Ramban and the Ibn Ezra in his second explanation 
offer that it means finely ground, and the letter Lamed of this word can 
be considered extra as per Yeshayohu 51:6 "ki shomayim ke'oshon 

nimlochu," leaving us with the word form "moch," meaning finely 
ground. 
#4 This question is raised by the Holy Admor of Kotzk. He answers 
that even though the sin of the golden calf was devastating, nevertheless 
the bnei Yisroel were in pursuit of spirituality, "Kum assei lonu 
elohim." This was not the case with the sin of the spies where they 
sinned in pursuit of imagined physical gains only. (Emes Mei'eretz 
Titzmach page 48) 
#5 1) The Riv"o answers that since Hashem knows what the future will 
bring, even before the sin there is a need for mercy. 
2) The Holy Admor of Kotzk says that forgiveness is required for one 
who feels that he is perfect and has not sinned. A Gutten Shabbos 
Kodesh. 
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Ch. 30, v. 13: "Machatzis hashekel" - The first mishnoh in Shkolim says 
that on the first of the month of Ador there is an announcement made to 
give the half-shekel and to be careful to avoid "klayim." This is a 
prohibition against planting certain things together. The half-shekel teaches 
us that each of us is incomplete, and requires unity with another person to 
be complete. On the other hand, it is very important to not join with a 
wicked person. This is why at the same time that we announce the half-
shekel we also announce the prohibition of "klayim." We are not to unite 
with just anybody. (Kol Aryeh) 
Ch. 30, v. 15: "He'oshir lo yarbeh v'hadal lo yamit" - It is the nature of 
a wealthy person to blow up and maximize his donation. It is likewise the 
nature of the poor recipient to minimize what he has received. Our verse 
teaches that the donour should not aggrandize himself because of his 
charity and that the poor man should not minimize the kind act that was 
done to him. (Rabbi Meir of Premishlan) 
Ch. 30, v. 35: "K'to'res" - The gemara Arochin 16a and Z'vochim 88b 
says that the burning of "k'to'res" incense offers atonement for loshon hora. 
Symbolically, loshon hora pollutes and putrefies the environment, bringing 
much ill will and the like. Incense, on the other hand, freshens and scents 
the environment. (To'afos HoRi"m) 
Ch. 31, v. 14: "Ushmartem es haShabbos" - The Holy Zohar writes that 
Shabbos is one of the Names of Hashem. The gemara Shabbos 12a says 
that one should constantly touch his tefillin so that he will constantly be 
aware of his wearing them. The gemara then says that one should also touch 
the garment that he will wear on Shabbos, i.e. check his pockets to make 
sure that he has no item in the pocket as he might walk from domain to 
domain with the object on Shabbos, transgressing the act of carrying from 
domain to domain. Rabbi Yoseif concludes "hil'ch'sa rabasi l'Shabbos," this 
is a great halacha for Shabbos. 
Since our verse says that we should safeguard Shabbos, perhaps we can say 
that Rabbi Yoseif was making a "kal vochomer" from tefillin to Shabbos. 
If one has to continually be aware of his holy tefillin, which contain the 
Name of Hashem 42 times, "hil'ch'sa rabasi," all the more so, should he be 
consciously aware of the sanctity of Shabbos, as Shabbos is itself the Name 
of Hashem. (Nirreh li) 
Ch. 32, v. 1: "Assei lonu elohim" - Rabbi Meir Simchoh haKohein, the 
Meshech Chochmoh, was the untitled leader of the Lithuanian population 
in his community, Dvinsk. He was their Rov without officially being 
appointed. The government involved itself in these matters and now Dvinsk 
needed a "Rov mitaam," i.e. the community had to officially appoint a Rov 
who would also have to pass the government's approval. It seemed that with 
absolutely no competition, the appointment of Rabbi Meir Simchoh was 
assured. Somehow this did not happen. Another person who did not even 
live in Dvinsk was imported and given the position. Not because he wanted 
the appointment, but because he felt that the new Rov was not a terribly 
competent for the position, Rabbi Meir Simchoh remarked with this 
question: If the bnei Yisroel thought that Moshe was no longer alive, why 
did they create a golden calf to be their leader? Why not go back to having 
Aharon lead them, as he had done for close to forty years when Moshe ran 
away until he returned? 
It seems that people feel that a "kelb'l foon der fremd is besser vee a Kohein 
foon der heim." (Mipi hashmuoh) A Gutten Shabbos Kodesh. 
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Oroh V'Simchoh 
Oroh V'simchoh - Meshech Chochmoh On Parshas Ki Siso Bs"D 
Ch. 30, v. 13: "Esrim geiroh hashekel" - The Meshech Chochmoh points 
out that every place the Torah tells us how many geiroh make a shekel, 
there is a need to know this because of a situation that requires splitting the 
shekel into smaller coinage. In our case it is very obvious, since the mitzvoh 
is to give a half-shekel. More on this bez"H in parshas Bmidbar. 
Perhaps there is a second reason it is mentioned here as pointed out by the 
gemara Yerushalmi Shkolim -- Ch. 30, v. 13: "Machatzis hashekel" - The 
gemara Yerushalmi Shkolim 2:3 explains why exactly this amount was 
required. Since the bnei Yisroel brought this for the Mishkon, and one 
reason for building the Mishkon was to atone for the sin of the golden calf, 
which was considered idol worship. Idol worship is equated to forsaking 
all the Ten Commandments. Therefore, a half-shekel was required to be 
given, equal to ten "geiroh." 
Ch. 30, v. 18: "V'nosato SHOMOH moyim" - Should the verse not have 
said "v'nosato BO moyim?" The Meshech Chochmoh answers that the 
gemara Z'vochim 22a says that the washing ritual of the Kohanim's hands 
and feet does not require the "kior." It is sufficient to pour the water from 
any sanctified vessel that meets certain volume requirements. However, it 
is required to do the washing in the area of the location of the "kior," in the 
southern area between the "ulom," the front chamber of the Beis 
Hamikdosh, and the altar, as mentioned in the gemara Yerushalmi Yoma 
4:5. Therefore the Torah stresses SHOMOH, as the location is critical, and 
not BO, as the "kior" is not critical. As well, when the Mishkon was erected 
and its vessels were put into place for their service the verse also says 
"Va'yi'tein SHOMOH mayim" (Shmos 40:30). 
Feedback And Submissions Are Appreciated. Sholom613@Rogers.Com 
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Sedrah Selections 
Sedrah Selections Parshas Ki Siso Bs"D 
Ch. 30, v. 12: "Lifku'dei'hem v'nosnu" - To their count and they shall 
give - The gemara Yoma 22b says that it is a sin (Rabbi Nachman bar 
Yitzchok says two sins) to tally people. Our verse tells us that instead of 
directly counting people, they should give coins and by counting the coins 
we will know their numbers. Even using another medium is not permitted 
if the count is not for a mitzvoh or a great need (responsa Chasam Sofer 
O.Ch. #156). The Mo'gein Avrohom O.Ch. 156:2 writes that to directly 
count people even for a "dvar mitzvoh" is prohibited. He says that counting 
of fingers rather than bodies should be done. He derives this from the 
mishnoh Yoma 22a. To decide which Kohein would do certain services, 
the Kohanim stood in a circle and each one would extend a finger. A 
random number would be chosen and a finger count would begin, going 
round and round until the number was reached. That Kohein would do the 
service. The above-mentioned Chasam Sofer does not permit using fingers. 
He says to use another medium, such as coins. He explains that the reason 
fingers were permitted in Yoma is because there was no total count of the 
Kohanim present, as the count went round and round. It was only a system 
to pick out one person among many. When one will conclude with a total 
number of people even a finger count is not permitted. 
To ascertain that there is a quorom, a "minyan," we count people by words, 
one word per person, using the verse "Hoshioh es a'mecho .." (T'hilim 
28:9), which has ten words (Kitzur Shulchan Oruch 15:3). Sefer Ho'oroh 
(1:56), attributed to Rashi, says to have each person present say one word 
of the verse "Va'ani b'rov chasdecho .." (T'hilim 5:8). (Medrash Halacha) 
Ch. 30, v. 13: "B'shekel hakodesh" - Of the HOLY shekel - Why is this 
coin called SHEKEL? Why is the shekel coin HOLY? It is called SHEKEL 
because it is the unit that Moshe coined, and has no impurities in it. Thus 
the weight of the coin is the full weight, "mishkal," of silver. It is HOLY 
because it is the unit used in multiples for the redemption of "arochin," 
sanctified values of people (Vayikroh 27:1-8), and redemption of a 
firstborn, both sanctified objects. Likewise, the silver weight of this coin is 
the unit for weights of some Mishkon components, again holy objects. 
Since it is used for holy objects, it is also called HOLY. 
This is also the reason our Rabbis call the language of the Torah "loshon 
haKODESH," the holy tongue. The Torah itself, the writings of the 
prophets, and all holy messages transmitted by Hashem are in this 

language. Since all of these are holy, the language in which they are 
transmitted is holy, and is therefore called "loshon haKODESH." 
The Rambam in Moreh N'vuchim (3:8) writes that the Torah language is 
called "loshon haKODESH" because it does not contain even one word that 
is foul. Even the most intimate organs of the human body are referred to by 
description or function only. Human waste is likewise referred to by 
inference only, that which the body expels, etc. He explains certain words 
that seem to be blatantly coarse concepts, but again explains that they are 
only indirect inference. There are two problems with his approach. Firstly, 
he has not explained a word in Dvorim 28:10 properly, as it is a direct word. 
Likewise, he has not dealt with a word in 2:18:27, where again we find a 
direct word. Secondly, according to the Rambam's explanation the term for 
the language should be "loshon N'KIOH," a CLEAN language, not a HOLY 
language, as we find in the gemara Sanhedrin 68b. (Ramban) 
Ch. 30, v. 15: "V'hadal lo yamit mimachatzis hashekel" - And the poor 
man shall not give less than the half-shekel - Verse 13 has already 
mentioned the amount to give. Why does our verse have to repeat the 
amount that is not to be exceeded nor reduced? This teaches us that even 
when a person plans to give the complete half-shekel he may not give it 
piece-meal (see Rambam hilchos shkolim 5:1). (Chid"o in Nachal K'dumim 
in the name of Mahar"i Malko) 
Ch. 30, v. 16: "Kesef hakipurim" - The silver of redemption - This 
alludes to the custom of pledging money for charity on Yom Kippur. (Baal 
Haturim) 
Ch. 30, v. 17: "L'rochtzoh" - For washing - This was done by opening 
taps on the laver. The water then free-flowed upon the Kohanim's hands 
and feet. Rabbi Avrohom the son of the Rambam therefore asks why our 
Rabbis required washing of hands before partaking of bread specifically 
through human power, as it was surely fashioned after the washing from 
the "kior." He offers no answer. 
Ch. 30, v. 23: "B'somim rosh" - Spices of "rosh" - A number of 
explanations of the word "rosh" has been offered in a previous edition. The 
Ibn Ezra says that this means that the top part of the plant should be used 
and not the stalk or root. The Chizkuni differentiates between "b'somim" 
and "samim"(verse 34). 
"B'somim" are the actual plant, while "samim" can be the extract of an 
animal, plant, or a mineral. 
Ch. 30, v. 23: "Mor dror" - Free myrrh - This is the translation according 
to the Ramban. He explains that this anointing-oil component is taken from 
a deer. However, it is only produced by a deer that is FREE, that has grown 
up in the wild. However, one that has grown up in captivity will not produce 
"mor." 
Ch. 30, v. 32: "Uvmaskunto lo saasu komohu" - And in its measured 
quantities you shall not make like it - This is a prohibition against 
compounding spiced oil that has the same components and proportions as 
the oil used for anointing the Mishkon vessels. There is a similar 
prohibition for compounding incense similar to that used in the 
Mishkon/Mikdosh, "b'maskuntoh lo saasu lochem" (verse 37). Daas 
Z'keinim says that to make either of these two items exactly as that which 
was used for the Mikdosh is making use of the sceptre of the King. Rabbi 
Yehudoh Chosid has a most novel approach to explain this prohibition. He 
writes that besides these two restrictions, our Rabbis have taught that we 
should likewise not create a candelabrum similar to that in the Mikdosh, or 
a similar table, etc. All of these prohibitions are based on the fact that when 
we make an item that is quite similar to another, the powers invested in the 
original are drawn into the second item, and of course it would be wrong 
for us to have a secular item that has some sanctity of a Mikdosh item. He 
says that this is the reason that the power inherent in a stone called "evven 
t'kumoh" (see gemara Shabbos 66b and Shulchan Oruch O.Ch. 303:24), 
literally a "holding stone," (geologically a geode according to the Shiltei 
Hagiborim or a carnelian agate according to the Ta"z, both stones in the 
agate family) can also be invested into another item that is weighed against 
it on a balance scale and found to have the exact same weight. (Its power is 
to maintain a pregnancy. This is not hocus pocus, as it is brought in the 
Shulchan Oruch cited above and overrides the prohibition of "hotzo'oh" on 
Shabbos. See the parameters of who may carry it on Shabbos in/into the 
public domain in the above-mentioned Sh.O. If you know of someone who 
would like to have this stone, it is available for no charge. Kindly contact 
me at my email address.) 
Ch. 31, v. 15: "Sheishes yomim yei'o'seh m'lochoh uva'yom hashvii 
Shabbas Shabbosone" - Six days work shall be done and on the seventh 
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day there shall be total rest - If one is on the level of "yei'o'seh m'lochoh," 
that his work is done by others, even the six days of the week are somewhat 
a Shabbos. On the seventh day he is further elevated to "Shabbos 
Shabbosone," a double portion of Shabbos. (Nirreh li) 
A Gutten Shabbos Kodesh. 
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“When I will drive the nations from before you and expand your borders, 
no man will covet your land when you go up to see G-d three times a 
year.”(Shemos 34:24) 
After discussing the various festivals to be observed, HaShem commands 
the Jews to make a pilgrimage to Jerusalem for them. Especially when G-d 
expands their borders and they are too far to visit the Bais HaMikdash 
regularly, He wanted to establish times when they would come and have an 
audience with Him at His temple. 
Since everyone was obligated to go, the land would be left unprotected. 
They might be afraid that the previous inhabitants would come back and 
try to take the land. Here, HaShem promises that this will not happen. They 
will be under the Divine protection of G-d Himself, and no one will take 
their land. Not only that, but there is a guarantee that even predators would 
leave the pilgrim’s animals alone and they would be able to graze in peace. 
This promise was given in order to reassure people that they would not 
suffer by fulfilling G-d’s mitzvah of Aliya l’regel, going up to Jerusalem 
for the holiday. 
The word ‘ki’ meaning when, can also mean ‘because.’ This would enhance 
the message that G-d will surely protect them because He is the one who 
put them at risk, by helping them to prosper in a far-off land. If He is putting 
you in the difficult situation, then surely He will be there to help you. 
This message has far-reaching consequences. It doesn’t refer only to the 
festival pilgrimage to Jerusalem, but to any mitzvah that we are given. We 
are frequently faced with apparent conflicts when what we want or “need” 
to do is not in consonance with the mitzvos. “If I don’t work on Shabbos, I 
will not get the good job I want.” “I have to lie on this form or else it will 
cost me a lot of money.” “If I don’t do that, this person won’t marry me.” 
Not only does G-d promise that by fulfilling His commandments will we 
be protected from loss or harm, but He reveals that the challenge itself 
comes from Him! There’s no boss we have to impress or politician we need 
to win over, but HaShem challenging us to trust Him. 
Of course, one is supposed to make efforts. One must pen his animals and 
guard his field. But when that option isn’t there, such as when HaShem’s 
commandment tells him to leave it alone, then a person is to trust that 
HaShem is going to keep His word and protect him. 
So too, when we are faced with ethical and moral dilemmas, we must 
remind ourselves that when we follow the word of HaShem, we will come 
to no harm. And if we think we were harmed? Remember we don’t know 
what is truly good or bad and leave it to G-d. 
When the Chofetz Chaim visited Tchernigov, Russia, he heard about a Jew 
whose factory was open on Shabbos. He tried to convince the man to close 
it but the businessman said, “I make a profit of 4,000 rubles every day. Do 
you want me to lose that kind of money every Shabbos?” 
The sage retorted, “Would you prefer to lose the entire factory because of 
your desecration of Shabbos? The Torah says, “On six days work may be 
done but the seventh shall be holy for you.” Why tell us what we can do 
during the week? Simply forbid working on Shabbos and that will be 
enough. The answer is that only one who guards the sanctity of Shabbos is 
given the ability to work on the other six days.” 
The owner scornfully responded, “Does the Rabbi think a verse in the 
Torah keeps my factory going?!” The Chofetz Chaim left, disappointed that 
he had not convinced the man. When the Communist Revolution took place, 
the Bolsheviks seized the factory leaving the man destitute. He sent a letter 
to the Chofetz Chaim. “Now I know,” he wrote, “that you were right. 
Indeed, the verse in the Torah decided my factory’s fate.” 
Now You Know 

Though they had heard at Sinai “Do not make any idols,” the Jews, led by 
the Egyptians who had joined the Exodus, urged Aharon to create a “god” 
for them. 
The golden calf that was formed became a source of tragedy for all time 
and the Parah Aduma, the red heifer, was intended to atone for it. 
Why was it so bad? Perhaps these people felt that their entire faith depended 
on having some representation of G-d. If they did not have it, they would 
turn to other gods. This was a necessary evil, right? 
Wrong. Once you know what HaShem wants from you, there are no other 
calculations or rationales to be made. If their faith would be shaken by not 
having an idol, then that would be HaShem’s problem, not theirs. 
This is why Chazal say regarding the Red Cow, “Let the mother come and 
clean up the mess of her child.” 
It reminds us that there is a parent there to protect us and guide us and 
“clean up the messes” that are caused by following the rules. 
By forgetting that they were not the final say, the Jews who worshiped the 
calf brought calamity upon themselves and their nation. 
Thought Of The Week: 
When G-d gives you a burden, He never makes you carry it alone - & it 
may not even be an actual burden. 
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Torah Attitude 
Parashas Ki Sisa: How Can We Stay Happy All The Time? 
March 16, 2017 
Summary 
There is a difference between true happiness and imagined happiness. In 
this week’s parasha, the Torah relates how the Jewish people celebrated 
when they made the golden calf. In real life situations, it can be difficult to 
always feel happy. A person’s conduct can be divided into three areas: (1) 
between man and G’d; (2) between man and his fellow human beings; and 
(3) how man relates to himself. The first step to happiness is to believe in 
G’d and trust Him. Even in the Biblical times, when idol worship was 
rampant, everybody knew that there is a Creator Who is above any other 
power they chose to worship. The believer is aware that G’d is the Master 
of the universe, Who is in full control of everything that takes place, and, 
in general, nothing can happen unless He causes it and allows it to take 
place. The World to Come is where G’d will reward us, in full measure, for 
whatever we achieved in this world. The “seating arrangements” in the 
banquet hall of the World to Come is based on a person’s effort in this 
world. G’d has established a special bond with the Jewish people, as He 
relates to us not only as our King, but also as our Merciful Father. Only the 
Master, Who sees the complete picture in front of Him, knows how every 
part is in harmony with the total picture. Unlike a child, we can be happy 
even when G’d does things different than we would like, and chastises and 
restricts us from doing what we want. As a mature person, I understand that 
even when G’d sees the need to guide me using His rod, it is comforting. 
For I know that it is my loving Father in Heaven that uses His rod to bring 
me back to the right path. As we put our full trust in our loving and caring 
Father, we are confident that whatever He does is ultimately for our own 
good. 
True Happiness And Imagined Happiness 
Last week we discussed how to focus on the good in life in order to be 
happy. Rashi, in his commentary on the Talmud (Ta’anis 29a) explains that 
the months of Adar and Nissan are months of happiness, due to the miracles 
that happened to the Jewish people during these months. However, there is 
a big difference between true happiness and imagined happiness. True 
happiness is an expression of being content and satisfied with one’s lot in 
life in every situation; whereas, imagined happiness is a superficial, 
temporary celebration that does not give the person a real sense of feeling 
good. 
Golden Calf 
In this week’s parasha, the Torah relates how the Jewish people celebrated 
when they made the golden calf. As it says (Shemos 32:6): “And they arose 
early the next day … and the people sat down to eat and drink, and they got 
up to rejoice.” Rashi quotes from the Midrash Tanchuma (paragraph 20) 
that besides Idol worship, this rejoicing involved sins of adultery and 
murder. Obviously, such behaviour brought about G’d’s wrath upon the 
Jewish people. Only through Moses’ prayers was the Jewish people saved 
from annihilation (see Shemos 32:10-14). This rejoicing was a classic 
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example of imagined happiness combined with the worst possible conduct. 
On the other hand, true happiness is always connected with doing right and 
observing the Torah commandments. 
Difficult To Always Feel Happy 
However, in real life situations, it can be difficult to always feel happy. As 
we mentioned last week, we all have our issues and challenges, so how can 
we manage to be truly happy at all times. In order to clarify this, we must 
analyze what causes a person not to be happy. Not being happy can 
manifest itself in many ways. Sometimes it comes from lack of satisfaction 
and content. At other times, a person may feel angry and frustrated, and 
often the lack of happiness is due to various levels of depression. 
Three Areas Of Conduct 
In Torah Attitude: Parashas Terumah: One crown is better than two 
(February 18, 2010) we discussed that a person’s obligations can be divided 
into three categories: (1) between man and G’d; (2) between man and his 
fellow human beings; and (3) how he relates to himself. This applies to a 
person’s lack of happiness as well. Someone may be unhappy because of 
his situation, for which he blames G’d. This may relate to his personal life 
or to occurrences happening to the Jewish people in general. Someone else 
will blame other people for his misery, as he is upset with how they treat 
him or interfere in his personal life and business affairs. Finally, a person 
may be unhappy when he feels that he does not achieve his goals in life, 
and blames himself for his shortcomings. 
Belief And Trust In G’d 
The Orchos Tzadikim (Gate of Happiness) explains that the first step to 
happiness is to believe in G’d and trust Him. The Ramban (Faith and Trust, 
chapter 1) teaches that in order to trust G’d, we must first believe in Him. 
Our belief in G’d is like a tree. When we trust G’d, we benefit from the 
fruit of the tree. It is impossible, says the Ramban, to trust someone unless 
we believe in him. The famous saying that “there is no atheist in a fox hole” 
shows that when push comes to shove, deep down we all believe in G’d. 
But in order to live in constant happiness, we must tap into the inner 
resource of faith in G’d all the time. 
Idol Worshippers Fear Hashem 
Even in the Biblical times, when idol worship was rampant, everybody 
knew that there is a Creator Who is above any power they chose to worship. 
In the Book of Jonah (1:5) it says that the sailors called out in distress, each 
one to his idol. Rashi quotes our sages who explain that there were 
representatives of all seventy nations of the world on that ship. Each one 
prayed to his own idol. But when Jonah told them that he is Jewish, and 
that “he fears HASHEM, the G’d of the Heavens, Who created the seas and 
the land”, they all trembled in great fear (see 1:9-10). 
Master Of The Universe 
The Rambam (commentary on Mishnayoth Sanhedrin 10) goes through the 
Thirteen Basic Principles of Faith. He explains that to believe in G’d means 
to be aware that G’d is the Master of the universe Who is in full control of 
everything that takes place, and, in general, nothing can happen unless He 
causes it and allows it to take place. 
World To Come 
In addition, we must recognize that G’d’s ultimate purpose of Creation is 
to bestow goodness upon man, as Rabbi Moshe Chaim Luzatto explains 
throughout his various books. However, G’d created two worlds. This 
world was created so that we can toil and earn our reward, whereas the 
World to Come is where G’d will reward us, in full measure, for all that we 
achieved in this world. This is the deeper meaning of the words of the 
Mishnah (Pirkei Avos 4:21): “This world is comparable to the antechamber 
to the World to Come. Prepare yourself in the antechamber so that you may 
enter the banquet hall [the World to Come].” 
“Seating Arrangements” 
The banquet hall of the World to Come is open to all humanity. However, 
the “seating arrangement” is based on our effort in this world. When G’d 
chose the Jewish people after we accepted the Torah at Mount Sinai, we 
were given the opportunity to fulfill 613 commandments, rather than the 7 
Noachide commandments given to the world at large. This obviously 
entitles us to special seats in the World to Come, since we have to work 
much harder than everybody else. 
Our Father, our King 
G’d is the King of the entire universe, but He has established a special bond 
with the Jewish people. He relates to us not only as our King, but also as 
our Father. In every family, the father is more experienced and understands 
better what is good for his children, especially when they are young. 

Only G’d Sees The Complete Picture 
The difference between a young child and the parent is relatively small, 
compared to the difference between us and G’d. Only G’d, Who created 
the world, fully comprehends what is good for us and what is not. And only 
He, Who sees the complete picture in front of Him, knows how every part 
fits within the total picture. 
Only Mature Adult Can Appreciate 
A child will often question a parent’s decision and bear a grudge against 
the parent who admonishes and restricts the child. Only when the child 
matures into adulthood will the child be able to look back and appreciate 
all the love and care the parent really exhibited. Till then, the parents seem 
very restrictive and sometimes even cruel in the eyes of the immature child. 
We often react like children when we question G’d’s conduct. The great 
Rosh Yeshiva of Mesivta Torah Veda’as, Rabbi Avraham Pam, once said, 
“When I was young I had many pieces of advice for G’d how to conduct 
the world. When I grew older I realized that it would have been a disaster 
had He listened to me.” Unlike the immature child, we, as mature adults, 
do have the ability to understand our own limitations. When we realize this, 
we can appreciate and be happy even when G’d does things different than 
we would like. The same applies when He restricts us from doing what we 
want. 
Staff And Rod 
Chapter 23 is one of the most popular chapters of all Tehillim. Many people 
find comfort in the beautiful words of King David, as he expresses his 
complete faith in G’d, even in the most difficult situations. In the middle of 
this chapter he says (verse 4): “Your rod and Your staff comfort me.” This 
seems strange. We can understand that the staff that represents G’d’s 
support is a comfort in difficult times. But how can the rod, that represents 
G’d’s punishment, be a comfort? The answer is that it says Your rod and 
Your staff. As a mature adult, I understand that even when G’d sees the 
need to guide me using His rod, I feel comforted. For I know that it is my 
loving Father in Heaven that uses His rod to bring me back to the right path. 
Belief And Trust In G’d Is The First Step 
When we internalize that everything that happens to us is being 
orchestrated by G’d, we can accept that even when G’d does not allow what 
we would like, it is only an expression of His constant love for us, and 
ultimately it is for our benefit. With this in mind, we can be happy all the 
time. 
These words were based on notes of Rabbi Avraham Kahn, the Rosh Yeshiva and Founder of Yeshivas Keser Torah in Toronto. Shalom. Michael Deverett P.S. If you 
have any questions or enjoyed reading this e-mail, we would appreciate hearing from you. If you know of others who may be interested in receiving e-mails similar to 
this, please let us know at michael@deverettlaw.com. For previous issues please see http://www.shemayisrael.com/parsha/kahn/archives/archives.htm.   
 

Rabbi Shlomo Katz 

HaMaayan 
Get It Direct 
Volume 31, No. 21 20 Adar 5777 March 18, 2017 
In this week’s parashah, we read of the making of the Golden Calf. Many 
commentaries agree that the Golden Calf never was meant as an idol to be 
worshiped. Rather, writes R’ Avraham Yitzchak Kilav shlita (formerly an 
instructor at Yeshivat Merkaz Ha’rav and Chief Judge of the Yerushalayim 
rabbinical court), it was meant to be a conduit for Hashem’s goodness to 
flow to mankind. He explains: 
The Prophets write that the image of a shor / ox appears on G-d’s Throne. 
What does this mean; indeed, what does it mean that G-d has a “Throne”? 
Hashem’s “Throne” refers to the fact that He manages the world, just as a 
human king sitting on the throne governs his kingdom. However, Hashem 
does not generally interact directly with His world, i.e., He does not 
randomly distribute His goodness to the world. Instead, there must be 
worthy recipients to act as conduits. Even if the worthy recipients are few–
even if there is only one–Hashem’s goodness can enter our world through 
them. 
Naturally, Bnei Yisrael recognized that the world was sustained to a great 
degree through Moshe Rabbeinu’s merit. Thus, when Moshe seemingly 
went missing, Bnei Yisrael felt the need to replace him with a new conduit 
for Hashem’s goodness. Having seen the image of a shor on Hashem’s 
“Throne,” they believed that that would be a fitting conduit for Hashem’s 
goodness. As noted, Hashem’s “Throne” refers to the fact that He manages 
the world. The image of the shor on the “Throne” reflects the goodness that 
comes through working the land; thus, they thought that a conduit in the 
form of a shor would bring Hashem’s goodness to them. However, this too 
was a sin, because the Jewish People do not need tangible images to connect 
to, and receive goodness from, Hashem. (Avnei Bareket) 
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“Hashem spoke to Moshe, ‘Go, descend — for your people that you 
brought up from Egypt has become corrupt’.” (32:7) 
R’ Uri Sherki shlita (rabbi and educator in Yerushalayim)writes: In the 
introduction to his work Mesilat Yesharim, R’ Moshe Chaim Luzzato z”l 
(Ramchal; 1707-1746) declares that his goal is not to teach the reader 
anything new; only to remind him of what he already knows. If a person 
does not actively engage in studying and practicing the steps toward 
spiritual growth described in Mesilat Yesharim, Ramchal continues, he will 
not even notice all the opportunities for growth that he has missed, for 
matters of piety, fear and love of G-d, and purity of the heart are not inborn 
in a person. 
Ramchal appears to contradict himself, writes R’ Sherki. Does a person 
already know the things Ramchal wants to teach, or are they foreign to him? 
R’ Sherki explains: Merely possessing information does not affect a person 
the same way he is affected when he truly grasps and understands it. 
Ramchal means that he is not teaching the reader information that he does 
not already possess; nevertheless, without effort, the reader will not “own” 
that information and, therefore, will miss out on opportunities for growth. 
The ability to apply what one knows is not inborn. 
This, concludes R’ Sherki, explains a series of events in our Parashah. 
When Hashem told Moshe in our verse that the nation had sinned, Moshe 
did not break the Luchot. Only later (verse 19), “as he drew near the camp 
and saw the calf and the dances, Moshe’s anger flared up. He threw down 
the Tablets from his hands and shattered them at the foot of the mountain.” 
Why did Moshe not break the Luchot when he first heard of the Golden 
Calf, but he did when he saw it? The answer is the lesson that Ramchal 
teaches above: Moshe knew that Bnei Yisrael had sinned, but a seeing it 
made it a different reality. (Shiurim B’mesilat Yesharim p.18) 
“You will see My back, but My face may not be seen.” (33:23) 
R’ Yitzchak of Volozhin z”l (1780-1849) explains: G-d’s “face” refers to 
His thoughts, while His “back” refers to His actions, for just as the face 
precedes the back, so thoughts precede actions. One can only see G-d’s 
actions and try his best to understand G-d through them. No one, not even 
Moshe Rabbeinu, can fathom G-d’s thoughts. 
The same parallel, writes R’ Yitzchak, is behind the statement of the Sage 
Rabbi Yehuda Ha’nasi, “The reason that I am sharper than my friends is 
because I saw Rabbi Meir’s back. Had I seen his face, I would have been 
sharper still.” He meant: I grew from seeing Rabbi Meir’s actions, but, had 
I been privy to his thoughts, I would have grown even more. (Introduction 
to his father’s Nefesh Ha’Chaim) 
“Beware of what I command you today . . .” (34:11) 
The verses that follow repeat a series of laws that were taught in Parashat 
Mishpatim, which we read only three weeks ago. Why? 
R’ Chaim Kanievsky shlita (Bnei Brak, Israel) explains: The Gemara 
(Eruvin 54a) teaches that, if not for Moshe’s breaking the Luchot, one 
would never forget his Torah learning. Therefore, in our parashah, after the 
breaking of the Luchot, the Torah teaches the importance of review as an 
aid to memory. (Ta’ama D’kra) 
Pesach 
R’ Yosef Chaim David Azulai z”l (Chida; 1724-1806) writes: 
Commentaries have said that the Four Cups of wine at the Pesach Seder 
allude to the “Four Expressions of Redemption” (Shmot 6:6-7): “I shall 
take you out from under the burdens of Egypt; I shall rescue you from 
serving them; I shall redeem you with an outstretched arm and with great 
judgments; I shall take you to Me for a people.” Why, however, are four 
expressions of redemption necessary? Why isn’t one enough? 
Chida answers: These four expressions allude to four separate stages of the 
unfolding Exodus: (1) The Plagues began one year before the Exodus, and 
surely that resulted in some lightening of Bnei Yisrael’s enslavement. (2) 
Six months later, in the month of Tishrei, the enslavement ended entirely. 
(3) In Nissan, they were redeemed. Nevertheless, they were not entirely 
free, because another king could have captured them and enslaved them. 
That is why Hashem split the sea, which (4) demonstrated His special 
relationship with Bnei Yisrael and frightened all of the nations of the world. 
[This highlights the audacity of Amalek, the one nation that was not 
intimidated.] 
This, concludes Chida, is the meaning of the above verses: “I shall take you 
out from under the burdens of Egypt” alludes to lightening their 
enslavement. “I shall rescue you from serving them” refers to ending the 
slavery. “I shall redeem you with an outstretched arm and with great 
judgments” hints at the actual Exodus. Lastly, “I shall take you to Me for a 

people” refers to Hashem’s demonstrating that we are His people, and no 
one else’s. 
The Gemara (Pesachim 109b) records the following statement by the Sage 
Ravina: “The Rabbis established four cups of wine, and each is a separate 
Mitzvah.” In the light of the above explanation, writes Chida, i.e., that each 
cup represents a separate aspect of the redemption, we understand why each 
cup is a separate Mitzvah. (Petach Einayim) 
A Torah Tour of the Holy Land 
“Three times a year all your males shall appear before the Master 
Hashem, the Elokim of Israel.” (34:23) 
R’ Yehoshua Yosef Hakohen Feinberg z”l (19th century rabbi of Mard, 
Poland) asks: During the reigns of Kings Shaul and David, before the Bet 
Hamikdash was built, the Mishkan was located in one place (first, Nov; 
later, Givon) while the Aron / Ark was in a different place (first, Kiryat 
Yearim; later Yerushalayim). To which of those locations did the Mitzvah 
of Aliyah La’regel / ascending for the festival dictate that Jews go – to the 
place of the Aron or to the place of the Mishkan? 
It appears, writes R’ Feinberg, that the Mitzvah is to go to the place of the 
Mishkan. The primary fulfillment of Aliyah La’regel is through offering 
sacrifices, and that has to be at the place where the Mizbei’ach / Altar is 
located, i.e., the Mishkan. On the other hand, R’ Feinberg notes, before the 
Bet Ha’mikdash was built, sacrifices could have been offered anywhere. 
Nevertheless, we see that G-d-fearing, meticulous people brought their 
sacrifices to the Mishkan. Thus, we read (Melachim I 3:4), “The King 
[Shlomo] went to Givon to sacrifice there, for that was the great Bamah / 
Altar.” [This was before Shlomo built the Temple.] Why didn’t King 
Shlomo offer sacrifices in Yerushalayim, where he lived and where the 
Aron was? This proves that the primary place for offering sacrifices was in 
the Mishkan. While we read that King David offered sacrifices in 
Yerushalayim rather than traveling to Givon, it is clear from the verses that 
he was ill and weak at that time. Overall, the Mishkan seems to take 
precedence over the Aron. 
In reality, R’ Feinberg concludes, the above might not answer our original 
question. Some commentaries state that there were two Aronot / Arks, one 
for the second set of Luchot and the other holding the broken remains of 
the first set of Luchot. Thus, there may have been an Aron in the Mishkan 
the entire time, even though the “main” Aron was elsewhere. Also, even if 
there were not two Aronot, a Midrash records that, when the Plishtim 
captured the Aron in battle, the future King Shaul wrested the Luchot from 
them. Thus, the Aron in Kiryat Ye’arim and Yerushalayim may hvae been 
empty, while the Luchot themselves may have been in the same place as 
the Mishkan. (Ezrat Kohanim) 
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Rabbi Moshe Krieger 

Bircas HaTorah Parsha Sheet 
How to Gain Hashem’s Favor 
In Parshas Ki Sissa, Moshe Rabbeinu begs Hashem to forgive Klal Yisrael 
for the sin of the Golden Calf. When Hashem finally grants this, Moshe 
realizes that it is an auspicious moment and asks: “Please, show me Your 
glory.” Of course, Moshe knew that he could not literally see Hashem or 
His glory; rather, Drashos Haran (4) explains that Moshe wanted to have a 
greater awareness of Hashem, akin to what the soul feels upon leaving the 
body. 
Hashem answered Moshe: “No man can see me and live…. I will make all 
My goodness pass and I shall call out with the name of Hashem before you, 
and I shall show favor when I choose to show favor, and I shall show mercy 
when I choose to show mercy” (Shemos 33: 20, 19). 
In Rosh Hashana (17b), the Sages explain what Hashem meant: “He 
wrapped Himself in a tallis like one leading the congregation in prayer, and 
taught Moshe His 13 Attributes of Mercy, so that when the nation would 
sin in the future, these attributes could be recalled to gain His forgiveness.” 
Hashem’s answer does not seem to fit Moshe’s request. Moshe asked to 
behold Hashem’s glory, and Hashem showed him how to daven? 
The Alter of Slobodka answers that Moshe did not simply want greater 
awareness of Hashem for its own sake. Rather, he wanted this awareness in 
order to use it to find favor in Hashem’s eyes (see verse 33:13). Hashem 
replied that ultimate knowledge of Me is impossible, but what I can show 
you are My 13 Attributes of Mercy. Awareness of My attributes has two 
benefits: First, you can use them in davening, which will gain you My 
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favor. Second and much more so, emulating My ways brings a person the 
closest to Me that is possible. A person who does this will surely find favor 
in My eyes. 
This idea is found in Maseches Shabbos (133b), that the way to cling to 
Hashem is through emulating His attributes: “Just as Hashem is merciful, 
so too shall you be merciful.” 
Rav Yechezkel Levinstein notes that the above statement applies to 
everybody. Every Jew is obligated to strive to go in Hashem’s ways. Even 
one who is naturally endowed with the best middos must still work to apply 
Hashem’s traits. If a Jew does not undertake to do this, he may be kind or 
good-hearted, but this is not enough. 
For example, some people express anger and others restrain it and try to 
move on. However, the Mesilas Yesharim (11) says we should strive to be 
like Hillel, a man who could not be brought to anger, no matter what was 
done to him. 
The Mesilas Yesharim (ibid.) writes similarly about bearing a grudge. 
Many people think: Even though I am very disappointed about what so-
and-so did to me, I will not hold it against him. But I should love him like 
my best friend? That’s insane! And yet, the Mesilas Yesharim writes that 
we are expected to feel the same about this person as we did before he 
wronged us. 
We cannot rely on natural good heartedness, kindness, good thoughts or the 
like. We have to see the work of character perfection as a spiritual 
obligation that applies to all of us. By doing it, we are clinging to Hashem. 
Character perfection brings us favor in Hashem’s eyes. Every time we 
perfect a midda, we are gaining this favor. Of course, this is not a 
replacement for Torah and mitzvos. Every one of us is obligated to fulfill 
the mitzvos and learn about them as much as we can. Nevertheless, even 
Moshe Rabbeinu, despite his unparalleled greatness in Torah, found it 
necessary to find ways to gain special favor from Hashem. In Shaarei 
Teshuva (1:42), Rabbeinu Yonah states that this is the desire of all the 
tzaddikim. Even though they have already achieved perfection in their 
deeds, they still desire to find more favor. 
In Shemos Rabba (45:6), it states that when Hashem said: “I shall show 
favor when I choose to show favor,” this refers to various treasure houses 
of reward in the World to Come. There is a treasure house for doers of 
mitzvos, another for those who raise orphans, and so on. One such treasure 
house is for “free gifts.” What does this mean? 
Rav Yechezkel Levinstein explains that the intent is that when people want 
to gain Hashem’s favor and put in great efforts in fulfilling mitzvos and 
improving their middos, even if they are not yet holding at the peak of 
perfection, the very fact that they 1) want Hashem’s favor, and 2) are trying 
hard to reach this, gains them Hashem’s favor already! This is what the 
Medrash meant by a treasure house of “free gifts.” 
The Telsztone community is now mourning the loss of a great tzadekess of 
this town, Mrs. Tikva Kruger, a”h. She was a person who sought always to 
find favor in Hashem’s eyes. In addition to fulfilling mitzvos meticulously, 
she was always looking for ways to deepen her service of Hashem. 
Her daily schedule revolved around an array of chassadim, from bikur 
cholim, visiting the elderly, sharing a kind word with someone and other 
forms of assistance to others. She would go from shiur to shiur, taking notes 
all the time. After each shiur she would review her notes and write down 
practical conclusions on how to apply what she had learned. Her husband 
told me that she was so focused on going in Hashem’s ways that everything 
else in life became secondary to her. Avodas Hashem was all that she 
wanted. 
May we be zoche to find favor in Hashem’s eyes! 
 

Rabbi Label Lam 

Dvar Torah 
Serious After Effects 
When Yehoshua heard the voice of the people in their shouting, he said to 
Moshe: “There is a voice of battle in the camp!” (Shemos 32:17) 
Yehoshua was alerting Moshe on the way down the Mount Sinai and he 
was describing the auditory signals and the alarming sounds of what would 
turn out to be the ugly celebration surrounding the Golden Calf. Almost no 
single incident in our history had such a devastating effect as the sin of the 
Golden Calf and it is also one of the most perplexing events ever. 
It was only 40 days after everyone in the Nation of Israel heard directly 
from the The Almighty the first 2 of the 10 Commandments, “I am Hashem 
you G-d” and “You shall not have any other G-d before Me…” How could 

it have happened that such a clear and open statement be countermanded 
within such a short period of time? The entire episode boggles the mind! 
With a searing insight, the Sefas Emes, like a super sleuth or a skilled 
forensic scientists detects in Yehoshua’s brief report the root cause of the 
sin of the Golden Calf. He explains that Yehushua was involved in the 
battle with Amalek and he sensed that Amalek was involved in this giant 
sin. “Even though before, the Clouds of Glory rejected from the camp 
anyone who was spiritually weak, now the infection was in the camp itself. 
It was about this that Yehushua decried that “there is a voice of battle in the 
camp”. That brief encounter with Amalek on the way left a lingering effect 
that festered again in a moment of weakness and panic. This can be added 
into the calculation regarding the admonition to “remember what Amalek 
did to you”. If Amalek cannot stop our march to Mount Sinai they can at 
least plant a ticking time bomb that will cause damage even after the fact. 
It was many years ago that I was driving one of my Rebbeim back from an 
eye doctor appointment. As we were passing a well-manicured church I 
commented on how lovely they were keeping their property. He interrupted 
my praise and took the opportunity to tell me a fascinating story that gives 
support to the Hallacha that there are certain places we are not to use as 
reference points. 
He told me that when Rabbi Aaron Kotler was just getting started in 
Lakewood he had a small but loyal and dedicated group of learning young 
men. One of those students was approaching him continually with 
questions of faith. Reb Aaron would carefully and sensitively answer his 
questions but he began to suspect that the source of his questions were not 
a sincere search for the truth. It was like the boy who puts his finger in the 
dyke and another leak erupts. This fellow was looking for a way out! 
On one of his frequent trips to Williamsburg Reb Aaron took counsel with 
the previous Skverer Rebbe who asked him if this boy had any contact with 
any local churches. Reb Aaron was certain not but he followed up on the 
advice and he asked the boy. The fellow was adamant that he did not have 
any contact with any churches. Reb Aaron quizzed him further about how 
and when he goes to Yeshiva and which path he takes. 
The boy then realized that on the way to Yeshiva at 7AM every day he 
passes by a certain church and he sets his watch to the clock in the bell 
tower. Reb Aaron assured him that was the source of his problem. That 
subtle acknowledgment gave a foothold of credibility, enough to 
subconsciously erode his confidence in Torah. How careful we have to be! 
Even a small injection of “doubt” (SAFEK – is the numerical value of 
Amalek) can have such serious after effects. 
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Rabbi Eli Mansour 
Weekly Perasha Insights 
Parashat Ki Tisa- The Root of the Golden Calf 
Parashat Ki-Tisa tells the unfortunate story of Het Ha’egel – the sin of the 
golden calf. We read that Moshe Rabbenu did not return from the top of 
Mount Sinai at the time Beneh Yisrael expected him to, and they came to 
Aharon and demanded that he make for them an idol. 
In studying this section, we should approach the subject the way a doctor 
treats a patient. When a patient comes and describes his symptoms, the 
doctor’s job is to try to collect enough information to identify the root cause 
of the problem, what it is that makes the patient feel unwell. Similarly, as 
we approach the sin of the golden calf, we cannot simply learn what the 
people did wrong. This is clear from the text – they made a golden calf and 
bowed to it. The more difficult question is why and how this happened. 
What flaw in Beneh Yisrael’s character led them to this grievous sin? 
The clue might be found in the Torah’s description of the people coming to 
Aharon. The Torah writes (32:1), “Va’yikahel Ha’am al Aharon” – which 
in contemporary jargon would be translated as, “The people ganged up on 
Aharon.” They did not approach him and respectfully ask that he make for 
them an idol. They stormed his office, so-to-speak, with gall and audacity. 
Aharon was the leader of the people already in Egypt, for many years, and 
together with Moshe he confronted Pharaoh numerous times on their 
behalf. But the people spoke to him without shame and without respect, 
forcing him to build an idol for them. 
This was the root cause of the golden calf – a lack of shame. The Talmud 
teaches that shame is one of the three defining characteristics of Am 
Yisrael, along with compassion and kindness. Shame means an element of 
uneasiness and discomfort that prevents us from doing whatever want and 
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from calling attention to ourselves. Beneh Yisrael’s angry assault on 
Aharon at Mount Sinai revealed a lack of shame, an audaciousness that was 
unbecoming of G-d’s people, and this is what caused the sin of the golden 
calf. 
This explains why Moshe, after successfully pleading on the people’s 
behalf after the sin, placed a “Masveh” – “veil” – on his face to conceal the 
radiance that shone from him. Moshe covered his face like a bride, who 
wears a veil as a sign of humility and privacy. Moshe wanted to remind the 
people of the mistake they made, of the need to conduct themselves with 
humility and dignity, as this would prevent them from grave sins like the 
golden calf. 
Earlier, in Parashat Teruma, we read about the construction of the Mishkan, 
which was covered with several layers of cloths. The Torah tells that the 
second layer was longer than the bottom layer, and the excess material 
draped over the entrance to the Mishkan. Rashi (26:9) comments that the 
Mishkan thus resembled a “modest bride” who covers her face. The veil 
worn by Moshe reminded the people of the message of the “veil” hanging 
over the Mishkan’s “face.” The ideal of Kedusha represented by the 
Mishkan requires this quality of modesty and shame, acting with discretion 
and living with a degree of embarrassment that controls a person’s conduct. 
Of course, the Torah does not encourage us to be so uncomfortable with 
ourselves that we cannot function. It does, however, demand that we live 
with humility, with a sense of meekness that causes us to speak and act with 
dignity and respect. 
The culture in which we live has all but rejected the ideal of shame. In our 
society, people are encouraged to call as much attention to themselves as 
possible, even through outlandish and grotesque behavior. Meekness and 
humility are seen as signs of weakness, when in truth they are signs of 
strength and nobility. We, Am Yisrael, are to be “Bayshanim,” leading our 
lives in a dignified and humble manner, and in this way we correct the 
mistake made by our ancestors and become worthy of having G-d’s 
presence among us. 
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Weekly Dvar Torah- The Sin of the Golden Calf 
By Rabbi Elie Weissman 

Mara D'atra, Young Israel of Plainview, LI 
The Cheit Ha-Egel (Golden Calf) was not the only sin listed in the 
Torah; there were others. There were the numerous complaints in the 
desert – over the manna, over the water. There was of course Korach's 
rebellion. The sin of the spies engendered a punishment of 40 years. R’ 
Yehuda Ha-Levi points out in his Kuzari that, while we think of this 
particular sin as the definitive example of all sins, it was far less 
extensive than we realize. It was only 3000 individuals out of a nation 
600,000 strong − less than one percent of the population. 
Still, as far as legacy goes, the sin of the Golden Calf leaves an imprint 
on Jewish history that reverberates far more than any other sin. Moshe 
is criticized for even attempting to compare a later sin (Reuven, Gad, 
and Menashe's request to remain on the opposite side of the Jordan) to 
the sin of the spies. In later years, the additional complaints in the desert 
are even completely overlooked. In fact, despite a seemingly pervasive 
negative attitude, the entire sojourn in the desert is viewed positively as 
a sort of honeymoon period of the Israelites with HaShem. 
Yet, the sin of the Golden Calf lingers. Aharon is overwhelmed by guilt 
for his actions, causing him hesitation in his work throughout a lifetime 
of service in the Mishkan. The day of the dedication of the Mishkan is 
adorned with a special sacrifice of an egel (calf) to atone for the sin. 
The words used for teshuva (repentance) every Yom Kippur are taken 
from Moshe’s prayer for the Cheit Ha-Egel. The Kohein may not wear 
golden vestments in the kodesh hakodashim (Holy of Holies) in order 
to avoid a recollection the Cheit. Rashi considers the entire esoteric 
mitzvah of the Parah Adumah (Red Heifer) an eternal atonement for 
the sin of the Golden Calf. 
What makes this sin of the Golden Calf different from all other sins? 
What is remarkable about the sinners at the Golden Calf was their 
vehemence and passion. R. Yehuda Ha-Levi declares that they sought 

the leadership of Moshe; they sought a spiritual experience that they 
feared had disappeared with Moshe. 
What might we have said about the perpetrators of Cheit Ha-Egel 
before the sin? They were men of passion, great spirituality and zest. 
They were not rebels; they were true believers. They loved G-d and 
Judaism. Nevertheless, their love was an immature love. It was a love 
that lacked sophistication and recognition. When faith and love of G-d 
is unsophisticated, it crumbles when faced with challenge. Thus, when 
Moshe failed to appear on what they believed to be the appointed time, 
they were catapulted into crisis. The ecstasy of their faith could not 
stand the challenge of disappointment. They therefore sought to replace 
it, to form a new intermediary as a way to relate to G-d. 
The shades of grey between the minimal blacks and whites of our world 
often present the greatest challenge to the believing Jew. It is for this 
reason that the Torah and tradition demand consistent recollection of 
the sin of the Golden Calf. So much of our spiritual experience is 
complemented and confronted by confusing moments in life. When our 
faith is simplistic and immature, it cannot, and will not, stand up against 
the challenges and disappointments of life. In every life there exist 
moments of despair. When our faith is grounded in comprehension and 
tradition it stands more ably against life's vicissitudes. We recognize 
that failure and disappointment are no indication that G-d has forsaken 
us, but He is merely challenging us. 
When times are good, naive faith is both attractive and successful. It is 
attractive because it requires little work, thought, or contemplation. It 
is successful because, it remains unchallenged. A life filled with 
success need not contemplate a relationship with G-d in moments of 
failure. Yet, when that simplistic faith is challenged, it cannot stand. It 
clings to false idols and egels that offer the assuredness the believer 
seeks. 
The sophisticated emunah (faith) grounded in the Halachic process and 
informed by the complexity of Jewish thought and tradition, stands 
powerfully against life’s challenges. It does not cling to simplistic 
solutions and golden calves, but recognizes the complexity of life's 
experience and the insistent responsibility of faith. To quote Rabbi 
Joseph Soloveitchik, known as the Rav: "That religious consciousness 
in man's experience which is most profound and most elevated, which 
penetrates to the very depths and ascends to the very heights, is not that 
simple and comfortable. On the contrary, it is exceptionally complex, 
rigorous, and tortuous. Where you find its complexity, there you will 
find its greatness" (Halakhic Man, Footnote 4). 
It is only through a sophisticated emunah that we stand up successfully 
to the challenges of life. Shabbat Shalom. 

Until It Is Too Late 
By Rabbi Naphtali Burnstein 

Mara D'atra, Young Israel of Greater Cleveland, OH 
We read about one of the great tragedies of the Jewish people in Parshat 
Ki Tisa: the sin of the Eigel HaZahav – Golden Calf. Unable to wait for 
the return of Moshe Rabbeinu, Bnai Yisrael sinned by forming and 
worshipping a molten image – a calf made from the golden jewelry 
donated by the wives and children of the Bnei Yisrael. The Torah 
describes how Moshe Rabbeinu, upon his return from Har Sinai and 
discovering the behavior of the Jewish people, broke the Luchot 
(tablets) that contained the aseres hadibros (The Ten Commandments). 
The Torah describes the luchot (Shmot 32:16): “The Tablets were the 
handiwork of HaShem and the script was the script of HaShem, 
engraved on the Tablets.” The question is: why does the Torah wait 
until prior to their breaking, to describe the special qualities of the 
Luchot? Shouldn’t the Torah describe the Luchot and their beauty 
before HaShem presents them to Moshe (Shmot 31: 18)? 
There are a few answers to this question. The one I’ve always found to 
be the most convincing is that of the Shemen Hatov. His approach is 
that, most often, we only truly appreciate something when we are about 
to lose it; or worse yet, after we have already lost it. While it is with us, 
we take it for granted; but when faced with the prospect of its loss, we 
take notice how much we would miss it if we were without it. Now that 
the Luchot are about to be taken away, we feel and appreciate their true 
value. 
The Shemen Hatov illustrates another example of this idea, from 
another verse in Ki Tisa. In Shmot (31; 16) the Torah discusses our 
observance of Shabbat. The concluding words are “Shavas 
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Vayinofash” to mean that on seventh day HaShem rested and was 
refreshed. The Rabbis explained the word Vayinofash to mean Vi Avda 
Nefesh – “woe that we lost the Nefesh.” The Baal Shem Tov explains 
that this is a reference to the neshama yisaira (extra soul) that we gain 
on Shabbat and which leaves us when Shabbat ends. 
If that is true, then why do we traditionally mention this fact at the onset 
of Shabbat when we sing ViShumru? Once again, the point is brought 
home that it is human nature not to appreciate the gift of Shabbat until 
it is about to end. The Torah, however, wants us to appreciate Shabbat 
the moment it starts. So, even at that first moment, we already remind 
ourselves of what we will be losing later on, so that we can already 
appreciate the gift and beauty of Shabbat from its inception. 
The moral here is that all of us should appreciate the wonderful gifts 
Ha Kadosh Baruch Hu gives us, and not wait until it is too late. Shabbat 
Shalom. 

The Weekly Sidra - "A Matter of Wealth" 
By Rabbi Moshe Greebel 

Associate Member, Young Israel Council of Rabbis 
After Moshe destroyed the first Luchos (tablets) at the scene of the Egel 
HaZahav (golden calf), he is commanded by HaKadosh Baruch Hu to 
make a replacement: 
“And HaShem said to Moshe, ‘Hew for yourself two tablets of stone 
like the first; and I will write upon these tablets the words that were in 
the first tablets, which you broke.’” (Sh’mos 34:1) 
Now, this expression ‘Hew for yourself’ seems most interesting. What 
does it mean? Taking from the Midrash Vayikra Rabbah 32-2, Koheles 
Rabbah 9-13, 9-20, Midrash Rabbah Vayikra (Margolis) 32-2, 
Tanchumah Ki Sisa 29, and Pirkei D’Rabbi Eliezer 45, Rashi tells us 
the following: 
“He (HaShem) showed him (Moshe) a sapphire mine from within his 
tent, and He said to him, ‘The (sapphire leftover) chips shall be yours,’ 
and from there Moshe became very wealthy.” 
The Midrash Rabbah Sh’mos 46-2 puts it this way: 
“Hew for yourself two tablets of stone….. The chips shall be yours. 
From this source did Moshe become rich. HaKadosh Baruch Hu said, 
‘It is only right that Moshe should take the chips; for unto Yisroel who 
did not busy themselves with fulfilling commands I gave all the good 
things of the land of Egypt, as it says, ‘And HaShem gave the people 
favor in the sight of the Egyptians, so that they let them have what they 
asked.’ (Sh’mos 12:36) And shall Moshe, who during that time was 
busily engaged with the bones of Yosef, be a poor man? I will give the 
chips to him that he may become rich.” 
Now, the text K’tores Samim (published 1868- Rav Aharon Ben Aryeh 
Tannenbaum of blessed memory) poses the following question. If 
rewarding of the leftover chips was a payback for Moshe, who instead 
of looting Egypt with everyone else, involved himself with locating the 
burial spot of Yosef, why did it take more than four months to reward 
him? Should Moshe not have been rewarded directly after the Exodus 
from Egypt, as opposed to after the sin of the Egel HaZahav when he 
smashed the first Luchos? The K’tores Samim responds in the 
following manner. 
In truth, it made very little difference to Moshe Rabbeinu if he had 
wealth or not. For, within himself, he hadn’t the slightest lust for 
material affluence whatsoever. Nevertheless, after the B’nai Yisroel 
sinned with the Egel HaZahav, Moshe’s defense of them to HaKadosh 
Baruch Hu dealt with wealth, as we see from the Gemarah in B’rachos 
32a: 
“….. They said in the Yeshiva of Rabbi Yannai, ‘Thus spoke Moshe 
before HaKadosh Baruch Hu, “Sovereign of the Universe! The silver 
and gold which You showered on Yisroel (in Egypt and upon the Sea) 
until they said, ‘Enough!’ that it was which led to their making the 
(golden) Egel.”’ They said in the school of Rabbi Yannai, ‘A lion does 
not roar over a basket of straw, but over a basket of flesh…..’” 
That is, the lion which has been eating flesh all his life roars only when 
it has attained flesh. “The same is true with the B’nai Yisroel,” argued 
Moshe, “because You made them used to gold and silver, they created 
a golden idol.” 
Now, continued the K’tores Samim, when Moshe needed to rebuke the 
B’nai Yisroel for their indiscretions, they turned this argument around 
against him by saying, “Judge not your fellow man until you have 
reached his place!” (Pirkei Avos chapter 2 Mishna 4) That is, they 

would say, “You Moshe who have never been an affluent man, and 
know nothing of gold and silver, would never have even thought of 
creating a golden idol. However, had you been wealthy, who knows if 
you would have withstood the trial of creating golden idols for your 
own glory?” 
It was at this very precise point, concluded the K’tores Samim, that 
HaKadosh Baruch decided to make Moshe wealthy with the chips of 
the second Luchos, which he happened to have been hewing at the time, 
to illustrate to the B’nai Yisroel that even though he was now affluent, 
this would not change Moshe in the slightest manner, which it didn’t. 
Simply put, it was the debate against Moshe by the B’nai Yisroel at this 
time, not to mention the ‘sapphire’ mine in his tent, that brought about 
Moshe’s new found wealth. The reward then, which ought to have been 
given directly after the Exodus, was saved instead for a much more 
auspicious time. So conclude the words of the K’tores Samim. 
Concerning Moshe’s activities during the looting of Egypt, the Torah 
tells us: 
“And Moshe took the bones of Yosef with him; for he (Yosef) had 
solemnly sworn the B’nai Yisroel, saying, ‘G-d will surely visit you; 
and you shall carry up my bones from here with you.’” (Sh’mos 13:19) 
In the Mishna of the Gemarah Sotah 9b, we find the following: 
“….. Yosef earned merit by burying his father (Ya’akov in Eretz 
Canaan), and there was none among his brothers greater than he…… 
Whom have we greater than Yosef, since none other than Moshe 
occupied himself with his (Yosef’s) burial? Moshe earned merit 
through the bones of Yosef, and there was none in Yisroel greater than 
he….. Whom have we greater than Moshe, since none other than the 
Omnipresent One occupied Himself with his (Moshe’s) burial…..?” 
Regarding Moshe’s very busy time engaged in locating and retrieving 
the bones of Yosef, the Gemarah in Sotah 13a relates the following 
incident: 
“….. But how did Moshe know the place where Yosef was buried? It 
is related that Serach, daughter of Asher, was a survivor of that 
generation. Moshe went to her and asked, ‘Do you know where Yosef 
was buried?’ She answered him, ‘The Egyptians made a metal coffin 
for him which they fixed in the river Nile so that its waters should be 
blessed.’ Moshe went and stood on the bank of the Nile and exclaimed, 
‘Yosef, Yosef! The time has arrived of which HaKadosh Baruch Hu 
swore, "I will deliver you", and the oath which you imposed upon 
Yisroel (of burial) has reached (the time of fulfilment). If you will show 
yourself, well and good! Otherwise, behold, we are free of your oath!’ 
Immediately Yosef’s coffin floated (on the surface of the water)…..” 
In the Midrash D’varim Rabbah 11-7 we have a slightly expanded 
version of this incident: 
“And why did Moshe merit that HaKadosh Baruch Hu should busy 
Himself with his burial? Because when He went down to Egypt and the 
time for the redemption of Yisroel had come, all Yisroel were occupied 
with gathering silver and gold, but Moshe was going round the city, and 
for three days and three nights was laboring to find Yosef’s coffin, for 
Yisroel could not leave Egypt without Yosef…..” 
Just locating the coffin was a three day effort for Moshe. The Midrash 
continues: 
“….. After Moshe had tired himself out, a certain S’gula (Serach Bas 
Asher) met him and observing that he was weary from his efforts she 
said to him, ‘My lord Moshe, why are you tired?’ He replied, ‘For three 
days and three nights I have been going round the city to find Yosef’s 
coffin, and I cannot find it.’ Said she to him, ‘Come with me and I will 
show you where it is…..’” 
Serach Bas Asher must have been a very elderly lady, as she lived even 
into the Exodus. The Midrash continues: 
“….. She took him to the river and said to him, ‘In this place have the 
(Egyptian) magicians and astrologers made for him a coffin of five 
hundred talents in weight and cast it into the river. And thus have they 
spoken to Pharaoh, “If it is your wish that this people (B’nai Yisroel) 
should never leave this place, then as long as they will not find the 
bones of Yosef, so long will they be unable to leave."' Immediately 
Moshe placed himself by the bank of the river and called out, ‘Yosef, 
Yosef!, you know how you have adjured Yisroel (with the words), “G-
d will surely visit you.” (Sh’mos 13:19) Give honor to the G-d of 
Yisroel and do not hold up the redemption of Yisroel! You (Yosef) 
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have good deeds to your credit. Intercede then with your Creator and 
come up from the depths…..’” 
And, the Midrash concludes: 
“….. Whereupon immediately Yosef’s coffin began to break through 
the waters and to rise from the depths like a stick. Moshe took it and 
placed it upon his shoulder and carried it, and all Yisroel followed him. 
And while Yisroel carried the silver and gold which they had taken 
away from Egypt, Moshe was carrying Yosef’s coffin. HaKadosh 
Baruch Hu said to him, ‘Moshe, you say that you have done a small 
thing; by your life, this act of kindness is a great thing; since as you 
ignored silver and gold, I too will do unto you this kindness in that I 
will busy Myself with your burial.’” 
This then, would have been the attitude of Moshe Rabbeinu when it 
came to material wealth- non-essential, inconsequential, insignificant, 
and frivolous. And, such an uncaring attitude in Moshe towards 
affluence must have prevailed in him even when rewarded with the 
sapphire chips. But then, what else could we have possibly expected 
from the Av HaN’vi’im (father of all prophets)? 
May we soon see the G’ulah Sh’laimah in its complete resplendence- 
speedily, and in our times. Good Shabbos. 
Confidential matters may be sent to Rabbi Greebel at: belmar.rabbi@yahoo.com Also appearing on the website: The National Council of Young Israel 
http://www.youngisrael.org  
 

Aish.Com - Rabbi Kalman Packouz 

Shabbat Shalom 
Ki Tisa 5777 
GOOD MORNING! Our Sages instruct us to start preparing for a 
holiday 30 days in advance of the holiday. Pesach (Passover) begins 
Monday evening, April 10th! 
Many Jewish holidays have been humorously described as: "They 
wanted to kill us. We won. Let's eat." If you'd like to have your Pesach 
Seder to be more than "Can we skip this part of the Hagaddah ... and 
Let's eat!", then this week's edition will be of help. Your Seder can be 
an even more enjoyable, memorable and warm family experience -- if 
you put the time into preparing! 
How does one get his/her children to feel positively about being 
Jewish? You cannot transfer your feelings, but you can create the 
atmosphere and the experience which will engender positive feelings. 
Many people who love being Jewish, fondly reminisced about their 
Zaideh (grandfather) presiding over the Shabbat table or their Bubbie 
(grandmother) lighting Shabbat candles ... and their Seder! You are a 
link in that chain! 
How Do I Make My Seder Enjoyable, Creative And Meaningful? 
Remember that the Seder is for the kids, to transmit our history and 
understanding of life. You've got to make it interesting and intrigue them 
to ask questions. If a person asks a question, he'll be inclined to hear the 
answer! The only way to transmit your love and feeling for Judaism is 
through shared, positive experiences. You need to be excited about the 
Seder! Some ideas from Rabbi Shimon Apisdorf: 
1. Invest time before the Seder. Trade in your Maxwell House Hagaddah 
for one with commentary. Then read it! Visit a Jewish book store and see 
what intrigues you. Look at a commentary to get interesting insights to 
share with your family and guests. A few suggestions: Judaism in a 
Nutshell: Passover, Artscroll Haggadahs and The Exodus You Almost 
Passed Over by Rabbi David Fohrman. Also, excellent materials including 
an audio guide "How to Conduct the Passover Seder" are available at 
ChadishMedia.com ! 
2. Get Passover story books for the kids now! Read to them the stories 
before Pesach. Have them or help them make a little play to present at the 
Seder. Buy them Artscroll Children's Hagaddah! 
3. Have quizzes and prizes. Ask questions and give 20 points for a right 
answer. 100 points and they get a prize! Start with the youngest and work 
up through the ages. If a child answers a question that's not his, he loses 20 
points! Name: the plagues, the 4 sons, the number of years in slavery -- 
make your list of questions before the Seder. (You can even prep the kids 
before the Seder with the answers!) 
4. Plan out the Seder with little surprises and props. During the section on 
the plagues throw into the air plastic animals when you get to the Wild 
Beasts; use ping pong balls for the plague of Hail. Be creative. Give each 
child a brown paper bag filled with his props. Have fun! (you can also order 
the "Bag of Plagues" props available at your local Jewish bookstore -- or 
Amazon.com or theplaguesbag.com -- or assemble your own!) 

5. Delegate. Give your kids or guests a small part of the Haggadah to 
prepare. They can look at a Haggadah with commentary -- or go to 
Aish.com and search. It involves them and makes them a part of the Seder 
rather than being an observer. 
6. Have questions for discussion at the table! Passover marks the birth of 
the Jewish people. It's a time to reflect on the meaning, value and 
implications of being Jewish. Here are some questions to discuss: 
A. On a scale of 1-10, how important is being Jewish to you? Please 
explain. 
B. If your son, daughter, brother, sister, or best friend told you that they 
planned to raise their children without any Jewish education or identity, 
how would you react? 
C. If you thought the existence of Israel was in danger, would you risk your 
life to help save it? 
D. What do you like about being Jewish? What don't you like? 
E. Is it important to you or for your children to have mostly Jewish friends? 
Why? 
7. Spend time at Aish.com/pesach and AishAudio.com ... and for more on 
Pesach! And be sure to see the Aish video "The Google Exodus" -- What 
would the Exodus have looked like if Moses had the internet? 
Torah Portion Of The Week Ki Tisa 
The Torah portion includes: instructions for taking a census (by each person 
donating a half shekel); instructions to make the Washstand, Anointing Oil, 
and The Incense for the Mishkan, the Portable Sanctuary; appointing 
Betzalel and Oholiab to head up the architects and craftsmen for the 
Mishkan; a special commandment forbidding the building of the Mishkan 
on Shabbat (people might have thought that they would be allowed to 
violate the Shabbat to do a mitzvah ...). "The Children of Israel shall 
observe the Sabbath, to make the Sabbath an eternal covenant for their 
generations." 
The Torah portion continues with the infamous story of the Golden Calf. 
The people wrongly calculated that Moses was late in coming down from 
Mt. Sinai and the people were already seeking a replacement for him by 
making the Golden Calf (there is a big lesson in patience for us here). 
Moses sees them dancing around the calf and expressing anger he breaks 
the Two Tablets; he then punishes the 3,000 wrongdoers (less than .1% of 
the 3 million people), pleads to God not to wipe out the people, requests to 
see the Divine Glory, and receives the second set of Tablets of the Ten 
Commandments. 
Dvar Torah 
based on Growth Through Torah by Rabbi Zelig Pliskin 
The Torah states: 
"Six days you shall work and on the seventh day, it should be a 
complete rest sacred to the Almighty" (Exodus 31:15). 
What does it mean "a complete rest"? 
Rashi, the great commentator, tells us that rest on Shabbat should be a 
permanent rest and not merely a temporary rest. Rabbi Chaim 
Shmuelevitz, the former Rosh Hayeshiva (Dean) of the Mir Yeshiva, 
clarifies that a temporary rest means that a person has not really 
changed his inner traits, but he merely controls them on Shabbat. He 
still has a bad temper and has a tendency to engage in quarrels, but 
because of the elevation of Shabbat, he has the self-discipline not to 
manifest these traits. The ultimate in Shabbat observance is that a 
person should uproot those negative traits which are contradictory to 
peace of mind on Shabbat. One needs to uproot such traits as anger and 
the tendency to quarrel with others. Only then is your rest on Shabbat 
a complete rest. 
It is not sufficient for a person just to refrain from the formal categories 
of creative acts on Shabbat. Shabbat is the gift of peace of mind. This 
is not considered righteousness, but an essential aspect of Shabbat. 
Only by being a master over your negative emotions can you have true 
peace of mind -- and elevate yourself spiritually! 
Quote Of The Week 
The optimist knows that setbacks are: 
1) Not personal, but external 
2) Not permanent, but temporary 
3) Not pervasive, but specific 
-- Martin Seligman 
With Special Thanks to Suzanne Gerard 
With Deep Appreciation to Joseph Wenger 
This article can also be read at: http://www.aish.com/tp/ss/ssw/415423133.html Like what you read? As a non-profit organization, Aish.com relies on readers like you 
to enable us to provide meaningful and relevant articles. Join Aish.com and help us continue to give daily inspiration to people like you around the world. Make a secure 
donation at: https://secure.aish.com/secure/pledge.php or mail a check to Aish.com, c/o The Jerusalem Aish HaTorah Fund PO Box 1259 Lakewood, NJ 08701 Copyright 
© 1995 - 2017 Aish.com - http://www.aish.com  
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Rabbi Eliezer Parkoff 

Weekly Chizuk 
Parshas Ki Sisa 
Flying Letters and Shattered Stone 
(Based on Rav Sholom Schwadron, zt"l, Lev Sholom v. II p. 347) 
"And the tablets were the work of G-d, and the writing was the writing of 
G-d, engraved upon the tablets.… And it came to pass, as soon as he came 
near to the camp that he saw the calf, and the dancing; and Moses' anger 
burned hot, and he threw the tablets from his hands, and broke them beneath 
the mount. (Shmos 32:16,19) 
First the Torah lavishly praises the luchos. Then the Torah continues to 
detail how they were broken. This doesn't seem to be the place to marvel at 
the virtues of the luchos, right before they were smashed to pieces. It should 
have been brought up earlier when they were first given to Moshe 
Rabbeinu: "And he gave to Moshe, upon finishing talking with him upon 
Mount Sinai, two tablets of Testimony, tablets of stone, written by the 
finger of G-d" (31:18). Here would have been the appropriate place to 
continue and relate their divine nature. Why did the Torah wait until 
midway into the incident of the golden calf just as they are about to be 
shattered? Suddenly we pause and elucidate their virtues? 
The answer is that we have to understand that just as miraculous was their 
makeup, so too their destruction was supernatural. This point was crucial 
for us to know in order to understand how they were broken. Therefore the 
Torah paused a moment and discussed the marvelous nature of the luchos 
and the writing on them - they were formed and written by G-d. This 
information gives us an introduction in understanding the manner and mode 
of how they were broken. Think about this a moment. You should have 
asked yourselves: How was Moshe capable of breaking the luchos? Were 
they made of duralex? Were they pieces of fragile ceramic? The luchos 
were made of a Heavenly material, they had descended from Heaven, they 
were utterly Divine! Just throwing them down on the ground isn't going to 
shatter a Heavenly substance. The writing was also of Divine nature. The 
gemara relates that the writing went straight through the tablets, and yet it 
could be read correctly from both sides - it wasn't backwards writing on the 
reverse side! Moreover, the letters ñ and í didn't fall out. Have you ever 
tried to make stenciled letters and keep them attached to the paper? The 
center of these two letters should have fallen out. We can't fathom the 
nature of this writing. They defied the laws of nature. And yet, suddenly, a 
simple natural phenomenon takes place: Moshe threw them down and they 
shattered into hundreds of pieces. How did that happen? What explosive 
did he use in order to smash a Divine creation? What marvelous hammer 
did Moshe Rabbeinu possess? 
In order to understand all this, we have to refer to the Ramban on this 
possuk. He is bothered by a question. The luchos were so marvelous, so 
why didn't Moshe refrain from breaking them? He answers (based on 
Shmos Rabba 9:11) that the letters flew off as soon as he approached the 
golden calf; the surrounding area was permeated with tumah and sin. 
Ah! We finally found the solution to our puzzle. Oh, certainly, that's simple. 
There is something that can shatter a Divinely made entity. There is a very 
powerful hammer which can smash to smithereens the handiwork of 
Hakadosh Baruch Hu! What is that? Tumah and sin! Tumah forced the 
letters to fly away, and sin shattered the luchos. A Divine creation can 
withstand the most powerful blows in the world. But as soon as it comes in 
contact with tumah and human sin it explodes into pieces. 
If you think about it, this must have been an incredible sight. The letters 
flew off by themselves as soon as they came close to the tumah. Moshe 
didn't have to do anything. This is explicit in the Ramban's statement. Only 
after the letters flew off did Moshe throw down the luchos and break them. 
The lesson jumps out at us: there is no way in the world that the Holy can 
mix with the profane. It can't even tolerate being in close proximity! And 
if they meet, the kedusha immediately flies away and vanishes. 
How foolish are those who go to schools where they come in contact with 
unholy people. They combine tainted subjects together with Torah. Torah 
is now explained through the tainted lenses of history and science. The 
Torah described the luchos as Divine and the handiwork of G-d, totally 
miraculous. And in spite of everything as soon as they came near tumah 
they flew away. How much more so the words of Torah studied in these 
defiled institutions together with tainted individuals and tainted subjects. 
Even the Torah which had been engraved on the hearts of those who study 
it, certainly will suddenly fly off without any warning. 
Compromising holy values by mixing secular themes together with limudei 
kodesh is a terrible thing. But even just going to hear the "experts" of this 
academic system of compromise can bring no good results. Therefore, one 

should not even go to hear lectures from individuals who aren't truly yirei 
Hashem (G-d fearing). 
Once two yeshiva bochurim had a burning desire to hear one of the famous 
lecturers of the day. However, his approach was not in the spirit of the 
Torah leaders. Still the bochurim felt they were able to distinguish between 
the good and the bad and could extract benefit from hearing him. However, 
their consciences bothered them and so they decided to go to the Leshem 
(Rav Shlomo Elyashiv, the grandfather of Rav Yosef Sholom Eliashiv, zt"l) 
to hear what he had to say. He heard them out and then answered, "My dear 
children, do you know how many long years it will take you to erase the 
impression engraved on your hearts from seeing and hearing this man? You 
shouldn't contemplate hearing even one word from him!" 
The Sefer Torah ends with the following words, "… and all the strong hand, 
and all the great awe, which Moses performed before the eyes of all Israel 
(Devorim 34:12)." Rashi comments, "and all the strong hand: [This refers 
to] his receiving the Torah on tablets with his hands. And all the great awe: 
[This refers to the] miracles and mighty deeds [that were performed for 
Israel] in the great and awesome wilderness. - [Sifrei 33:41] before the eyes 
of all Israel: [This expression alludes to the incident, where] His heart 
stirred him up to smash the tablets before their eyes, as it is said, "and I 
shattered them before your eyes" (Devorim 9:17). - [Sifrei 33:41]" This 
possuk is the final possuk in Torah. It is giving final tribute to Moshe 
Rabbeinu, summing up all his marvelous deeds and virtues. What is the 
culmination of his great career, the icing on the cake? He broke the luchos 
in front of the entire congregation of Klal Yisroel! So now we have to 
understand: what was so great about this that made it the climax? 
Rav Moshe Mordechai Epstein zt"l, Rosh Yeshiva of Slobodka, explained 
thusly: this lesson, the breaking of the luchos, was the greatest lesson that 
Moshe Rabbeinu had ever taught the Jewish people. When they saw the 
holy tablets being shattered before their very eyes they gained a concrete 
awareness of what sin can cause. Sin can destroy even G-d's personal 
handicraft! 
But now we are confronted by a new question. True, this is an awesome 
and frightening lesson. But what was the "strong hand" of Moshe Rabbeinu 
in this? The Torah is now discussing the marvelous virtues and might of 
Moshe Rabbeinu, not the lessons that he taught and instilled in Klal Yisroel. 
What is the connection of the "strong hand" of Moshe to the breaking of 
the luchos? 
If we look at the possuk closely we see the answer. It says, "before the eyes 
of all Israel." That was the might of Moshe Rabbeinu, that he broke the 
luchos in front of everyone, the entire Jewish nation, and he wasn't afraid! 
Superficially it seemed that really all the excitement about the golden calf 
and those who sought a new religion was merely because Moshe had 
delayed in returning. Really, however, they had evil intentions; they wanted 
to throw off the "yoke of Heaven." They spoke about the pain they suffered 
from Moshe's absence, as if they only wanted to find a substitute. But deep 
inside, they meant wicked mischief. 
When Moshe Rabbeinu descended Mount Sinai, and everyone saw him 
holding the luchos, they should have immediately broken out in song! They 
should have all emotionally run towards him to greet him and leave the 
golden calf. Finally, their dear beloved leader, whom they had feared dead, 
had returned!! This didn't happen. The truth now came out. They weren't 
looking for a replacement for the man Moshe, they were looking for a 
replacement for Moshe's ideology! No one could stand up to them. Their 
hands were bloodied with the blood of Chur (Miriam's son) whom they 
murdered because he refused to listen to them. They would have killed 
Aharon if he didn't at least outwardly consent to them. And even Moshe 
Rabbeinu himself in his glory, when he became incensed at them and threw 
down the luchos, was now threatened with danger that he would be buried 
next to Chur!! 
But Moshe didn't flinch. He broke the luchos "before the eyes of all Israel," 
even though he was taking his life into his own hands. 
Everything else Moshe had done for the people was against the enemies of 
Klal Yisroel: against the Egyptians, against Sichon and Og, etc. Here, by 
the golden calf, Moshe had to stand up and show his full strength and 
courage against the entire Klal Yisroel themselves! 
The courage he had previously used to fight the battles against Yisroel's 
enemies had to now be turned against the nation itself! He had been turned 
into a lone soldier against an entire nation (whom even though they hadn't 
all worshipped the calf, but they had remained silent, except for the tribe of 
Levi who afterwards joined the battle). But Moshe Rabbeinu wasn't afraid, 
and didn't cringe; he took the luchos and smashed them to pieces in front 
of everyone! This is the final praise that the Torah chose to finish the Sefer 
Torah, the summary of the essence of all the strengths of our great leader 
Moshe Rabbeinu. This is the greatest praise possible for the awesome act 
he carried out - "before the eyes of all Israel!" 
Wishing Everyone A Gut Shabbos! 
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Rabbi Moshe Pogrow - Ani Maamin Foundation 

Gem Of The Week From RSR”H 
This week sponsored לעילוי נשמת מלכה בת הרב מאיר ע"ה 
Inviolable Truths 
With the instructions to build the Mishkan and with the handing over of the 
Luchos, Matan Torah was completed. Now it was necessary to plant the 
nation’s soul, the Torah, in its midst. From the Mishkan, the Torah would 
radiate out to the entire nation, and its spirit would fill the heart of each 
individual, to realize the promise: V’asu li mikdash, veshachanti besocham. 
But as all this was transpiring on Har Sinai, events were taking place in the 
camp below that attested only too realistically to the vast gulf between the 
reality of the people and the heights of the Torah they were to receive. 
Hashem’s threat—“Achaleim, v’e’eseh oscha l’goy gadol,” that the nation 
that had been established to receive the Torah would be destroyed, while 
Moshe and the Torah were assured of a future—demonstrated the 
absoluteness of the destiny ordained for this Torah, which comes from 
Hashem, and like Him, is timeless. 
No one should ever imagine that the Torah should be adapted to changing 
times. On the contrary, each generation is entitled to a present and a future 
only while it accommodates itself to the Torah. The Torah is the absolute, 
ultimate goal of the Jewish nation. And the generation of Matan Torah was 
still infinitely far from it. 
If, the Torah, with its unalterable ideals, nevertheless came down to that 
generation, the implication is this: the Torah was not given to the people to 
suit their convenience. Rather, it was given to klal Yisrael so that the nation 
should shape itself, elevate itself, to the moral and spiritual heights of the 
Torah. 
As soon as the Torah came down to klal Yisrael, over whom it was meant 
to reign supreme, cheit ha’eigel presented it with its first challenge. The 
Torah was to demonstrate Divine power by training this people to accept it 
out of complete submission, and its resting place was to be first and 
foremost a place of education toward a better and purer future. 
In Devarim 9:20, we are told that Aharon committed a serious sin in playing 
along with the cheit. He should have opposed the people, even at the risk 
of his own life. Aharon thought, however, that it would be prudent to yield. 
He reasoned that if he were to fall victim to the mob, they would lose all 
restraint. By taking control of the events, Aharon believed he would be able 
to stall until Moshe's return and limit the scale of the people’s sin. 
In the aftermath, the man designated as the first kohen gadol learned, and 
taught all future generations, that a Jewish leader cannot try to be clever. 
The truths of the Torah are not his own to concede. He may not give up part 
of them to save the rest. 
G-d's testimony is inscribed on granite rock. One can acknowledge it, or, 
at his own peril, reject it. But no one, not even the kohen gadol, can alter 
so much as one letter. 
Have a wonderful Shabbos, Moshe Pogrow 
Director, Ani Maamin Foundation 
Please note: The “Gem of the Week,” is based on excerpts from Rav Shamshon Raphael Hirsch zt”l’s collected writings, with permission from the publisher.  
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The Symbolism Of The Kiyur 
“And you shall make a brass Kiyyor - laver - and its pedestal of brass for 
washing; and you shall place it between the Tent of Meeting and the 
Altar, and put water there.” Shemos 30:18 
Sefer Sha’arei Aharon cites Chizkuni, who points out that the mitzvah to 
fashion the Kiyyor - the Laver - is mentioned only here, and not earlier, in 
Parashas Truma, together with most of the other utensils and fixtures of the 
Mishkan. The reason for this is that the need for the Kohen to wash his 
hands and feet before serving was not a service in and of itself. This was 
merely a prerequisite, one which enabled the Kohen to proceed and 
participate in the other acts of worship and service. This is unlike the other 
utensils, each of which was an integral part of the service. 
Rabbeinu Bachya explains that the reason the Torah places the description 
of the Laver adjacent to the mitzvah of donating the half-shekel coin is to 
show that their functions are associated one with the other. The waters of 

the Laver served as a source of blessing to portend abundant rainfall for the 
nation. Similarly, the donations of the half-shekel were a form of tzedaka, 
and we know that drought is caused when people pledge tzedaka in public 
and do not redeem their pledges (Gemara Ta’anis 8a), as the verse states 
(Mishlei 25:14): “Clouds and wind with no rain, so is a man who lauds 
himself with false gifts.” 
Another connection between these themes is that the silver of the half-
shekels was used to fashion the sockets in which the wood pillars stood. 
These sockets symbolically represented the atonement for the sin of the 
Golden Calf. The Laver also served to atone for the sin of the Golden Calf, 
because it was made from the mirrors the women donated for the Mishkan 
(see Rashi 38:8). As Rashi explains, because the women refused to donate 
their property for the Golden Calf, while they willingly gave for the Laver, 
it was distinctly fitting as a symbol to atone for the sin of the Golden Calf. 
The verse here simply states that the Laver was to serve “to wash”, and it 
does not write “for the hands and feet”, as the verse clearly writes later 
(Verse 19). This indicates that the laver was, indeed, to wash away the sin 
of the Golden Calf, in addition to its daily function to allow washing of the 
hands and feet of the Kohanim. 
A Taste Of The World-To-Come 
“And you, speak to Bnei Yisrael saying: ‘Just observe My sabbaths, for it 
is a sign between Me and you for your generations, to know that I, God, 
sanctify you.’ ” Shemos 31:13 
The Holy One, blessed be He, told Moshe: “Moshe, I have a wonderful gift 
in My treasure house, and its name is Shabbos. I seek to give it to Yisrael. 
Go and tell them about it.” -- Shabbos 12a 
The enjoyment which the soul is destined to experience in the World-to-
Come cannot be achieved while one is still in this world. While the soul is 
bound up with its corporeal being it cannot partake fully of this level. The 
Torah occasionally refers to what the soul ultimately has in store, but this 
feeling is not measurable to a person while he is yet in his worldly cloak. 
Our Sages tell us (Berachos 57b) that the mitzvah of Shabbos provides us 
with an experience that is one-sixtieth of the World-to-Come. The spiritual 
charge we can gain from Shabbos gives us a glimpse into what degree of 
soul-inspiring advantage is in store for the future. 
Malbim explains that the “wonderful gift of Shabbos that Hashem has in 
His storehouse” is, in fact, this World-to-Come reward which the soul will 
enjoy. That era is often referred to as “the day which is completely 
Shabbos”. (See Tamid 7:4) It is truly a great gift, and, because we cannot 
appreciate it yet, it is waiting for us in Hashem's treasure house. Hashem 
wants us to merit it, and His instructions to Moshe were to inform the Jews 
about it. The means by which it was taught was through the mitzvah of 
Shabbos, which provides us with the glimpse of what is in store in the 
World-to-Come. 
The verse concludes by stating that by observing the Shabbos, we will come 
to recognize that “I, God, sanctify you”. The opportunity we will have to 
be sanctified and to enjoy the full benefit of the soul in the next world can 
be experienced to some degree by observing the Shabbos in this world. 
Each Shabbos - A Unique Day 
“Between Me and Bnei Yisrael it is a sign forever that in a six-day period 
God made the heavens and the earth, and on the seventh day He relaxed 
and He rested.” Shemos 31:17 
How does one feel the neshama yeseira? A chassid once came to Rav 
Kolonymus Kalman Shapira, s"hv, for advice. “I have tried so hard to feel 
the holiness of Shabbos but I am still so far from it. How can I really feel 
the neshama yeseira, the extra level of the soul, that is given to every Jew 
every single Shabbos?” 
The Rebbe answered, “You have to yearn to grasp the extra neshama with 
great determination. You must focus your thoughts on this as much as you 
can, especially on Erev Shabbos and Shabbos itself. Imagine that you are a 
businessman who stands to make a fortune if he is alert and can close on a 
certain deal. Of course, your entire self would be immersed in thinking 
about the affair, such that it would be hard for you to entertain thoughts of 
anything else. What would make you stay so focused? The knowledge that 
this is the only way in which you will be able to take the best advantage of 
your opportunity would keep your mind on your goal. Why do some people 
fail to achieve all that they might in their business? Their inability to 
maintain this focus makes them like children whose minds are drawn after 
a thousand different thoughts, one after the other. Such people are likely to 
fail when a tricky deal presents itself.” 
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The Rebbe concluded, “Each Shabbos you have an opportunity to connect 
to Hashem in a new way—it is an opportunity that will never return, since 
every Shabbos is completely different. You must remember what you stand 
to lose if you don’t manage to focus your will properly. This is the meaning 
of the Gemara in Ta’anis 27: the word "Jpbhu" represents “apb vsct hu - woe 
to me because I will lose my extra neshama after Shabbos.” We feel the 
neshama yeseira to the degree that we sense how precious is this once-in-
a-lifetime opportunity, because the holiness of this particular Shabbos will 
never return again!” 
Two Tablets – Inseparable 
“And it happened as he drew near the camp and he saw the calf and the 
dances, that Moshe’s anger burned, and he threw down the Tablets from 
his hands and shattered them at the bottom of the mountain.” Shemos 
32:19 
The word is written “Ish - his hand” (singular), but it is read as if it were 
written “uhsh - his hands” (plural). 
Rabbi Yisrael Salanter explains this verse by analyzing the two Tablets 
of Law - the Luchos. When the Jews sinned by worshipping the Golden 
Calf, they violated the first two commandments which were engraved upon 
the Tablets of the Law - “I am Hashem” and “You must not form any 
graven images.” The tablets of the commandments were in two blocks, each 
with five of the commandments upon it. The first five, arranged vertically 
on the first tablet, contained the laws which comprise the framework of the 
relationship between man and God. (This includes the command to honor 
one’s parents, because the recognition of respect and reverence for parents 
corresponds to the awe and honor one must have for our Father in heaven). 
The second tablet contained the laws which legislate conduct between man 
and man. These are the mitzvos from “Do not kill” through “Do not covet”. 
Moshe considered only casting down the one tablet containing the mitzvos 
between man and God, for this is the one that had apparently been 
abrogated. Yet, he realized that without being balanced with the mitzvos 
between man and God, the list of mitzvos between man and man were not 
viable. There cannot be a system of moral behavior which standardizes 
interpersonal relationships unless it is firmly founded upon an ethical base 
with culpability to a Supreme Authority. These two tablets must be parallel 
and must remain attached one to the other. This is what the verse alludes to 
as it hints that Moshe wanted to cast down the tablet from one of his hands 
(Ish), but he actually cast both tablets down from both of his hands (uhsh). 
Halachic Corner 
Parashas Parah 
The mitzvah of K’vod Shabbos is discussed in the Shulchan Aruch. The 
aspect of K’vod Shabbos that will be dealt with here relates to those things 
done before Shabbos in preparation for Shabbos and with the intent of 
making it a special and holier day. 
Ezra instituted the ruling that clothes should be washed on Thursday so that 
they will be clean for Shabbos. He deliberately designated Thursday for 
this purpose so that Friday will be free for food preparation and other 
necessities. (O.Ch. 242) 
It is proper to wake up early on Friday morning to prepare for Shabbos. If 
a certain item is only available for purchase before davening, it is even 
permissible to buy it before davening Shacharis. (M.B. 250:1) Even one 
who has workers or maids, who clean the house and do all other necessary 
preparations, should make sure to do something himself because the 
mitzvah is greater when one performs the K’vod Shabbos personally. Our 
great sages of the Talmud, who had students and workers who would have 
carried out their every wish, still had certain tasks which they did 
themselves on Erev Shabbos. (O.Ch. 250) 
Questions For Thought And Study 
1. When were Bnei Yisrael being counted at the beginning of Parashas Ki 
Sisa? See Rashi to 30:16 and Chizkuni to 30:12 
2. Why does the Torah mention (31:2) the grandfather of Betzalel (Chur), 
yet does not mention the grandfather of his co-worker Ohaliav (31:6)? See 
Chizkuni 31:2 
3. To what two grievances was Hashem responding when he told Moshe 
that he would “make him into a great nation” - "kIsd hIdk W,It vGgtu"? See 
Malbim 32:10 
4. Why when Moshe ascended to Har Sinai the second time were the 
restrictions of who could go near the mountain stricter? See Ramban 34:3 
5. How many times did Moshe ascend to ohnJ¨ (heavens) for forty days? 
See Ramban 34:28 
Answers: 

1. Rashi says that this counting occurred after the incident of the Golden 
Calf. Chizkuni says that it was on the first day of Adar of the second year 
after they left Egypt. 
2. Chur is specifically mentioned as he was killed at the incident of the 
Golden Calf. His grandson Betzalel, being an architect of the Mishkan, is 
an atonement for the sin of the Golden Calf. 
3. First, Hashem was telling Moshe that his prayers were not in vain, as He 
was willing to make him into a great nation. Secondly, He would keep the 
promise He made to our forefathers by continuing with Moshe as a great 
nation. 
4. The first time that Moshe ascended Har Sinai, it was through the merit 
of all of Bnei Yisrael, so they could be closer. The second time it was 
through Moshe and his prayers alone, so they had to be more separated. 
5. Moshe ascended to ohnJ three times, twice for learning the Torah and 
another time to beg for Bnei Yisrael’s forgiveness. Ibn Ezra disagrees (on 
Devarim 10:1) and says that he only went up two times. The second Luchos 
were written at the end of the second forty day period. 
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Rabbi Mordechai Rhine 

Rabbi's Message 
May the Best Loser, Win! 
Moshe descended from Mount Sinai in disappointment. He had been away 
for just 40 days, and somehow the people had fashioned a golden calf. As 
he reached the bottom of the mountain and encountered Yehoshua. 
Yehoshuawas waiting loyally for Moshe's return and was unaware of what 
had happened in the camp. He only knew that there were shouts coming 
from the camp. So he conjectured and says to Moshe, “There is a sound of 
battle in the camp.” Moshe responds grimly, “There are no shouts of a 
victor, not even shouts of a loser. Only shouts are in the camp.” 
Moshe’s response wasn’t just a way to make conversation. Moshe’s 
response was indicative of his attitude to the incident of the golden calf. 
Had there been some sort of opposition to the golden calf, had someone 
managed to create a dialogue of opposition, Moshe would have been 
satisfied. What frustrated him most was that there was no “battle” in the 
camp. Some people participated; others did not. But there was no battle. 
There was neither the sound of a victor, nor the sound of a loser. Only 
shouts of confusion were in the camp. 
Sometimes in life we confront a challenge and we are victorious. But 
sometimes victory isn't ours. We may confront a challenge of personal 
growth or of community development, and fail. Moshe’s message is that 
failure is okay. Actual success is not up to you. What is important is that 
you gave it your best shot. 
In some cases the fear of failing is so significant that we are scared to 
undertake goals at which we might fail. I once met a lawyer who told me 
that he never lost a case. When I asked him how he did that, he said that he 
simply doesn’t accept a case if he thinks he might lose. Such an approach 
handicaps and dramatically limits a person’s potential. 
I recall how, as a young boy, I used to go hiking on a brook in my backyard. 
I was always very cautious, and I would never take a step until I could 
identify the rock that I would step on and the overhanging branch that I 
would hold. One day I was hiking together with a friend who was much 
less cautious. As my friend sped over the rocks he slipped and fell into the 
water. I gasped. But my friend got up quickly. Although he was soaked, he 
flashed me a big smile. He said, “If you aren’t willing to slip every now 
and then, then you can’t really enjoy hiking on a brook.” 
As one thoughtful person said: If you never tasted failure, if you never got 
“no” as an answer, then you probably never reached your outer limits. 
The situation that Moshe feared most wasn’t the sound of losing. A 
situation of just sliding through life is what Moshe feared most. A person 
must live life with conscious intent. “Sounds of confusion are in the camp.” 
That is what Moshe found most frustrating. Moshe would find it pleasing 
and meaningful when a person tries, even if he loses. 
So the next time you encounter a challenge that seems bigger than you, 
don’t ignore it. Strategize. Instead of giving up, go ahead and try. You may 
win; you may lose. If you win, fine and good. If you lose, you will be able 
to say, “Listen, at least I tried. I tried! And soon I’ll try again.” 
With best wishes for a wonderful Shabbos! 
Rabbi Mordechai Rhine is the Rav of Southeast Hebrew Congregation- Knesset Yehoshua in White Oak, MD. He also serves on the Executive Board of the Vaad of 
Greater Washington, and is the Director of TEACH613, an organization which promotes Torah and mitzvah education through classes and virtual media. Rabbi Rhine's 
"Take Ten for Talmud" ten minute audio program based on Daf Hayomi is available by free e-mail subscription. His book, "The Magic of Shabbos," and the Perek 
Shirah Collection CD Series are available in Judaica stores, and through www.teach613.org. He can be contacted at RMRhine@teach613.org © 2017 by TEACH613TM  
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Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks 

Covenant & Conversation 
The Sabbath: First Day Or Last? (Ki Tissa 5777) 
In the immensely lengthy and detailed account of the making of the 
Tabernacle, the Torah tells the story twice: first (Ex. 25:1 – 31:17) as 
Divine instruction, then (Chs. 35 – 40) as human implementation. In both 
cases, the construction of the building is juxtaposed to the command of the 
Sabbath (31:12-17; 35:1-2). 
There are halakhic and theological implications. First, according to Jewish 
tradition, the juxtaposition was intended to establish the rule that the 
Sabbath overrides the making of the Tabernacle. Not only is the seventh 
day a time when secular work comes to an end. It also brings rest from the 
holiest of labours: making a house for God. Indeed, the oral tradition 
defined ‘work’ – melakhah, that which is prohibited on the Sabbath – in 
terms of the thirty-nine activities involved in making the sanctuary. 
At a more metaphysical level, the Sanctuary mirrors – is the human 
counterpart to – the Divine creation of the universe (for the precise 
linguistic parallels between Exodus and Genesis, see Covenant and 
Conversation, Terumah 5763/2003). Just as Divine creation culminates in 
the Sabbath, so too does human creation. The sanctity of place takes second 
position to the holiness of time (on this, see A. J. Heschel’s famous book, 
The Sabbath). 
However, there is one marked difference between the account of God’s 
instruction to build the Sanctuary, and Moses instruction to the people. In 
the first case, the command of the Sabbath appears at the end, after the 
details of the construction. In the second, it appears at the beginning, before 
the details. Why so? 
The Talmud, in the tractate of Shabbat (69b), raises the following question: 
what happens if you are far away from human habitation and you forget 
what day it is. How do you observe the Sabbath? The Talmud offers two 
answers: 
R. Huna said: if one is travelling on a road or in the wilderness and does 
not know when it is the Sabbath, he must count six days [from the day he 
realises he has forgotten] and observe one. R. Hiyya b. Rav said: he must 
observe one, and then count six [week] days. On what do they differ? One 
master holds that it is like the world’s creation. The other holds that it is 
like [the case of] Adam. 
From God’s point of view, the Sabbath was the seventh day. From the point 
of view of the first human beings – created on the sixth day – the Sabbath 
was the first. The debate is about which perspective we should adopt. 
Thus, at the simplest level, we understand why the Sabbath comes last when 
God is speaking about the Tabernacle, and why it comes first when Moses, 
a human being, is doing so. For God, the Sabbath was the last day; for 
human beings it was the first. However there is something more 
fundamental at stake. 
When it comes to Divine creation, there is no gap between intention and 
execution. God spoke, and the world came into being. In relation to God, 
Isaiah says: 
I make known the end from the beginning, 
from ancient times, what is still to come. 
I say: My purpose will stand, 
and I will do all that I please. (Isaiah 46:10) 
God knows in advance how things will turn out. With human beings, it is 
otherwise. Often, we cannot see the outcome at the outset. A great novelist 
may not know how the story will turn out until he has written it, nor a 
composer, a symphony, nor an artist, a painting. Creativity is fraught with 
risk. All the more so is it with human history. The ‘law of unintended 
consequences’ tells us that revolutions rarely turn out as planned. Policies 
designed to help the poor may have the opposite effect. Hayek coined the 
phrase ‘the fatal conceit’ for what he saw as the almost inevitable failure of 
social engineering – the idea that you can plan human behaviour in 
advance. You can’t. 
One alternative is simply to let things happen as they will. This kind of 
resignation, however, is wholly out of keeping with the Judaic view of 
history. The Sages said: ‘Wherever you find the word vayehi [‘and it came 
to pass’] it is always a prelude to tragedy.’ When things merely come to 
pass, they rarely have a happy ending. 
The other solution – unique, as far as I know, to Judaism – is to reveal the 
end at the beginning. That is the meaning of the Sabbath. The Sabbath is 
not simply a day of rest. It is an anticipation of ‘the end of history’, the 
Messianic age. On it, we recover the lost harmonies of the Garden of Eden. 

We do not strive to do; we are content to be. We are not permitted to 
manipulate the world; instead, we celebrate it as God’s supreme work of 
art. We are not allowed to exercise power or dominance over other human 
beings, nor even domestic animals. Rich and poor inhabit the Sabbath alike, 
with equal dignity and freedom. 
No utopia has ever been realised (the word ‘utopia’ itself means ‘no place’) 
– with one exception: ‘the world to come’. The reason is that we rehearse 
it every week, one day in seven. The Sabbath is a full dress rehearsal for an 
ideal society that has not yet come to pass, but will do, because we know 
what we are aiming for – because we experienced it at the beginning. 
We now begin to sense the full symbolic drama of the making of the 
Tabernacle. In the wilderness, long before they crossed the Jordan and 
entered the promised land, God told the Israelites to build a miniature 
universe. It would be a place of carefully calibrated order – as the universe 
is a place of carefully calibrated order. Nowadays, scientists call this the 
‘anthropic principle’, the finding that the laws of physics and chemistry are 
finely tuned for the emergence of life. Just so did the Tabernacle have to be 
exact in its construction and dimensions. The building of the Tabernacle 
was a symbolic prototype of the building of a society. Just as it was an 
earthly home for the Divine presence, so would society become if the 
Israelites honoured God’s laws. 
The ultimate end of such a society is the harmony of existence that we have 
not yet experienced, living as we do in a world of work and striving, conflict 
and competition. God, however, wanted us to know what we were aiming 
at, so that we would not lose our way in the wilderness of time. That is why, 
when it came to the human execution of the building, the Sabbath came 
first, even though in global terms, the ‘Sabbath of history’ (the Messianic 
age, the world to come) will come last. God ‘made known the end at the 
beginning’ – the fulfilled rest that follows creative labour; the peace that 
will one day take the place of strife – so that we would catch a glimpse of 
the destination before beginning the journey. 
Only those who know where they are travelling to will get there, however 
fast or slow they go. 
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Peninim on the Torah 
Parashas Ki Sisa 
This shall they give - everyone who passes through the census - a half-
shekel of the sacred shekel. (30:13) 
Why was Klal Yisrael commanded to contribute a half-shekel coin? Would 
it have been so difficult to give a whole shekel? This question has been 
treated extensively by the various commentators. The gist of their 
commentary focuses on the need for each individual Jew to view himself 
as a mere half. No Jew is whole, alone and in and of himself. Horav 
Yoshiyahu Pinto, Shlita, offers a powerful insight into the half-shekel 
requirement. He explains that a Jew should view every occurrence, every 
circumstance, every issue that he faces, as being only half of the story. 
Another side to the story always exists. Whatever he might be going 
through right now is only part of a larger picture. With emunah and 
bitachon, faith and trust, in Hashem, he will understand the "rest of the 
story". 
Numerous stories and parables have received written and oral expression, 
which emphasize this verity. I have selected a classic culled from the 
Kisvei, writings, of Horav Chaim Vital, zl, which he redacted from his 
revered Rebbe, the holy Arizal. A story of this caliber from such a source 
increases its authenticity and should enrich and ennoble our emunah. 
Yosef was a young married man who, together with his younger brother, 
would visit their widowed mother after shul on Friday night. They entered 
the house to notice their mother reading a Tehillim that had belonged to 
their father, who had passed away two years earlier. When their mother 
looked up from the sefer, they noticed that her eyes were damp from crying. 
Yosef looked at her and said, "Imma, two years have passed since our father 
left us. Why are you still crying? It is enough! Imma, it is time to move on. 
Hashem made a decision. We must abide by it." Their mother rose from her 
chair and said, "Yosef, you are right, but I cannot forget. I cannot stop 
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crying. I miss him so much. I will make a special attempt especially for you 
to put a smile on my face and live with joy." 
They spent some time together and bid one another Gutt Shabbos. The 
mother retired to bed in a much better mood than she had been in some 
time. Soon she began dreaming of an exquisite garden filled with the most 
beautiful, fragrant flowers. As she stood there in awe, an old man with a 
long, white beard appeared and asked if she wanted to see her late husband. 
"Certainly," she said, and she followed him to a clearing where a large 
group of (what appeared to be) righteous men were listening intently to a 
shiur, lecture, being rendered by a young man. She looked closely and was 
shocked to see that the young rebbe was none other than her late husband. 
"My husband, why did you leave me at such a young age? How are you 
able to teach Torah to the righteous ones in Gan Eden?" 
"Let me explain to you," he began. "The world in which you live is but a 
place where gilgulim, transmigrated souls, are sent to complete the spiritual 
repair of their lives. The real world is up here. During my first sojourn in 
life, I was a great Torah scholar. Because of my overriding desire to learn 
Torah, I refused to marry and raise a family. It would be too time-
consuming. When I came here I was told that I had failed to fulfill the first 
mitzvah of the Torah. Thus, I was compelled to return to marry and have a 
family - but only long enough to set my sons straight on the path of Torah. 
Once this was achieved, I was called back." 
"Why does our son not have good fortune in his business ventures?" she 
asked. "Do you remember that Yosef was involved in a din Torah, 
litigation, with another Jew? Well, although he won, the other fellow was 
very angry and was about to take revenge against Yosef. My prayers on 
Yosef's behalf succeeded in sparing him, but at the expense of his financial 
success. The decree against him will have reached its designated time in 
one more year, when his ventures will take an about-face." 
"Why does our son, David, have such difficulty in finding his appropriate 
match?" she asked. "His zivug, match, is presently only thirteen years old. 
She will move to your city in five years, at which time they will 'meet' and 
become engaged." 
"One last question: Why did our youngest die at the age of three at the 
hands of a gentile alcoholic? This was such a tragedy for us. Why?" she 
asked. "Our youngest son was the gilgul of a great tzaddik who, at birth 
was kidnapped from his parents and raised by gentiles. Later on, he was 
redeemed and grew up to be a Torah luminary. Those few years during 
which he had nursed from a gentile, however, prevented his soul from 
ascending to its rightful position in Gan Eden. It was necessary for it to 
return in the body of our son, to nurse from a righteous woman, for which 
position you were chosen." 
"But why did his death have to come through such tragic circumstances?" 
she asked. "Our son was destined to die at a young age regardless," he 
explained. "A great decree against our community was decreed in Heaven 
which would have annihilated it. Our son's neshamah was chosen to serve 
as atonement, thereby averting disaster for our community." He concluded 
his dialogue, saying to his wife, "You must move on. An appropriate match 
has been proposed for you. You should marry him, and you will be blessed 
with a happy, long life. Your suffering is over." She woke up from her 
dream with a new, refreshed feeling, understanding that it was truly time to 
move on. This is not an isolated incident, but one, which occurs constantly 
to each and every one of us. We just require greater insight and belief in 
order to confront the challenges of life. 
However, you must observe My Shabbasos. (31:13) 
Tishmoru is written in the plural, implying that the exhortation to observe 
Shabbos is being spoken to a group. The Chafetz Chaim, zl, commented, 
"It is not enough that you and your household observe Shabbos. You must 
see to it that other Jews also observe Shabbos." Thus, it is not a singular 
command. Rarely do we find the Torah instructing us not only to personally 
observe, but also, to see to it that our observance influences others. I write 
this specifically because our observance, our valuing Shabbos, our 
sensitivity to this mitzvah is the only way the alienated Jew will ever come 
to appreciate Shabbos. When he sees how much it means to us: externally, 
our changed demeanor both in the way we dress and the way we act; and 
internally, our being at peace with ourselves, with our family, suffused by 
the glow and warmth of Shabbos, then it will imbue him with second 
thoughts. 
Shabbos attests to Hashem as the Creator of the world. As He "worked" for 
the Six Creation days, He "rested" on the Seventh day. We are to emulate 
the Creator. Shabbos is an eternal sign between Hashem and His People. 

To profane Shabbos is to deny the sign, to eschew the bond created by this 
relationship. Sforno observes, regarding the admonition not to build the 
Mishkan on Shabbos, Ach es Shabsosai tishmoru, ki os he Beini 
u'beinchem, "However, you must observe My Shabbasos, for it is a sign 
between Me and you," that if we damage, undermine and ultimately destroy 
the ose, sign, of Shabbos, there will be no reason for Hashem's Divine 
Presence to rest among the Jewish People. In other words, one primary 
contingency in building the Mishkan is that Shabbos be respected and 
observed. If there is no Shabbos - then there is no need for the Mishkan. 
The two go hand in hand with one another. 
The sacred nature of the Mishkan applies as well to the Bais HaMikdash. 
Therefore, the imperative that Shabbos be observed as a contingency for 
warranting Hashem's Divine Presence holds true as well for the Bais 
HaMikdash. Our Batei Mikdash are gone, with a mere reminder of those 
glorious days and that magnificent edifice -- the Kosel Maaravi. Should we 
not accord the remnant of what is left of the Bais HaMikdash with equal 
respect? Hashem's Presence is inextricably bound up with shemiras 
Shabbos, Sabbath observance. It is, therefore, perplexing and hypocritical 
that those who long ago eliminated Shabbos from their religious 
preferences would battle for their own form of ritual observance, which is 
inconsistent with halachah. Why bother? Why is Shabbos any less of an 
important ritual? A building is a holy place only as long as that edifice 
serves as a repository for holiness. One cannot sever their religious 
relationship with Hashem, the Source of Holiness, and expect the kedushah 
to be available for him. 
To know that I am Hashem, Who makes you holy. (31:13) 
Chazal (Shabbos 11:B) teach, "Hashem said to Moshe, 'I have a good (very 
special) gift in My treasury (where I keep My precious treasures). It is 
called Shabbos. I wish to give it to Klal Yisrael. Go and inform them.'" 
Shabbos is a precious treasure that Hashem saved especially for His 
children. We must learn to appreciate the unique nature of this gift, and, 
above all, how much it means to Hashem. The Tzaddik, Horav Avraham, 
zl, m'Porisav related in the name of the Chidushei HaRim, the meaning of, 
Leich v'hodiam, "Go and inform them" (which Hashem said to Moshe). 
Leich implies to go in the future. This means, says the Gerer Rebbe, that 
every Erev Shabbos, Moshe Rabbeinu himself goes to every Jew and 
informs him that Shabbos is coming. This implies that regardless of a Jew's 
geographical position - both physical and spiritual - the distance 
notwithstanding - Moshe will notify him that Shabbos is arriving. Thus, 
every Jew is able to sense the kedushah, holiness, of Shabbos when it 
arrives. Anyone who has ever reached out to an unaffiliated Jew and invited 
him for Shabbos will notice a certain sense of calm, a spiritual uplifting 
which overcomes him when he experiences his first Shabbos. This applies 
to every Jew, every Shabbos, everywhere. 
The Bais Avraham m'Slonim once visited Teveriah. On Shabbos morning, 
after davening, he sat at the table together with his Chassidim. They had 
recited Kiddush, and potato kugel was brought out to the table. The Rebbe 
(as is customary) divided the kugel and gave shirayim, small portions, to 
each chasid. They began to grab for the kugel, which annoyed the Rebbe. 
He related the following story (in way of conveying a lesson to them). 
The holy Horav Shmelke, zl, m'Nikolsburg, was well-known for his 
generosity. He would give everything that he had to the poor. As a result, 
he was the primary address to which to turn for those in need. One day, a 
man who was obviously a victim of abject poverty stood by his door with 
his hand out, begging for alms. The Rebbe was beside himself, since he did 
not have a cent in his house. Suddenly, he reminded himself that his wife 
kept her jewelry hidden beneath the mattress in her room. He went there 
and removed a gold ring set with a beautiful diamond. When he brought 
the ring to the poor man, the fellow began to dance with glee and left. 
The Rebbetzin was coming up the walk and noticed this poor man who was 
all smiles, and she began to wonder what could her revered husband have 
given him. They had nothing at home. When she discovered what Rav 
Shmelke had done, she screamed, "That ring is worth three hundred rubles. 
The poor man has no idea what you just gave him! He will go and sell it 
for a few pennies!" 
Immediately, Rav Shmelke ran out and searched for the man. When he 
caught up with him, he said, "I just wanted you to know that the ring that I 
gave you is worth hundreds of rubles. Do not sell yourself short." 
(Obviously, there is an important lesson concerning tzedakah, charity, to 
be derived from here, but that is not the focus of this thesis.) 
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That Shabbos, Rav Shmelke related the incident to his Chassidim. In 
summation he said, "This is what Hashem told Moshe, 'I have a special gift 
for you in My treasury and Shabbos is its name. I wish to give it to Klal 
Yisrael. Go and inform them.' What is meant by, 'Go inform them'? Hashem 
was teaching Moshe to see to it that the Jewish People understand the 
extraordinary significance of Shabbos. They should learn to appreciate its 
value - not to give it away for a piece of kugel! There is much more to 
Shabbos than Kiddush with its many palate-friendly foods. Shabbos is a 
holy day reserved for achieving spiritual ascendency, for taking stock of 
our lives and charting a course for spiritual success in the following week. 
It certainly is not about kugel!" 
The people saw that Moshe had delayed in descending the mountain, and 
the people gathered around Aharon and said to him, "Rise up, make for 
us gods!" (32:1) 
One error, one simple mistake was all that was needed to precipitate Klal 
Yisrael's tragic rebellion, their egregious demonstration of infidelity-- the 
construction of the Golden Calf. How did a people who had recently 
received the Torah under circumstances that were unreal become so 
faithless, almost overnight? It was all due to a mistake, an error in 
judgment. They thought that Moshe was to have been back, but they erred. 
Once they exhibited fear, Satan was certain that he had ensnared them. 
They were putty in his hands. He seized the opportunity and created an 
illusion of a deceased Moshe being carried in Heaven. This is all that was 
needed to break their resolve. I could understand this, had this not occurred 
after they had witnessed the greatest Revelation in history. After being 
privy to hearing the Shechinah and seeing such an unparalleled display of 
Heavenly-orchestrated miracles and wonders, they should have maintained 
their faith. An error, regardless of its magnitude, should not have been able 
to sway them. 
In his commentary, Horav Elimelech Biderman, Shlita, quotes Horav 
Moshe, zl, m'Kobrin, who says, "A moment of yishuv ha'daas, serenity, 
calm/relaxation, is worth more than all of the money in the world." The 
ability to have a settled mind, to think rationally concerning the issues 
confronting a person, is invaluable. First and foremost, it is difficult to serve 
Hashem unless one's mind is tranquil and at peace. Anxiety undermines the 
ability to cogitate properly before Whom one stands. Without serenity, one 
is hard-pressed to maintain middos tovos, proper character traits, or success 
in Torah study. Furthermore, it is only when one is at peace that he may 
properly introspect and clarify what is truly important to him in life and the 
steps he must take to achieve success. 
Obviously, today's society with its advanced technology does not lend itself 
to yishuv ha'daas. Life is fast-paced, and we are weighed down with 
obligations; the drive to earn a living sits heavily on all of us. Is it any 
wonder that one who, despite all of these impediments, is able to achieve a 
sense of quietude; has a treasure of greater value than material wealth? 
Having said this, let us return to our question: How did the Jewish people, 
who had just received the Torah, fall under the nefarious influence of the 
erev rav, mixed multitude, to rebel against Hashem, who had just-and 
continued-to do so much for them? The Lelover Rebbe (Horav Biderman) 
quotes an insightful observation from the Nesivos Shalom, which I feel 
explains much of the failure of our People to stand resolute upon being 
confronted throughout history with the challenge of anti-Semitism. This 
insight explains why many (following the French Revolution) absconded 
and fell prey to the malevolent Haskalah, Enlightenment, which laid the 
groundwork for the scourge of the German Reform movement. 
In Megillas Esther (9:24), we find that Haman ha'rasha, the wicked, sought 
l'humam u'l'abdam, "to confuse and to destroy them (the Jews)." The 
Nesivos Shalom explains that Haman knew quite well that he could not 
obliterate the Jewish People when they had yishuv ha'daas. When they were 
calm and relaxed, they were a formidable enemy whom he could not touch. 
Therefore, his first attempt was l'humam, to confuse and frighten them with 
his evil decrees. Then - and only then - once they were not in control of 
their minds, when they were not thinking rationally due to the external 
pressure - could he effectively try to annihilate them. 
One final note. The Lelover cites Chazal (Bereishis 61) who compare the 
yetzer hora, evil inclination, aka the Satan, to a fly. A fly disturbs a person's 
serenity and peace of mind by flying into their faces and buzzing in their 
ears. This, too, is the yetzer hora's goal - to disturb our peace of mind, to 
agitate and create anxiety, so that we are unable to properly think. 
Furthermore, flies also tend to feed on open wounds. They carry filth and 
disease, transmitting the germs to the wound, causing an infection, which 

can be debilitating. The yetzer hora follows a similar pattern. Once a person 
sins, the yetzer hora's goal is to see to it that the person does not repent of 
his sin. The Chassidic Masters teach, "The yetzer hora is not concerned 
with the sin - it is the accompanying melancholy that he generates that is 
important. Thus, the yetzer hora is like a fly that steals peace of mind from 
a person." 
The Jewish nation was not a candidate for rebelling against Hashem until 
the yetzer hora confused them with a vision of Moshe's death. This brought 
on fear and depression. True, they were on a spiritual high, but such a high 
works only when the person is at ease with himself, when he is calm and 
serene. Once depression and melancholy set in he is fodder in the hands of 
the yetzer hora - as evinced by the cheit ha'eigel. Their aveirah, 
transgression, was the result of a loss of serenity, leading to an inability to 
think cogently. 
Go! Go down! For your people that you brought up from the land of 
Egypt has become corrupt …They hand made themselves a molten calf. 
(32:7,8) 
The idyllic relationship that had emerged between Hashem and Bnei 
Yisrael when we overwhelmingly accepted the Torah at Har Sinai changed 
with the sin of the Golden Calf. After the chet ha'eigel - nothing has been 
the same. Had Moshe Rabbeinu not intervened, it would have been - 
deservedly - all over. Indeed, the sin continues to dog us to this very day 
since, in variations, we have yet to comprehend the repeat performances we 
have in some way presented. U'b'yom pakdi u'pokadeti aleihem chatasam, 
"And on the day that I make My account, I shall bring their sin to account 
against them" (ibid. 32:34). The sin of the Golden Calf cannot be 
completely expunged, because it left an indelible taint on the People, a 
spiritual malfeasance affecting the entire nation. It has not left us, as the 
errors in faith, which precipitated the Golden Calf, continue to plague us. 
In order to understand the concept of u'b'yom pakdi u'pakaditi, fully, and 
how we continue to exhibit a faithlessness akin to the manner exhibited 
with the creation of the Golden Calf, it is necessary that we try to 
understand the actual sin, so that we may clearly observe its present 
mutation. 
It is understood that the nation that followed the lead of the erev rav, mixed 
multitude, in constructing the eigel ha'zahav was misled in error and 
incognizant of the gravity of its sin. That was the beginning. As in all sin, 
once the breach has been made, the follow-up becomes justifiable in the 
eyes of the sinner, for he has found excuses for his malevolent behavior. 
The people sought tangibility in their service, something or someone 
corporeal to which they could relate. Not everyone is capable - especially 
following 210 years of Egyptian slavery, culture and idolatry - to establish 
mental focus on a Supreme Being, a monotheistic G-d, whom they cannot 
see or hear. It is a process which they were circumventing. They did not 
realize that there are no shortcuts in achieving spiritual ascendance. 
We do not require images, be they temples made of mortar and steel, to 
define our worship. Hashem is a personal G-d Who can be reached from 
wherever we may find ourselves. The use of an image in order to foster 
awareness is outrageous to us. The shul -- or any religious edifice for that 
matter -- exists for the pure utilitarian purpose of service as a place of 
assembly. 
We may ask, why then did Hashem command us to construct the Mishkan 
which was to serve to atone for the eigel? If image is wrong, if it reeks of 
paganism, what is there about the Mishkan and the Keruvim, which were 
images, that is different? This question is asked in the Kuzari, and the 
answer defines Torah Judaism. He writes: "Their only sin was in their use 
of an image and making use of a choice of symbol entirely on their own, 
without first being told to do so by a tzivui Hashem, a command from G-
d." 
The Mishkan teaches us (and this is one manner in which it atones for the 
sin of the eigel) that we may relate to Hashem only as He defines, not as 
we want. We do not worship Hashem according to out intellect, whim or 
fancy. We serve Him obediently in the manner that He commands us. We 
do not serve Hashem in a manner that makes us feel "good", "close to Him". 
We serve at His pleasure and dictate. Thus, the Keruvim, which are images, 
are not only permissible, they are critical to the construction of the Mishkan 
- because Hashem has so commanded. Perhaps this is why the Keruvim are 
fashioned from the same ingot of gold as the Kapores, Cover of the Aron. 
This teaches that such an image is part and parcel of the Mishkan, because 
it is Hashem's command. When man acts of his own volition, in response 
to his own intelligence, it is an eigel. 
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Anyone reading these lines understands that we are alluding to one of the 
major issues plaguing our people: religious pluralism. There is only one 
way to serve Hashem, as dictated by Him and interpreted by our Sages. 
Anything less than complete obedience to the word of G-d is self-worship 
as defined by the eigel ha'zahav. Interestingly, the worshippers of the 
Golden Calf had no qualms concerning defiling themselves through their 
profligate behavior. They "served" Hashem by debauching themselves 
before an idol. As long as we ascribe to similar forms of the self-worship 
evinced by the eigel hazahav, we will be relegated to suffer the 
consequences of our actions - or inactions! 
Va'ani Tefillah 
HaRotzeh b'seshuvah - Who desires repentance. 
We say in Tefillas Neilah, the closing prayer of Yom Kippur, He'chafotz 
echpotz mos rasha…ha'lo b'shuvo midrachav v'chayah, "Do I desire at all 
the death of the wicked man? Is it not rather his return from his ways that 
he may live?" (Yechezkel 18:23) Hashem indicates that teshuvah is His 
priority, using the word cheifetz to express His desire for teshuvah. Yet we 
conclude the blessing, expressing His desire as/ rotzeh (b'seshuvah). What 
is the difference between cheifetz and rotzeh and their individual 
application to the pasuk? 
Horav Moshe Leib Shachar distinguishes between cheifetz and rotzeh. 
Cheifetz is the desire for the object or individual endeavor - specifically, 
with no ulterior motive. Rotzeh is to want something as the result of ulterior 
reasoning. Thus, rotzeh can likely change, since reasons change, while 
cheifetz does not change, since it is not bound by ulterior reason. Teshuvah 
is not a constant situation; it applies only when a person sins. Thus, the 
blessing concludes, rotzeh b'seshuvah. Teshuvah is not an end to itself. It 
is a necessary process for the sinner to undergo- but only a sinner. Had there 
been no sin, there would not have been a reason for teshuvah's creation. 
Thus, Melech chafetz ba'chaim, "a King Who desires life." Hashem wants 
life due to life's value. Life in its own right is significant. Hashem does not 
desire (cheifetz) the death of the wicked. He absolutely wants life - not 
death. He wants teshuvah (rotzeh) as an ulterior to punishment. No sin - no 
teshuvah; hence, ratzon. 
Dedicated l'zechar nishmas our husband, father, grandfather Harav Daniel 
ben Harav Avraham Aryeh Leib Schur z"l Horav Doniel Schur Z"L niftar 
21 Adar 5776 t.n.tz.v.h. by his wife, sons, daughters and his whole family 
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Haftorah 
ParshasParah - Yechezkel 36:16 
This week's Haftorah, read in conjunction with Parshas Parah, describes the 
Jewish people's state of purity in the time of Mashiach. Hashem reminds 
them of their sinful behavior that kindled His wrath and sent them into 
exile. After endless years of darkness Hashem will purify His children and 
return them home. The prophet Yechezkel says in Hashem's name, "And I 
will sprinkle pure waters upon you that will be purify you from all your 
impurities and repulsive actions..." (36:25) Yechezkel is referring to the 
Jewish people's ultimate state of purity wherein Hashem will totally cleanse 
them from sin. Yechezkel compares this spiritual cleansing to purification 
from ritual impurity. It is worthwhile to understand this particular analogy. 
Instead of comparing this purification to the traditional immersion process 
Yechezkel compares it to the sprinkling of the red heifer waters. This 
detailed and mysterious procedure purified one fro m direct contact with a 
corpse. Such contact produced the most severe state of ritual impurity and 
required a unique purification process. Yechezkel's analogy suggests a 
direct corollary between sin and death. Apparently, the ultimate removal of 
sin is similar to the removal of the impurity of death. Let us examine the 
nature of the red heifer process and understand its relationship to sin. We 
read in the maftir portion of Parshas Parah that the kohain was commanded 
to slaughter the heifer and sprinkle its sacrificial blood outside the Bais 
Hamikdash's walls. The kohanim then burned the heifer's body and mixed 
her ashes with spring water producing a ritual mixture. The mixture was 
then sprinkled on anyone who was associated with a corpse. The Sages 
comment on the unique nature of this sacrifice and explain that it atoned 
for the Jewish nation’s sin of the golden calf. They show how every detail 
of this sacrifice ran parallel lines with the details of the sinful golden calf 
experience. (see Rashi to Bamidbar 19:2 II) 

This indicates a direct relationship between the spiritual impurity of death 
and the golden calf. For this reason the purification process began with 
atonement from the golden calf sin. In fact, the purifying mixture was a 
product of the atonement of that sin. Whenever the Jewish nation required 
purification ashes they would atone for the golden calf sin and produced 
their necessary mixtures. Apparently, this sin's impact was so far reaching 
that it left an indelible impression on the Jewish people's ritual purity. Yet, 
this atonement was specifically related to association with a corpse and 
only required when producing purifying ashes. 
We can appreciate this intriguing phenomenon through the Sages' profound 
insight in Mesichta Avoda Zara (5a). They teach us that when the Jewish 
people received the Torah they transcended the curse of mortality. They 
cleaved to Hashem's will with such intensity that their bodies were 
transformed into semi-spiritual entities. After two thousand years of world 
existence the body finally cooperated with the soul and created a 
harmonious unit of Hashem's perfect service. Regretfully, this lofty 
experience was short lived and, after forty days of elevation the Jewish 
people succumbed to fear and anxiety. They doubted if their revered leader 
Moshe Rabbeinu would ever return and desperately sought a qualified 
spiritual replacement. This set the stage for their insincere Egyptian 
converts who seduced the Jewish people into idolatry. This infamous 
plunge returned them to mortality. Their bodies returned to their physical 
state replete with all earthly urges and cravings. 
We can further develop this through Sefer Hachinuch's understanding of 
the red heifer and its ritual mixture. He explains death's ritual impurity in 
the following manner. When one passes away, his soul departs from his 
body leaving behind a total physical entity. The body, barren of any trace 
of spirituality, projects a penetrating image of vanity and reflects a lifetime 
of earthly urges and sinful practices. Direct contact with a barren body 
damages one's spirituality and renders him ritually impure. This impure 
status has a positive effect and forces one to view his body and its effects 
in a different manner. His impure predicament reminds him that his body 
was meant to unite with his soul and he helps one senses the repulse of total 
earthly cravings. (Sefer Hachinuch Mitzva 263) 
In truth, this vanity and sinful association traces back to the Jewish people's 
shameful sin of the golden calf. That single act returned the Jewish body to 
its physical state and created its ritual impurity. During that infamous scene 
the Jewish people traded their closest relationship with Hashem for 
shameful bodily cravings. Although this became reality their brief Har 
Sinai experience proved that one can free himself from earthly drives and 
direct his total being towards Hashem. 
We now understand the red heifer's crucial role in the purification process. 
We realize that atonement from the golden calf was a prerequisite for ritual 
purity. Hashem introduced this impurity to assist one in detaching himself 
from his physical drives. One's impure state sent him a clear message about 
the body's shameful role in sin. However, one was reminded that his 
physical cravings were not necessarily part of his Jewish psyche. There was 
a time in the Jewish people's history where body and soul craved for 
something of true content and substance namely, association with Hashem. 
The first step of purification was to contemplate the damaging effect of 
physical drives. After detaching oneself from his deep rooted urges the red 
heifer mixture completed the process. Its goal was to remind one of his true 
potential, to unify body and soul thereby achieving spiritual perfection. 
We can now begin to understand Yechezkels comparison between ultimate 
purity from sin and the the red heifer mixture. The prophet Yechezkel 
describes this ultimate purity in the following words, "And I shall give you 
a new heart and place a new spirit in your midst and remove the stone heart 
from your flesh..." (36:26) Ramban teaches us that this refers to the Jewish 
people's pure desire to fulfill Hashem's will. The time will ultimately arrive 
for the body and all its drives to take a back seat. The Jewish people in the 
Messianic era will return to Adam's perfect state before his involvement in 
sin. Their single minded desire will be similar to that of the Jewish people 
during their first forty days at Har Sinai. They will totally detach 
themselves from physical passions and crave for the closest relationship 
with Hashem. (Ramban D'vorim 30:6) This process will ultimately return 
them to their semi-spiritual state of Har Sinai. This time, however, it will 
be everlasting a nd Hashem will permanently remove the curse of mortality 
from His people. (see Daas T'vunos 3:40) The analogy of the purifying 
waters is now complete. Throughout the years, the red heifer's sacrificial 
waters purified one from association with earthly cravings. The ritual mix 
removed ritual impurity and reduced one's sinful urges. In addition, the 
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atonement process brought one in contact with his soul's innermost 
cravings, to cleave to Hashem. It linked one to his glorious past at Har Sinai 
and inspired him to his glorious future in Meshiach's times. And it will 
ultimately complete its role and detach the Jewish people from all physical 
drives and passions and direct body and soul's total focus towards Hashem. 
How timely is this lesson immediately following Purim with our sights set 
on Pesach. The mitzvos of Purim allows us to contact our innermost 
feelings and ascertain our true essence. After this uplifting experience we 
begin preparing for our total redemption. Indeed, the Sages teach us that as 
the Jewish people were redeemed from Egypt in the month of Nissan they 
will be ultimately redeemed in that same month. May we merit that this 
refer to our upcoming Nissan. 
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Ohr Somayach – Torah Weekly 
Overview 
Moshe conducts a census by counting each silver half-shekel donated by 
all men age twenty and over. Moshe is commanded to make a copper laver 
for the Mishkan. The women donate the necessary metal. The formula of 
the anointing oil is specified, and G-d instructs Moshe to use this oil only 
for dedicating the Mishkan, its vessels, Aharon and his sons. G-d selects 
Bezalel and Oholiav as master craftsmen for the Mishkan and its vessels. 
The Jewish People are commanded to keep the Sabbath as an eternal sign 
that G-d made the world. Moshe receives the two Tablets of Testimony on 
which are written the Ten Commandments. The mixed multitude who left 
Egypt with the Jewish People panic when Moshe's descent seems delayed, 
and force Aharon to make a golden calf for them to worship. Aharon stalls, 
trying to delay them. G-d tells Moshe to return to the people immediately, 
threatening to destroy everyone and build a new nation from Moshe. When 
Moshe sees the camp of idol-worship he smashes the tablets and destroys 
the golden calf. The sons of Levi volunteer to punish the transgressors, 
executing 3,000 men. Moshe ascends the mountain to pray for forgiveness 
for the people, and G-d accepts his prayer. Moshe sets up the Mishkan and 
G-d's cloud of glory returns. Moshe asks G-d to show him the rules by 
which he conducts the world, but is granted only a small portion of this 
request. G-d tells Moshe to hew new tablets and reveals to him the text of 
the prayer that will invoke Divine mercy. Idol worship, intermarriage and 
the combination of milk and meat are prohibited. The laws of Pesach, the 
first-born, the first-fruits, Shabbat, Shavuot and Succot are taught. When 
Moshe descends with the second set of tablets, his face is luminous as a 
result of contact with the Divine. 
Insights 
Nischt auf Shabbes Geredt 
“And on the seventh day you shall desist; you shall desist from plowing 
and harvesting.” (34:21) 
“Nischt auf Shabbes geredt (Yiddish: “Not to speak of it on Shabbat”) — 
you know, they’ve got an amazing sale next week downtown!” 
“Really! Nischt auf Shabbes geredt, when does it start?” 
“Well, nischt auf Shabbes geredt, if I remember correctly, it’s on Friday, 
but it could be, nischt auf Shabbes geredt, on Shabbat, nischt auf Shabbes 
geredt.” 
Shabbat is a delicate creature. She’s very easily scared away. To experience 
what Shabbat really can be we must push the working week away with two 
hands, and use those hands to embrace the Shabbat. 
“If you …refrain from discussing the forbidden (on Shabbat), then you will 
delight in G-d…” (Yeshayahu 58:13-14) 
Our Sages teach that this verse teaches us that our speech on Shabbat should 
not be like that of the weekday. The Shulchan Aruch, the Code of Jewish 
Law (in Aruch Chaim 307) says that on Shabbat it is forbidden to discuss 
worldly matters, and that one should speak briefly even about that which is 
permissible. 
“And on the seventh day you shall desist; you shall desist from plowing 
and harvesting.” 
This verse hints to these two ideas: “Plowing” — charisha — hints to the 
forbidden speech about the mundane and the worldly. “Harvesting” — 
katzira — literally “cutting”, suggests that one should cut down to the 
minimum even conversation that is permissible on Shabbat. 
And the reward: “Then you will delight in G-d.” 

Sources: based on the Noam Megadim in Mayana shel Torah 
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Torah MiTzion 
Ki Sisa 
"Then I shall remove My hand and you will see My back, but My face 
may not be seen" (Shemos 33:23). 
The Chasam Sofer zt"l interprets this passage in a novel way. He says that 
Hashem told Moshe that only with hindsight, looking back at events that 
occur, can one recognize and understand His ways. However, before they 
develop fully, we cannot know what is going on and we are expected to 
trust in Hashem Who surely knows what He is doing. 
The Sages describe one who is rushing to catch a ship scheduled to travel 
to a destination where he hopes to make a big business deal. On the way, 
he is delayed by a thorn in his foot. He curses his bad luck as he sees the 
ship pull out of the dock without him on it. Later, he hears that the ship 
sunk at sea and there were no survivors. Now he sings praises to Hashem 
Who was so kind to him and saved him from disaster! 
I think that we all have had this type of experience, in one way or another. 
Hashem expects us to learn from these encounters and trust Him, the next 
time we are met with uncertain situations. 
One of the major foundations of Judaism is that Hashem is totally involved 
in the world which He Alone created, and He guides it through Hashgachah 
Peratis (Divine Providence; Personal supervision and intervention). Our job 
is to cooperate with the Hashgachah as best as we can. Whether or not we 
understand why, we should take advantage of all opportunities the 
Almighty places before us, and, later, we will understand why; sometimes 
even in this world. 
Rabbi Yechezkel Landau, author of the Noda BiYehudah, was the 
renowned Rabbi of Prague. One cold winter's night, he noticed a poor 
Gentile boy, crying and wandering through the Jewish neighborhood. The 
lad looked very distraught, and so the kindly Rabbi approached him and 
asked him what was the matter. Drying his tears, the boy began to pour out 
his heart to the man who was nice enough to be concerned for his plight. 
"My father is a baker," he began. "Ever since my mother died and he 
remarried, my life has been a living Hell. They stay indoors, where it is 
warm, and bake all day. Then they give me a basket of bread and pastries 
and force me to go door to door, in freezing weather, selling their products. 
Woe to me, if I don't sell every last one. My stepmother is free to beat me 
badly for not fulfilling my mission properly. 
"The truth is that I've gotten used to this, more or less. But today, a 
catastrophe occurred. After spending the whole day selling all of the baked 
goods, I prepared to finally go home when I realized that all of the money 
I earned is missing; either it was lost or stolen, I'm not sure. Now I am afraid 
to face them and receive the punishment they will surely mete out on me." 
The Rabbi was pained at the abuse of the child and the suffering of a human 
being. "How much did you have?' he asked the boy. "Twenty gold pieces," 
he replied. Rabbi Landau immediately gave the boy the entire amount plus 
an extra dinar for himself. "Before you go home, go into a grocery store 
and buy yourself something to eat." The boy thanked the Rabbi profusely 
and ran about his way. 
Many years passed. Rabbi Landau had long forgotten the kindness he had 
shown to a suffering lad. But the boy never forgot the stranger who had 
helped him in his time of need. It was past midnight, the eve of the Seventh 
day of Passover when a young man knocked on the door of the Rabbi of 
Prague. The Rabbi did not recognize his strange visitor but let him into his 
home. 
"You may not remember me," began the unexpected guest, "but I have 
never forgotten you. Tonight I have come to repay you the kindness you 
bestowed upon me years ago when you gave me the money I had lost and 
saved me from my cruel parents. Now I have come to save you from them 
too. 
"I'm sure you are well aware of the hatred the local priest has towards the 
Jewish residents of Prague. This year he came up with a diabolical plan to 
murder all of your People in one day. He is aware of the Jewish custom to 
eat bread as soon as possible after your Passover holiday. Since your 
bakeries have none yet, all of you buy a loaf of bread from the non-Jewish 
bakeries in town. The Priest called a meeting of all of the bakers, including 
my parents, and promised them absolution for all of their sins if they would 
poison those breads intended for the Jews of Prague. The deathly loaves 
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will bring tragedy to your people unless you think of a way to save them. I 
put my own life in danger by coming to warn you but I knew that I owed it 
to you for the kindness you bestowed upon me when I was in trouble. And 
now I must leave quickly before anyone realizes that I am missing and I 
may be caught." 
The stunned Rabbi thanked the boy from the depths of his heart and began 
to think of a plan to save the Jewish community. On the Eighth day of 
Passover, he called the leaders of the community for an urgent meeting. 
Within minutes, everyone was assembled at the Rabbi's home, curious as 
to the urgency of the call in the midst of their Yom Tov rest. Rabbi Landau 
told them that something terrible had happened and that they must summon 
the heads of all of the households to the main synagogue before the holiday 
ends. He stressed that they must be sure that every one of them attends this 
urgent gathering. The leaders of the community were even more anxious to 
know what was so crucial, but they rushed to do their Rabbi's bidding. 
Within an hour, the entire group waited to be addressed by their venerable 
Sage. 
"My beloved friends," the Rabbi began with a trembling voice. "A terrible 
thing has happened. Actually, I am embarrassed to admit it, but I have no 
choice. Although the Rabbis are experts in the Jewish calendar, this year, 
somehow, we made a terrible miscalculation and we began the Passover 
holiday a day earlier. Thank G-d, we caught the mistake in time, and we 
are able to prevent a catastrophe from occurring. I called you all together 
to inform you that today is not the last day of Passover but next to last. 
Everyone is to observe another day and no one is to eat any chametz 
(leavened products) tonight, G-d forbid. Those who listen to the Torah, as 
espoused by the Rabbis, will save their lives from disaster, in this world 
and the World-to-Come." 
The town of Prague was all abuzz. It was unthinkable that such a thing 
could actually happen. Another day of Yom Tov meant another day of not 
working and earning their meager living. But everyone knew that they must 
listen to the Rabbi no matter how uncomfortable the situation might be. 
That night, the Gentiles of Prague set up stands in the Jewish neighborhood 
and waited for the unsuspecting Jews to buy their deadly goods. But to their 
great surprise, not one Jew came to buy a thing. They inquired as to this 
strange phenomenon, and were informed that the Rabbi had extended the 
Holiday for another day. The bakers complained to the Mayor of Town that 
the Rabbi had caused them a tremendous loss and should be taken to task 
for it. The Mayor summoned Rabbi Landau to immediately and presented 
him with the bakers' complaint. The Rav acknowledged his "guilt" and 
promised to pay for all of the products if they were brought to him 
immediately, in front of the Mayor. The bakers rushed to bring everything 
they had prepared for the Jews and displayed it before the Rabbi. Rabbi 
Landau then turned to the Mayor and argued, "If I am to buy all these food 
products, I should surely be allowed to inspect them first and make sure 
that they are edible, shouldn't I? The Mayor agreed that he certainly had 
that right. But the bakers began to tremble when the Rabbi suggested that 
they themselves each take a bite first. Against their will, they had to admit 
that the entire stock was poisoned, by instruction of the evil Priest. 
Now, everyone understood why Hashem had sent the poor, Gentile boy to 
the Rabbi of Prague, so many years ago. The Rabbi had cooperated with 
the Hashgachah and had done what was right, and today he had saved his 
entire community from tragedy. 
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Between the Fish and the Soup 
Parasha Ki-Tisa 5777 - D'var Torah 
Following the sin of the golden calf and the smashing of the first tablets of 
stone, G-d instructed Moses on Mount Sinai to write a new covenant. The 
Ramban explains that the Israelites would accept it on the same terms as 
the original covenant: "We will do and we will listen" (24:7), and that G-d 
would confirm His promise not to destroy them. On his descent: 
Aaron and the Israelites saw Moses… his face shone brightly, and they 
were frightened to approach him (34:29-30). 
Rashi explains why Moses' face shone so brightly that the people could not 
go near him. That radiance emanated from Moses because G-d enabled him 
to glimpse His glory during his most recent period of instruction on Mount 
Sinai: "I will shield you with My hand until I pass" (33:22). 
Nevertheless, Moses let his brightness continue to shine as he taught the 
people what he learnt from G-d on Mount Sinai. Only afterwards, he would 
veil his face and not remove it until G-d spoke to him again (33:31-35). 

The Kli Yakar explains why Moses then placed a veil over his face. It was 
an act of modesty. He was embarrassed that his radiance was distracting 
their attention from important matters. It may also have been a gesture of 
approachability. But he would remove the veil of modesty when returning 
to G-d for fresh instruction (34:34) because over-modesty can interfere 
with the educational process: "He who is embarrassed does not learn" 
(Hillel, in Avot 2:5). 
"He who is embarrassed does not learn". It is natural to remember your 
inadequacies when in the presence of the great, or when others are listening 
in. It is natural to feel awkward to speak up when unsure: to ask for 
clarification, to ask for the concept to be re-explained. It is tempting just to 
let it go, and then forget the whole thing. Or worse, half-understand it and 
misrepresent it to others. The Tanna D'vei Eliyahu (based on Proverbs 
30:32) derives that a person must steel himself to ask for help in "getting 
it" even at the risk of being ridiculed. Otherwise what is learnt will be 
improperly digested and erroneously passed on. 
Hillel continues: "An over-strict, pedantic teacher should not teach". 
However revered and distinguished, the teacher has to create a student-
friendly environment. The students should feel comfortable and take 
responsibility for their own learning even when asking for clarification or 
for the latest idea to be reconciled with previously studied sources. Indeed, 
G-d would speak to Moses "face-to-face, as one person speaks to another" 
(33:11). This was not the place for the modesty represented by the veil; it 
was for frank exchange. That is how Moses strove to "get it" himself before 
teaching the word of G-d to the Israelites. 
However the student-friendly environment has to be balanced with kavod 
la-Torah. Moses did not wear the veil when he formally addressed and 
taught the Israelites, in order that nothing would stand in between G-d's 
teaching and the people of Israel. It also made awe part of the educational 
experience. But modesty with the veil and approachability would resume 
as soon as that teaching was formally delivered. 
Perhaps this gives some background to traditional Yeshiva practice 
whereby the Beth Hamidrash and Gemara shiurim are relatively informal: 
the students are encouraged to ask questions and engage with the topic from 
all angles. Yet the atmosphere is entirely different during the mussar 
shiurim, which are designed to expound Torah fundamental ethical 
principles and practices. The delivery is formal, typically with awe, and no 
audience interruption happens. Any questions are left until the teacher may 
be approached in a less formal situation. 
Parashat Ki-Tisa (Haftara Parah) 5777 
(G-d says to Ezekiel) "I shall give you a new heart, and I shall put a new 
spirit within you. I shall remove the heart of stone from within you flesh, 
and give you a heart of flesh." (Ezekiel 36:26) 
Guided Tour… 
The prophet Ezekiel was a kohen - a priest who spent his earlier life in the 
Holy Land. His period of recorded prophecy, however, took place after his 
enforced exile to Babylon - during the period before and after the 
Destruction of the First Temple in 586 BCE. His Divine communications 
were addressed to both those Jews already exiled in Babylonia, and to the 
people of Jerusalem. 
The Book of Ezekiel begins in drama, and climaxes to crescendo. It is a 
long message with powerful, vivid, and ultra-brilliant images. It starts with 
the excitement of storms, lightening and fire - the heavens open, and 
Ezekiel dramatically experiences G-d's words and power. The Almighty 
calls on him to be a prophet to carry His message to the people through 
communications emanating from the celestial mobile angelic composition 
of His throne. The prophecy continues to warn the Jews in the darkest terms 
of His judgment on them, as a consequence of their having abandoned 
Torah teachings and basic morality, preferring false prophets, and an 
idolatrous and grossly self-indulgent lifestyle. It then leaves the Israelites, 
removing its focus to the doom of the various nations that misled them. By 
the time the prophecies of Ezekiel return to the Jews, they become warmer 
and more kindly. Words of threat are replaced with words of comfort and 
hope: promising a brighter future for the Israelites (the subject of the 
Haftara), and their revival and unification within the Holy Land, with, after 
the defeat of the nation of Gog, a fully restored Temple and nation. 
The Haftara itself anticipates the scene of Ezekiel's famous vision of the 
resurrection of the Israelites in the Promised Land - the vision of the valley 
where the dry bones gain flesh and come to life. The prophet states in G-
d's name that the people of Israel were scattered among the nations because 
they had defiled the land through idolatry. They had thus spiritually 
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contaminated their own Land. And even in exile, the House of Israel 
continued to conduct themselves in such ways at to bring G-d's name into 
disrepute. However, the time would come where G-d would clear His own 
name, as it were, in the eyes of the nations - even though His people had 
been poor ambassadors for Him. In pursuit of that aim, he would cleanse 
His people Israel - however unworthy they were. 
Ezekiel compares G-d's rejection of Israel with a husband distancing 
himself from intimacy with his wife during her period. The comparison is 
significant. Such separation is only temporary, the relationship being 
restored after her ritual bathing (Lev. 15:28). Similarly, G-d will separate 
Himself from Israel for a limited period, after which He would return them 
to their Land, and metaphorically purify them by 'sprinkling' on them 'pure 
water'. Moreover, He would make the Israelites more receptive to His 
teachings - replacing their 'hearts of stone' with 'hearts of flesh'. That would 
lead to the final covenant between G-d and Israel. Israel, in its own land 
and well-populated rebuilt cities, would be a people to G-d, and He would 
be G-d to that people. 
Ezekiel did not give a date for when this prophecy would come to pass. 
However the Talmud, in writing on the Prophets in general, records the 
following tradition: 
Many prophets arose in Israel, twice as many as the Israelites who left 
Egypt. [Why then are so few prophecies recorded in the Bible?] Only those 
prophecies necessary for future generations were written down; those 
unnecessary for future generations were not written down (Megilla 14a). 
Although there was a partial return to the Promised Land less than a century 
after Ezekiel's prophecy, it would appear that much of the content of the 
Haftara refers to the final Messianic redemption of the Israelites - may that 
become the living reality of our own time. 
D'var Torah 
In the physical and spiritual redemption described above, G-d would make 
the Israelites more receptive to His teachings - replacing their 'hearts of 
stone' with 'hearts of flesh'. That would lead to the final covenant between 
G-d and Israel. 
These metaphors create problems. Had Ezekiel spoken about giving new 
heart to the Israelites, his message would be easy to understand. But what 
does he wish to convey by changing the hearts' composition from stone to 
flesh? Stone represents strength; flesh is weak. Stone denotes resilience and 
resistance; flesh is like clay in the hands of the potter. Furthermore, flesh 
can easily become corrupted. When the Torah describes the generation of 
the Flood, it states: 'for all flesh on Earth had perverted its ways' (Gen. 
6:12). Ezekiel's vision of the final redemption seems to be a weakened 
rather than a strengthened Israel. 
The following may serve as an illumination to Ezekiel's message. 
A teenager of a mixed religious background told me today that he was an 
agnostic. 'Can you prove that G-d exists?' he asked. ' Have you met Him? 
Have you ever seen any miracles?' 
I understood that his real complaint was that he was spiritually tone deaf. I 
suggested that he should work towards developing spiritual sensitivity. 
No, I told him, I had not seen G-d in person - although I have seen the tracks 
He leaves behind. And so could he, if he cared to take a look. 
I cannot pick up radio waves, but I can listen to the radio, and accept that 
the radio can sense and pick up things that I cannot. 
However, spiritual sensitivity is not something that always comes naturally: 
Saadia Gaon, the Rambam, and many other leading sages throughout the 
generations write extensively on the means to achieve this quality. 
Said the mathematician: 'I could prove G-d statistically. Take the human 
body alone - the chance that all the functions of the individual would 
happen by chance would be a computational monstrosity.' 
On the other side of the fence, a scientist declared, 'I have swept the 
universe with my telescope and I did not find G-d.' The spiritually sensitive 
person replied, 'That would be as unreasonable as for me to say that I have 
taken a violin apart, examined every piece with a microscope, and found 
no music.' 
Indeed, the world of biochemistry agrees that the workings of the simplest 
cell - even today not fully understood - are far more complex than the most 
sophisticated computer. Saying that the cell came by chance is like leaving 
monkeys on a typewriter and finding that they keyed in Shakespeare's 
Hamlet. 
My kindly and helpful non-religious Ulpan (Hebrew Language school) 
teacher made the following comment after the Gulf War: 

I know that thirty-nine lethal scud missiles fell on densely populated areas 
within Israel's coastal cities, and yet virtually nobody was killed. Those 
religious Jews - you know - perhaps that are right. But I can't say that… 
The above could illustrate the difference between the heart of stone and the 
heart of flesh. Stone is strong, but unbending and relatively insensitive. 
Flesh is live and responsive. G-d is in effect saying that in giving people 
hearts of flesh, He will make it easier for people to sense Him, relate to 
Him, and thus serve Him. 
G-d then is purifying the Israelites by heightening their spiritual 
sensitivities. The maxim of Talmud: 'He that comes to purify himself is 
assured of help from Heaven' (Shabbat 104a), will become all the more 
important in the return of the Israelites to the Promised Land. 
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Rabbi Doniel Staum 

Stam Torah 
Parshas Ki Sisa/Para 5777 - “Don’t Panic” 
One day a Jewish fellow walked into Starbucks to find his friend 
perusing an Arab newspaper. “Moishe, what’s this? Have you lost your 
mind? Why in the world are you reading an Arab newspaper?” Moishe 
put down the paper and replied, “I used to read the Jewish newspapers 
but the news was always so glum and morose. Jews are being 
persecuted, Israel is vulnerable and in danger of attack, Jews are 
fighting against Jews, and the assimilation rate is rising. So I decided 
to switch to the Arab newspapers. Now I read about how the Jews own 
all the banks, Jews control the media, Jews are rich and powerful, Israel 
is a mighty force to be reckoned with, and Jews run the world. The 
news is so much better!” 
Klal Yisroel stood at Sinai and accepted the Torah in a state of supreme 
purity and complete unity. Every Jew reached a level of prophecy and 
witnessed an unparalleled revelation of G-d. Then Moshe ascended 
Sinai for forty days so G-d could teach him the laws and details of the 
Torah. 
When the forty days had ended, Klal Yisroel thought Moshe would not 
return, and they panicked. The result was catastrophic; they created a 
golden calf and committed an egregious sin(1). 
How did they reach such a low level? It began with a miscalculation. 
The people thought Moshe was supposed to return that day. When six 
hours passed and he had still not returned, they began to become 
skeptical of his return. They knew that Moshe was very precise - to him 
midnight was exactly midnight and midday was precisely midday. 
They immediately began to panic. If Moshe was really gone, G-d 
forbid, what would become of the Jewish people? Who would lead 
them into Israel? Would they remain in the desert for eternity? Would 
the manna continue to fall - after all it was only due to the merit of 
Moshe that it fell in the first place? And if there was no manna what 
would become of their families? To make matters worse, Satan showed 
them the image of Moshe dead. 
The Satan did not succeed in totally convincing the Jewish people that 
he died, for the people only said "we do not know what became of him"; 
there was no mention that he died. They did, however, allow their 
imagination to overpower their intellect. They were terribly frightened. 
If they would have been completely logical they would have reasoned 
that G-d would not abandon his people, even if Moshe did not return; 
perhaps Aharon would take over. The problem was that the people 
followed what their eyes saw, not what logic dictated. 
Rabbi Chaim Shmuelevitz zt’l pointed out that in the Hoshanos recited 
on Hoshana Rabba we beseech G-d to save, "the ground from 
accursedness ... the soul from panic." In that paragraph, we ask G-d to 
save the granary from "gazam" - a type of locust, and the crop from 
"arbeh" - another type of locust, for they are destructive forces. 
By the same token the soul must be saved from panic, for panic can 
destroy the soul. This is precisely what happened in the desert. The 
people panicked. They were so frightened that they were not able to 
think logically. Their panic led to decisions made in haste(2). 
The lesson to be learned from their sin is that one must not allow 
himself to be immediately overwhelmed by what his eyes see. Our 
imagination can at times paint terrible pictures, but we must realize that 
in the end it is only our imagination. 
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Why did the Jews panic so much when they thought Moshe would not 
return? 
We must bear in mind that despite the fact that the nation had just 
accepted the Torah at Sinai, a mere year earlier they were still lowly 
slaves in a brutal exile. 
Servitude does not only destroy one’s physical sense of freedom, it 
destroys the slaves mental and psychological sense of self as well. A 
slave becomes completely dependent on his masters. There are no bills 
to pay or decisions to make about which school to send his children to. 
The slave forfeits his identity to his master and knows nothing other 
than the directions imposed upon him. 
When the Jews marched forth from Egypt they had the difficult 
challenge of not only traversing the land of their captivity but also 
triumphing over the slave mentality that had infiltrated their conscience 
for so many generations. That reality was extremely daunting and 
immobilizing for the newly freed nation. They were frightened by the 
prospect that they had to make their own decisions and forge their own 
pathways of service to G-d(3). 
So, when they thought Moshe would not return they feared that they 
would be unable to lead their families and live up to their lofty 
potentials without an intermediary to guide them. 
This mindset was an integral part of the sin of the Golden Calf. It wasn’t 
only what they did; it was also the feeling of turmoil and fear which 
caused their actions. They were held accountable for allowing their 
emotions to overwhelm them because they did not sufficiently believe 
in themselves! 
With this in mind, we can understand why the Torah repeats the 
importance of safeguarding Shabbos prior to its narrative of the sin of 
the Golden Calf. When Shabbos is observed properly it helps instill 
within a person a sense of serenity and inner-peace. It is a day of 
connection when we remind ourselves of our priorities. On Shabbos, 
we have the ability to contemplate life and our place in it in a manner 
that we cannot achieve during the other six days, which are more 
chaotic and fast-paced. 
When one observes Shabbos properly he is protected from sins such as 
the Golden Calf. 
Rabbi Avigdor Nebenzhal shlita explained that in a certain sense the 
Purim story served as rectification for the sin of the Golden Calf. In 
contrast to other enemies of Israel, at the time of Purim there was a 
tremendous upheaval that came about without warning. 
For example, when Nebuchadnezzar approached with his armies from 
the North heading towards Jerusalem, the prophet Jeremiah warned the 
nation repeatedly of the impeding doom that would befall them if they 
did not repent. Although the false prophets claimed Jerusalem would 
not fall, when the enemy surrounded the city the people could not say 
they had not been forewarned. 
The Jewish people in Shushan on the other hand, could not have 
imagined that a decree would be passed slating them for annihilation. 
It was simply unfathomable. The Jewish people had a good relationship 
with their neighbors. They had gone to the king’s feast together and 
celebrated in unison. Then, suddenly, without warning, an order was 
passed "to destroy, to slay, and to exterminate all the Jews, from young 
to old, children, and women(4)". 
If the Jewish people would have despaired at that point we could not 
have blamed them. There indeed seemed to be no hope. However, at 
that point the Jews displayed uncanny determination and resolve; they 
did not despair and they did not panic. They did not send a delegation 
to try and convince Achashveirosh or Haman to rescind the decree. 
Their only response was to gather together and implore G-d for mercy. 
The truth is that this idea played an even deeper role vis-à-vis the 
miracles of Purim. When one analyzes the events of the Megillah a 
beautiful tapestry and pattern emerges, with each part of the story 
segueing to the next part. Achashveirosh makes a party, becomes 
drunk, kills Vashti, Esther becomes Queen, Haman becomes Prime 
Minister, is consumed by hubris and then with rage when Mordechai 
refuses to bow to him, builds gallows, and eventually ends up being 
hung on his own gallows. 
There is one part of the story which does not seem to fit with the whole 
pattern – what was the point of the parade? Why was it necessary for 
Haman to lead Mordechai through the streets of Shushan? It is a great 

addendum to the story, but it does not seem at all necessary for 
Haman’s ultimate demise. 
The gemara relates that Haman had an incredible power of persuasion. 
He was extremely eloquent and influential and in his wily manner was 
able to convince almost anyone that his point of view was correct(5). 
Even after Haman had been condemned by the king he should have 
been able to talk his way out of trouble. Why did Haman not ‘work his 
magic’ to bail himself out? 
The Chasam Sofer explains that Haman was destroyed because of 
‘behala’ – panic and a lack of equanimity! The parade was extremely 
unnerving for Haman, not to mention humiliating. His disgrace and 
misery was further compounded by his daughter’s death after she 
dumped the contents of the family’s chamber pot on his head. After the 
party, Haman returned home with the hope of showering and changing 
for the second party. But suddenly the King’s guards stormed in and 
whisked him away. From that point on the events continued to move at 
a maddening pace. Before Haman could say a word in his own defense 
he was being led to the gallows he had built in a state of total defeat 
and disillusionment. 
The irony is that while Haman was destroyed by behala, the Jewish 
people were saved because they did not succumb to behala! 
The Jews of Shushan espoused that intellect must rise above confusion, 
and one's soul must not be shattered by panic. However, their 
repentance was not complete. One of the reasons given for not reciting 
Hallel on Purim is that, "We are still servants of Achashveirosh(6)". 
Although the nation overcame the initial feelings of panic and despair, 
we are still plagued by such emotions. In that sense, we are still servants 
to Achashveirosh. 
One of the timeless lessons of Purim is that we must never allow our 
faith in G-d to waver. The Parah Adumah (Red Heifer) which was 
offered in the Bais Hamikdash, with its ashes sprinkled upon anyone 
who had contracted ritual impurity via contact with a dead body, is the 
symbol of our subservience to G-d. Our Sages relate that even King 
Shlomo, the wisest of men, could not comprehend certain aspects of the 
laws of the Parah Adumah. 
The Medrash also relates that the Parah Adumah served as atonement 
for the sin of the Golden Calf. The sin of the Golden Calf was rooted 
in the fact that they acted hastily, upon impulse and out of panic. 
Although with the absence of the Bais Hamikdash we can no longer 
offer the Parah Adumah, reading about its laws helps instill within us 
an inner sense of subservience to G-d. It reminds us that ultimately, we 
follow the Torah and its laws simply because G-d commanded us to! 
The lesson of the Parah Adumah is that there is purpose and meaning 
to everything, even when we cannot comprehend it. When one is able 
to foster such feelings within his heart he is indeed protected from 
behala and internal turmoil. 
The Mishna Berura (47:10) notes that there are specific points during 
the daily prayer during which one should pray for the success and 
spiritual achievement of his/her children. One of those places is in the 
Uva L’tzion prayer following the words, “May He open our heart to his 
Torah… so that we do not toil in vain nor give birth for ‘behala’.” 
It is no coincidence that following those words one should pray for his 
children’s spiritual welfare. If we want to have children who have a 
healthy sense of self and have the ability to learn and grow we have to 
do our part to ensure that we raise them in an environment as free from 
‘behala’ as possible(7). 
Purim has passed and Pesach is on its way. Parah Adumah seeks to 
reinforce within us the notion that redemption is rooted in our ability to 
not lose ourselves in the behala of life. World events can be daunting 
and frightening(8), no less than our own personal struggles and 
challenges. Still we must always maintain our perspective and 
remember that there is a rhyme and reason to all that occurs. 
“Haman is destroyed by behala” 
“So that we do not toil in vain nor give birth for behala” 
Rabbi Dani Staum, LMSW, Rabbi, Kehillat New Hempstead, 
Rebbe/Guidance Counselor – ASHAR, Principal – Ohr Naftoli- New 
Windsor 
1. It is lunacy to think that after witnessing the revelation of Sinai the 
Jews actually worshipped the Golden Calf and believed it had led them 
forth from Egypt. Ramban and Kuzari explain that the people did not 
lack belief in G-d, rather they feared Moshe - their leader and guide - 
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would not return. Thus they made the Golden Calf to be their 
representative of G-d and to be a place for the Divine Presence to rest. 
Nevertheless, their actions were deemed wrong and made them 
culpable for destruction. 
2. We are not permitted to pass judgment on the generation of the 
desert. We can only attempt to understand what happened based on our 
own limited capacity to judge. 
3. This fits in well with the Medrash Tanchuma (Noach) which states 
that although the Jews were eager to accept the Written Torah, they 
were hesitant to accept the Oral Torah, which entails toil and decision 
making. Perhaps part of their hesitancy lay in the fact that they felt 
inadequate to offer rulings regarding the Oral Law. 
4. Esther 3:13 
5. Haman was the original care salesman, real estate agent, and lawyer 
mixed together. 
6. Megilla 14a 
7. Of course, there are times and situations beyond our control. But we 
must do all we can to ensure that our homes are places of safety and 
love. Most teachers will attest to the fact that many (if not most) of their 
most difficult students live in “behala-filled homes”, in one sense or 
another. 
8. especially the manner in which Klal Yisroel is depicted in the news 
–often by fellow Jews 

Rabbi’s Musings (& Amusings) 
Erev Shabbos Kodesh Parshas Ki Sisa/Parah 
19 Adar 5777/ March 17, 2017 
“So Rabbi, bottom line, what’s the deal with drinking on Purim? 
What’s the message we are supposed to take from this unusual law?” 
That was the question I was asked by a sincere and thoughtful 
congregant last week. I first replied that I once asked Rav Reuven 
Feinstein what is the simple explanation for the strange vernacular of 
the gemara in conveying that there is a mitzvah to become intoxicated 
on Purim “until he cannot differentiate between cursed is Haman and 
blessed is Mordechai.” Rav Reuven replied that the law has no simple 
meaning. It was “written in the spirit of Purim”. [That doesn’t mean it’s 
a joke, but rather that it was written in the unusual “out of the box”, yet 
lofty nature of Purim.] 
I then told the questioner, that when one is about to begin drinking he 
(hopefully) hands over his car keys. He realizes that under the influence 
of alcohol he will not have proper judgement or perspective to drive. 
He therefore, places himself in the hands of someone else who will be 
able to care for him and ensure that he is safe. 
During the unfolding of the Purim story the unexpected became the 
norm; whatever seemed to be happening prima facie, ended up being 
exactly the opposite. Therefore, the Yom Tov of Purim is a poignant 
reminder that ultimately, we are not in control over our lives. 
Undoubtedly, we are responsible to do our part, to ensure that we have 
always invested the requisite effort and fulfilled our responsibilities, 
but what the consequences of our efforts will be is totally out of our 
hands. 
The last few months have afforded us plenty of reminders of the 
veracity of this concept, with a few incredibly surprising, last second 
shockers. Most profoundly was the election of President Trump and the 
upheaval that it caused. In the world of sports, if someone walked out 
two minutes before the end of the Super Bowl, he would have been 
shocked the next morning when he was informed of the outcome. 
And, for those of us on the East Coast, how about the recent weather? 
It was a relatively mild winter, and February set records for warmth, 
with temperatures surging into the upper sixties and even hitting 
seventy degrees. Yet, I am currently typing this while a blizzard rages 
outside, burying the Monsey area in well over a foot of snow. [I think 
it’s raining in Lakewood.] On Purim itself, just two days ago, despite 
beautiful sunshine, the weather was below freezing. 
The underlying message? We are not in charge! 
Psychologically, the source of tragedy and comedy is essentially the 
same – irony. When the irony works against us we cry, such as on Tisha 
B’av. The Navi writes (Megillas Eichah) that no one believed that the 
great and beautiful metropolis of Yerushalayim, and the Bais 
Hamikdash, could be destroyed. 

However, when the irony works to our benefit, we laugh and revel in 
the great salvation that transpired. That is the source of the extreme joy 
of Purim. 
Purim gives us an unparalleled boost of chizuk. A good friend recently 
quipped that “Moshiach is so far away. Look at how much pain there 
is, and look how dis-unified we are.” 
I replied that at the time of Purim things seemed even more hopeless. 
Our nemesis had successfully prevailed upon the anti-Semitic king to 
agree to mass genocide. There was nowhere for the Jews to run or hide. 
Yet within three days of the decree, Haman was dead and the turnabout 
was set in motion. 
Rav Moshe Shapiro zt’l explained that the source for the salvation of 
Purim came about from our enemies themselves. Therefore, the worse 
things seemed to be, the better they actually were, beneath the surface. 
He then adds, “Clearly, the ultimate redemption will not occur through 
gradual changes but by an instantaneous inversion… The inversion will 
be so complete, the contrast so sharp, that we will be compelled to 
laugh… One who seeks to invert, the greater the contrast is the stronger 
the inversion is… This is not something we have the capability to bring 
about. Only the Divine can turn things around in such a manner.”(1) 
Purim was a living example of how it can happen, and a chizuk that 
somehow it will happen again. 
Until then, we need to remind ourselves that after doing our part and 
fulfilling our responsibilities, we need to ‘hand over the keys’ to our 
loving Father in Heaven, and to fulfill whatever role and responsibility 
He places us in. 
Shabbat Shalom & Good Shabbos, 
R’ Dani and Chani Staum 
1. Adar: Reversal of Fortune, Volume 1, Issue 7 (Shekalim 5765), 
Reflections: Thursday evening lectures of Rav Moshe Shapiro, (written 
by R’ Moshe Anteby) 
 

Rabbi Berel Wein 

Stuck In The Middle 
I recently was on the tour of the Galilee region here in Israel. The tour 
stopped for a visit in the town of Rosh Pina. Because of cars parked on both 
sides of the street, the bus was unable to negotiate and brings us to the top 
of the hill where the walking tour would begin. Since I had visited Rosh 
Pina a number of times previously, I decided that I would remain on the 
bus instead of climbing all the way up the hill. However when the bus driver 
parked the bus all the way down the hill, he sweetly informed me that I 
could not stay on the bus and that he was going to lock it up and go to the 
synagogue for the afternoon prayer service. 
Not realizing where the synagogue really was, I volunteered to accompany 
him since I also wanted to participate in the prayer services. The bus driver 
led me through a wooded area, which opened up to an enormously high and 
steep staircase. At the top of the staircase stood the synagogue, which was 
our goal. 
The bus driver, who appears to be approximately half my age and only two 
thirds of my bulk, started walking up that staircase in a brisk manner. As I 
later determined, the staircase had one hundred twenty five steps before it 
reached the street level of the synagogue and it did not have a handrail or 
banister on either side. 
Now a wise person would just sit down on the bottom step of the staircase 
and wait until the bus driver returned and opened the bus again. However, 
I felt challenged and so I began to ascend that staircase. After climbing 
about sixty steps, winded and amazed at my own stupidity, I stopped to 
contemplate the situation. It was just as dangerous for me to go down, as it 
was strenuous for me to go up the rest of the way. I was literally stuck in 
the middle. 
Standing precariously on the narrow step, I rested to catch my breath and 
decide what to do. Since I was climbing the staircase for the sole purpose 
of participating with a quorum in the afternoon prayer services, I brazenly 
assumed that the Lord would help me climb the remaining half of the 
staircase and so I proceeded to walk up the steps to the top. 
I must admit that after the climb I prayed with some fervor, thankful that 
somehow I had made it to the top of the staircase and that my vital organs 
still seemed to be working properly. Taking a far safer route down to the 
bus when the prayer service ended made me think of the dilemma that faces 
all of us at one time or another in our ordinary lives. 
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We are often in a situation where we are stuck in the middle – where it is 
too difficult or impossible to extricate ourselves from where we are and yet 
we dread having to pursue the matter to its apparent outcome. The 
uncertainty as to whether to proceed or withdraw, to climb or to descend, 
is a very uncomfortable feeling. 
This is pretty much the situation in which Israel finds itself today regarding 
its relationship to the West Bank and to the Palestinians. Should we 
continue to build in those areas and contemplate annexing them to Israel 
itself or should we consider withdrawing further, both territorially and 
ideologically. This issue is now the heart of the debate that consumes much 
of governmental and civilian thought here in Israel. 
We are stuck in the middle and there seemingly are no good choices or 
avenues of escape that can prove satisfactory and positive in the long run. 
Our experiences with Gaza and Lebanon have made us very wary of 
abandoning the territory or settlements unilaterally. It seems that any move 
that Israel would make would endanger its short-term and certainly long-
term security. 
Yet, in the face of worldwide opposition, even from those countries that 
claim to be friends of Israel, annexation of territories that are in dispute 
would bring about enormous diplomatic disapproval and other dire 
consequences. Once the Oslo agreements placed us on this slippery slope 
more than two decades ago, we constantly find ourselves to be in this 
position. Perhaps we have no other choice but to just stand on that middle 
step and wait and see what may yet develop in this very volatile part of the 
world. But it certainly is no fun to be stuck in the middle. 
Shabbat shalom, Berel Wein 
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Rabbi Berel Wein 

Weekly Parsha 
Ki Tisa 
One of the most important, albeit only subtly presented, messages in 
this week’s Torah reading is that of the enormous influence that current 
culture fads and beliefs have upon the society of its time. I do not 
believe that there is any other way for us to review the events of the 
creation and the worship of the Golden Calf by the Jewish people. 
Amazing in its brazenness and brainlessness, a people witness to a 
plethora of miracles and Godly revelation itself, in a moment of crisis, 
reverts back to paganism and idolatry. The whole idea of worshiping 
images and statues as though they had life and powers is completely 
foreign to our society. It is not part of our current culture and by simply 
applying basic logic, we are able to see it for the empty falsehood that 
it is. 
However, were we to live in a culture of paganism and idolatry as did 
our ancestors when they left Egypt there is no doubt that the Golden 
Calf could and would speak to us and enlist our thoughtful 
consideration, if not even our allegiance. 
The Talmud tells us that Menashe, a king of Judah in First Temple 
times, when in a dream, was questioned by a leading rabbi who lived 
many centuries after the death of the king as to how he could believe 
and worship statues and idols responded: “Had you lived in my 
generation you also would have raised your garment in order to run 
more quickly to worship those statues and idols.” 
Menashe was a creature of his times and a captive of its prevailing 
culture. The rabbi who questioned him had other cultural challenges 
but could no longer relate to the culture that prevailed when Menashe 
was the king of Judah. 
We see many cultural battles on challenges that are present in today’s 
current Jewish world. These cultural battles raise passionate feelings on 
both sides of the questions that they raise. Nevertheless, I feel that even 
a few generations from now our descendants will look back at these 
cultural challenges and battles in amazement and wonder. They will say 
about us what we say about the generation that created the Golden Calf 
–“How could they have been so wrong?” 
The answer to that lies in the recognition of the enormous influence that 
the prevailing culture plays in our lives and thoughts. The culture of 
liberalism, tolerance for wickedness and basically immoral behavior 
has so corroded our judgment and our view of the purpose of our lives 
that we see everything through a distorted mirror. 
Jewish survival, moral growth and the preservation of the Jewish 
people and the Jewish State are the actions that should dominate our 

thoughts and behavior. Passing fads, which so occupy our current 
media, will be obsolete as we move on to newer fads and a different 
type of culture. The Torah attempted and attempts to raise us above 
temporary, passing fads. Only a traditional lifestyle based on Jewish 
core values and Torah principles will save us from the mockery of later 
generations. 
Shabbat shalom, Rabbi Berel Wein 
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Rabbi Dr. Tzvi Hersh Weinreb-OU 

Person in the Parsha 
The Hindu Princess and the Golden Calf 
She was a Hindu princess. She was one of the brightest students in my 
graduate school class. We studied psychology, and she went on to 
return to her country and become a psychotherapist of world renown. 
For our purposes, I shall refer to her as Streena. 
We were a class of 12, and except for one lapsed Catholic, she and I 
were the only ones who had a serious interest in religion. And we were 
the only ones who actively practiced our faith. 
This was back in the days when religion was far from a popular subject 
in psychology departments. Religion was seen as foolish, at best, and 
as quite possibly a sign of neurotic pathology. So neither of us was very 
public about our religious practices. 
In the early afternoons, when the time for the Mincha service rolled 
around, I would usually find an excuse to absent myself from the 
psychology department library where our group hung out. There was a 
small synagogue not far from the campus, and I would make my way 
there and unobtrusively return to the library when Mincha was over. 
But there were times when it was impossible for me to leave the 
building. During those times, I would make use of a small side room 
and pray in private. 
It was during one of those times that I discovered that I was not the only 
one to use that side room for prayers. Streena was there too. 
I remember the first time I noticed her there. I had just taken the 
customary three steps back after concluding my Amidah, or Shemoneh 
Esrei. She was in the far corner of the room, doing her utmost not to 
disturb me. She was deep in prayer herself, but what was most striking 
was that she had small object in her hand. 
When it was apparent to me that she too had concluded her prayers, I 
approached her and inquired about that object. She showed me what 
looked like a small doll, only she referred to it by a Hindu name that 
meant that it was her deity, her God. Plainly and simply, it was an idol. 
Over our years in graduate school, we had numerous conversations 
about religion, the nature of prayer, and of course the nature of the 
divinity. I stressed that when I as a Jew prayed, I did not pray to any 
image, statue or portrait. I prayed to an invisible and unknowable God. 
She found that impossible to accept. “When I pray,” she insisted, “I 
must have some concrete visual image before me. I know that this little 
doll is not the deity. But it is what I call a concretization of the higher 
power that I worship.” 
The stark contrast between Streena’s mode of prayer and my Jewish 
conception of the way in which we are to conceive the Almighty is one 
of the lessons of an exceedingly provocative episode in this week’s 
Torah portion, Ki Tisa (Exodus 30:11-34:35). I refer to story of the 
Golden Calf. 
Moses ascends the mountain to receive the holy tablets. He is delayed 
in his return, and, in their impatience, the Jewish people collect gold, 
fashion an idol out of it in the shape of a calf, and worship it with 
sacrifices and an orgiastic feast. 
Every reader of the Torah has been puzzled by the sudden descent of 
the people from a state of lofty spiritual anticipation to the degrading 
scene of dancing worshipfully before a graven image. 
One such reader, himself a pagan, was the king of the Khazars, a nation 
in Central Asia, whose search for religious truth is the theme of one of 
the most intriguing books of Jewish philosophy, Rabbi Yehuda 
HaLevi’s Kuzari. 
In that king’s dialogue with the Jewish sage who is his spiritual mentor, 
he condemns this behavior and challenges the sage to justify the 
apparent idolatry of the Jewish people. The sage, who is actually the 
voice of the author of the Kuzari, responds, in part: 
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“In those days, every people worshiped images… This is because they 
would focus their attention upon the image, and profess to the masses 
that divinity attaches itself to the image… We do something like this 
today when we treat certain places with special reverenced—we will 
even consider the soil and rocks of these places as sources of blessing… 
The objective was to have some tangible item that they could focus 
upon… Their intent was not to deny the God who took them out of 
Egypt; rather, it was to have something in front of them upon which 
they could concentrate when recounting God’s wonders… We do the 
same thing when we ascribe divinity to the skies (for example, we call 
fear of God ‘fear of heaven’)…” 
This is but one explanation of the motivation for what is one of the 
greatest recorded sins of our people. But it is an especially instructive 
explanation, for it renders understandable, in our own terms, an act that 
is otherwise totally mystifying. 
In our own inner experiences of prayer, we have all struggled with the 
difficulty of “knowing before Whom we stand”. It is frustrating to 
address an abstract, invisible, and unknowable deity. It is comforting to 
imagine that we stand before a mortal king, or a flesh and blood father 
figure, someone physical and real. I think that we can all confess to 
moments when we have, at least in our visualizations of the Almighty, 
resorted to the same process of concretization as Streena did. 
Ideally, we know that we must resist the temptation to “humanize” God, 
to anthropomorphize Him. We believe in a deity Who sees but is not 
seen, hears but is not heard, and who is as far from human ken as heaven 
is from Earth. In this fundamental belief, we differ from other religions; 
and indeed not only from Hinduism but from certain forms of 
Christianity as well. 
Nevertheless, we can sympathize with Streena’s need to pray to her 
doll, and in the process we can come to grips with what must have been 
going on in the minds of our ancestors when they stooped to idolatry 
and committed the sin which the Almighty has never totally forgiven, 
the worship of the Golden Calf. 
 
Rabbi Pinchas Winston 

Perceptions 
Ki Sisa-Parah 
Purim is gone, Pesach is on its way, b”H. This week’s parsha discusses 
different issues, but the most dramatic by far is the episode of the 
golden calf. That’s why it is always interesting when Parashas Parah, 
the mitzvah of the red heifer and third of the special parshios for this 
time of year, occurs at the same time. 
Parashas Parah is in Parashas Chukas, all the way in Sefer Bamidbar. 
We won’t get to that parsha until the summer, b”H, but historically, it 
occurred long before. The red heifer was the purification process 
necessary for the service in the Mishkan described in both Sefer 
Shemos and Sefer Vayikra. 
Even if you hold that the Mishkan was the Divine response to the 
golden calf, the parah adumah—red heifer—would have still been 
necessary for the service in the Temple that would have eventually been 
built. According to this opinion, even if there wasn’t always meant to 
be a Mishkan, there was always meant to be a Temple. 
This is why it is interesting that Rashi mentions that the parah adumah 
was the “tikun” for the golden calf. Just as a mother cleans up after her 
child, Rashi says, likewise does the heifer “clean up” after its calf. If 
so, then it is a good example of how, when it comes to the Jewish 
people, God creates the “cure” before the “illness.” 
Thus if anything, the red heifer existed BEFORE the golden calf. If 
anything, it was not the CURE for the golden calf, but should have been 
preventative medicine against it. We take vitamins to AVOID illness, 
not BECAUSE we are sick, to fortify the immune system to make it 
less vulnerable to infection. 
The answer to the question may have to do with something the Zohar 
says, regarding an incident in Parashas Vayaitzai. The Torah explains 
that when Ya’akov Avinu wanted to quickly increase the amount of 
sheep he had, he prepared some kind of stick and caused the sheep to 
mate. It worked, and in a very short time, he was successful. 
Without question mysticism was involved. Otherwise, shepherds over 
the ages would have used the same technique to increase their flocks. 
Ya’akov Avinu did something spiritual to multiply his sheep, but it 
worked physically. 

So much so in fact that the Zohar says, that when Ya’akov did this, he 
actually fulfilled the mitzvah of Tefillin. That’s right, Tefillin. What? 
How? Why? 
This is a good reminder that the essence of a mitzvah is its underlying 
concept. The means prescribed to fulfill mitzvos is the best way FOR 
NOW for us to accomplish what the mitzvah is designed to do. It takes 
into account who we are and the world we live in. It maximizes our 
current potential to partner with God in Tikun Olam—World 
Rectification. 
This idea was reflected in the second set of tablets, also in this week’s 
parsha. Kabbalah explains that the difference between the first set of 
tablets which Moshe Rabbeinu broke, and the second set he actually 
brought down, was more than just he hewed the latter. The first set of 
tablets was a much higher level of Torah, the one we will re-receive for 
the Messianic Era. 
In the Messianic Era, there will be no yetzer hara. No one will sin. 
There will be no need for warnings against sin, and no need for courts 
to punish any sinners. No one will have to bring a sin offering or a 
transgression offering, only thanksgiving offerings. 
Does that mean that any mitzvah that has to do with sinning will be 
expunged from the Torah, God forbid? Not at all. Rather, the concepts 
behind the mitzvos can and will be achieved in other ways. Ya’akov 
Avinu was able to accomplish with some sticks what our Tefillin 
accomplishes through finely handcrafted black leather boxes. 
This probably sounds a little strange to most. It is because from a young 
age, people are taught to relate to the mitzvos in terms of how we now 
do them. We are taught to look at them as acts of loyalty, which they 
are as well, as opposed to in terms of their tikun potential. 
Most teachers and parents just never get into the reasons for the 
mitzvos. Instead, they emphasize more the technical fulfillment of 
mitzvos than anything else. Why wouldn’t we grow up believing that 
mitzvos can only be performed in one way? 
Thus, when Rashi says that the parah adumah was the “cure” for the sin 
of the golden calf, he is talking about what the parah adumah had to 
“become” as a result of the calf. Its purpose goes back to Creation itself, 
and it can accomplish its share of world rectification in a number of 
ways. It was the sin of the calf that established how we access its energy 
today. 
Why did it not prevent the calf, if that energy was already in the world, 
at least in potential? It previously had operated on a higher plain of 
spirituality, and perhaps had worked for the Jewish people in Egypt 
prior to their departure. In other words, it WAS operating in the world 
prior to the calf, just on a higher level of reality. 
As the Leshem explains, the Jewish people by the time of the Korban 
Pesach in Egypt were so elevated that evil was almost destroyed, and 
with it, spiritual impurity. They had accessed the light of the red heifer 
without having to actually use one. 
What changed? The Erev Rav. Moshe Rabbeinu took them out of Egypt 
without God’s consent, as Rashi explains in this week’s parsha, during 
the episode of the calf. They dragged the spiritual stragglers down to 
their level, where the energy of the parah adumah could not protect 
them on its level at that time. 
After the incident with the calf, the method of the parah adumah had to 
be adjusted. This was so it could operate even on the level to which the 
Jewish people had descended. It is THIS procedure of spiritual 
purification that is described by the Torah, and Rashi explains. 
 

HaRav Shlomo Wolbe Zt”l 

Bais Hamussar 
Dvar Torah # 568 - Ki Sisa - כי תשא 
This Dvar Torah is dedicated l'refuas HaRav Yosef Yitzchok ben Gittel, 
Rosh Yeshivas Long Beach, b'soch shaar cholei Yisroel 
After the sin of the Golden Calf, Bnei Yisrael were informed that 
instead of Hashem accompanying them along their journey He would 
be sending an angel in His place. "The people heard this bad tiding and 
they became grief stricken" (Shemos 33:4). Rashi explains that the bad 
tiding refers to the fact that Hashem would not be residing amongst 
them nor journeying along with them. 
Rav Wolbe comments that this pasuk really defines the essence of good 
and bad. "Good" is anything which brings a person closer to Hashem, 
while "bad" is anything which distances a person from Him. Thus, the 
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knowledge that Hashem would not be traveling along with them was 
most certainly a bad tiding. 
As the Ramchal writes, our mission in this world is to create the 
strongest connection possible with our Creator. It makes sense that 
anything which aids a person in accomplishing their mission is "good" 
while anything that impedes him from achieving his goal is "bad." The 
formula for making correct decisions is often very simple. We must ask 
ourselves: Is this action going to bring me closer to Hashem or distance 
me from Him? It's a small question that can yield tremendous 
dividends. 
The parsha relates how Hashem agreed to show Moshe a partial 
revelation of His glory. He told Moshe exactly where to stand: 
"Hashem said, 'Behold, there is a place with me; you may stand on the 
rock'" (ibid. 33:21). Whatdoes this mean? Which place is with 
Hashem? Rashi explains that the place mentioned refers to a place on 
Har Sinai which He prepared specifically for this purpose. 
Rashi writes another interpretation of the pasuk citing a Medrash. The 
"place" refers not to a part of Har Sinai; rather, it was mentioned 
regarding the Shechina Itself. Hashem did not say "I am in a place." He 
said the place is "with Me." From here Chazal conclude that "Hashem 
is the place of the world and the world is not His place." 
Rav Wolbe elaborates on Chazal's words. The universe is a very big 
place. It contains billions of people and trillions upon trillions of stars. 
The perception of most people is that it's so big that it even has enough 
room for Hashem. However, the exact opposite is true. Hashem isn't 
contained in this world at all. Rather, the entire world is being held in 
His "palm." Hashem is the place upon where the world stands and the 
world is not the place where He stands. 
This is an idea that should accompany us throughout our lives. Our aim 
is not to try to fit Hashem into our world, but rather to fit our world into 
Hashem. It is He who pulls the strings; one's family, job, colleagues 
and all the other aspects that make up his "world" must be aligned to 
work in tandem with Hashem's will. 
 

Aish.Com - Rabbi Ken Spiro 

Jewish History Crash Course 
Crash Course in Jewish History Part 35 - Destruction of the 
Temple 
We left off the story in the last installment with Vespasian being made 
Caesar and returning to Rome. His son Titus now takes over the siege 
of Jerusalem. 
Titus attacks just after Passover in the year 70 CE, battering the city 
with his catapults which propel a rain of stone, iron and fire onto the 
population. By then, the city defenders are weakened from hunger and 
perhaps even more so from internal strife. Even so, it takes Titus two 
months of intense fighting before he is able to breach the walls of the 
city. 
The date for this event is 17th of the Hebrew month of Tammuz. To 
this day, religious Jews fast on the 17th of Tammuz in commemoration 
of this event. 
Roman historian, Deo Cassius, reports: 
"Though a breach was made in the wall by means of engines, 
nevertheless the capture of the place did not immediately follow even 
then. On the contrary, the defenders killed great numbers [of Romans] 
who tried to crowd through the opening and they also set fire to some 
of the buildings nearby, hoping thus to check the further progress of the 
Romans. Nevertheless, the soldiers, because of their superstition, did 
not immediately rush in but at last, under compulsion from Titus, they 
made their way inside. Then the Jews defended themselves much more 
vigorously than before, as if they had discovered a piece of rare good 
fortune in being able to fight near the Beis HaMikdash and fall in its 
defense." 
A horrific slaughter ensues with the Romans taking the city, literally 
house-by-house. One of the excavations that testifies to the destruction 
is the famous "Burnt House" which is open to visitors in Old City 
Jerusalem today. Here the skeletal remains of a woman's arm were 
found where she died on the doorstep of her house, a spear still in her 
death grip. 
It takes him three weeks, but Titus slowly works his way to the Beis 
HaMikdash Mount. Now a duel to the death ensues, and finally, four 
months after the Romans had begun this attack Titus orders the Second 

Beis HaMikdash razed to the ground. The day is the 9th of Av, the very 
same day on which the First Beis HaMikdash was destroyed. 
Deo Cassius again: 
"The populace was stationed below in the court and the elders on the 
steps and the priests in the Sanctuary itself. And though they were but 
a handful fighting against a far superior force, they were not conquered 
until part of the Beis HaMikdash was set on fire. Then they met their 
death willingly, some throwing themselves on the swords of the 
Romans, some slaying one another, others taking their own lives and 
still others leaping into the flames. And it seemed to everybody and 
especially to them that so far from being destruction, it was victory and 
salvation and happiness to them that they perished along with the Beis 
HaMikdash." 
All of the neighboring countryside is denuded of whatever trees 
remained from the siege to create the giant bonfire to burn the buildings 
of the Beis HaMikdash to the ground. The intense heat from the fire 
causes the moisture in the limestone to expand and it explodes like 
popcorn, producing a chain reaction of destruction. In a day's time, the 
magnificent Beis HaMikdash is nothing but rubble. 
History As Destiny 
The destruction of the Second Beis HaMikdash is one of the most 
important events in the history of the Jewish people, and certainly one 
of the most depressing. 
It is a sign that HaShem has withdrawn from (though certainly not 
abandoned) the Jews. Although the Jews will survive -- in accordance 
with the promise that they will be an "eternal nation" - the special 
relationship with HaShem they enjoyed while the Beis HaMikdash 
stood is gone. 
Sadly, this period of time, perhaps more than any other reflects the 
maxim that Jewish past is Jewish future, that Jewish history is Jewish 
destiny. 
There's no period of time that more closely reflects what is going on 
today in Israel and among the Jewish people worldwide. (See Part 33). 
We are still living in the consequences of the destruction of the Second 
Beis HaMikdash, spiritually and physically. And the same problems we 
had then are the same problems we have now. 
States the Talmud (in Yomah): "Why was the Second Beis HaMikdash 
destroyed? Because of Sinas Chinam, senseless hatred of one Jew for 
another." 
What is the antidote to this problem which is so rampant in the Jewish 
world today? The answer is Ahavas Chinam, the Jews have to learn to 
love their fellow Jews. 
There's no hope for the Jewish people until all learn how to 
communicate with each other, and respect each other, regardless of 
differences. 
HaShem has no patience for Jews fighting each other. It's extremely 
important to study this period of time carefully because there are many 
valuable lessons that we can learn about the pitfalls that need to be 
avoided. 
"Judea Captured" 
Before setting fire to the Beis HaMikdash, the Romans removed 
anything of value. Then they harnessed a group of Jewish slaves to take 
these priceless artifacts to Rome. Their arrival in Rome is memorialized 
in engravings of the Arch of Titus, still standing there today near the 
Forum. 
It was the tradition in the Roman Jewish community that Jews would 
never walk under that arch. On the night of May 14, 1948, when Israel 
was declared a state, the Jews of Rome had a triumphant parade and 
marched under the arch. Their message: "Rome is gone, we're still 
around. Victory is ours." 
But at the time it was a horrible disaster. Hundreds of thousands of 
people died, many more were enslaved. There were so many Jews 
flooding the slave market after the Great Revolt that you could buy a 
Jewish slave for less than the price of a horse. Israel was in despair. 
Masada 
Jerusalem has been conquered, the Beis HaMikdash has been 
destroyed, but it was not over yet. 
A group of about 1,000 Zealots escaped and made their way into the 
desert where they holed up in the great fortress on top of a mountain 
plateau called Masada. 
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Masada was built by Herod, the Great, as a place of refuge for him. As 
such it was practically self-sufficient. With its own water collection 
system and storage houses that could feed an army for years. What's 
more, the fortress was practically inaccessible from below and easy to 
defend. 
Indeed, the Zealots manage to survive there for three years. 
If you go visit the ruins of Masada, you will see the remains of the 
fortress as well as the ramp that the Romans built, using Jewish slave 
labor, in order to capture Masada. 
Josephus reports on the capture of Masada in 73 CE and the narrative 
resembles in some way the capture of Gamla. Here, too, the Zealots 
killed their own families, then each other until finally, there was only 
one man left, and he committed suicide. 
For the modern state of Israel, Masada is a symbol of Jews who chose 
to die as free men rather than be enslaved or executed by the Romans, 
and is held up as a Zionist ideal. Up until recently, Israeli soldiers would 
go up to Masada to be sworn in, and call out for the mountain to hear 
and echo back: "Masada will never fall again!" (We will discuss this in 
greater detail in future installments on modern Zionist history.) 
Back in 73 CE when Masada, the last Jewish stronghold, fell, the 
Romans could finally declare an end to the revolt. 
Congratulating themselves on asserting the Roman might against the 
defiant Jews, the Romans also minted coins depicting a weeping 
woman and proclaiming Judea Capta, "Judea Captured." 
But was it? 
Jewish Survival 
The land was no longer under Jewish control, but it had not been since 
the days of Chashmoneans anyway. True, the Beis HaMikdash, the 
center of Jewish worship and the symbol of Judaism's special 
connection to the one G-d, was gone. But Judaism - along with all its 
unique value system -- was alive and well. 
Thanks to the foresight of Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakkai, the center of 
Torah learning at Yavneh thrived. It was here that the rabbis put 
together the legal/spiritual infrastructure which would allow the Jewish 
people to survive without many of the normative institutions which 
were the backbone of Judaism: Beis HaMikdash and its service, the 
High Priesthood, the monarchy. It was here that the rabbis 
institutionalized public prayer as a replacement for the Beis HaMikdash 
service and made the synagogue the center of Jewish communal life. 
But most importantly, it was here that the rabbis devised a way of 
making sure that Judaism lived on in every Jewish home. In the coming 
years, when the Jews would be dispersed the world over - doomed for 
two thousand years to have no common land, no centralized leadership, 
and aside from Hebrew scriptures, no common language - they would 
carry with them their Judaism undiminished. 
But that was yet to come. 
Next: Timeline 
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48 Ways to Wisdom 
Way #20 The Art of Conversation 
Joe is walking down a darkened alley, when suddenly a man jumps out, 
brandishing a pistol. 
"Don't shoot," Joe pleads, "I'll give you all my money." 
"I don't want your money," says the man with the gun. "My whole life 
I've been trying to get someone to sit down and talk with me. Now I'm 
going to make you listen for one hour." 
This story reflects a sorry aspect of the human condition. People today 
are busier than ever -- commuting, flying, buying. All in all, 
conversation time is diminishing. Who has time to talk? 
Reflect back to yourself. You want to be understood. But is anyone 
listening? 
B'miyut sichah literally means "minimize conversation." In other 
words, use conversation effectively. Conversation is our tool to be in 
contact with other human beings. Unless we communicate, we're all 
alone. 
Building Connections 
The Torah says that HaShem created man as a "speaking creature" (see 
Targum Onkelos -- Bereishis 2:7). Speech is therefore what 

distinguishes human beings from other creatures. We can be self-
centered and closed up. Conversation is a way out of that self-
absorption. 
Too many friendships never get beyond the superficial stage. It's 
possible to talk endlessly about recipes, football and fashion. But that's 
not enough. We need people with whom we can share our innermost 
thoughts. 
Even family members can live in communicative isolation. Living 
room furniture used to be designed so that people sat facing one 
another. Today, living rooms are set up so that everyone faces the TV. 
You watch a football game and mutter in between munches, "That was 
a good play." What conversation can compete with the "raza-a-ma-
tazz" of multi-media?! 
Today, everyone is in his own little corner and struggles by himself. 
We need to be with others, not to watch television, but to be together 
and communicate. Without it, you are stifling in your own self-
contained envelope. Isolated in your own opinion. Isolated in your own 
home. 
Set aside time specifically for talking. Schedule a block of time to talk 
to your spouse, your child, your parents, your friends. Speech conveys 
the deepest soul-thoughts. Words that emit from the heart, enter the 
heart. Something the other person says may touch a deep chord in us. 
Conversations build deep connections and expand our world. Without 
it, we emotionally whither and die. 
Great conversation is your chance to explore entire worlds. Unlike a 
movie, this world is real, not imagined. And the resulting relationship 
is infinitely more rewarding. 
Practice The Art 
As accustomed as people are to "speaking," very few actually 
"communicate." Speaking is natural and automatic. But 
communication is an art which must be learned and practiced. 
Start by changing your attitude. Did you ever sit for hours on an 
airplane? You've read all the magazines, and watched the in-flight 
movie. There is nothing else to do. Try speaking to the person next to 
you. 
You have to warm up. Begin by asking simple, non-threatening 
questions: "Where are you from? What is your name?" This is just 
credential exchange. No harm, no weapons. Say "hello." 
Yes, it is painful, because you don't know where it will go from there. 
But what are you worried about -- that he'll stand up and announce to 
all the passengers: "I'm seated next to a boring person!" 
It's a shame to sit silently through the entire flight, and then 
"accidentally" get into a fascinating conversation just as you're parting 
ways. 
Don't be afraid of being rejected or that you won't have anything 
intelligent to say. It won't kill you. You will learn how. Good 
conversations have to be cultivated and produced. 
Don't Mistake "Discussion" For "Conversation" 
A "discussion" is an issue of right or wrong, a cerebral exchange of 
facts and opinions. 
A "conversation" is a personal exploration of another person. The point 
of conversation is not to impress others or to enhance your popularity, 
but to learn about others. 
That is our most common mistake. When you talk to the guy in the 
plane, don't let him know by the end of the trip how many trophies you 
won and what investments you made. You are not interested in 
information like who won the ball game and what is the price of gold 
on the market. That is not conversation. That is the information shop. 
The point of conversation is to connect with someone and explore his 
experiences, thoughts, feelings, and inner appreciations. What does he 
think about life, about love, about meaning? For example, while a 
"discussion" might focus on the question, "Is the president effectively 
dealing with the economy?", a "conversation" would ask, "How is the 
economic situation affecting you personally?" 
Aim to bring the topic around to a more emotional realm. Ask the other 
person how he is dealing with issues that bother him. Just like when 
you talk to your spouse after a long day, the conversation should be: 
"How are you feeling, what upset you about the day, what gave you 
joy?" 
If you're having difficulty getting the other person to talk, build trust by 
talking about your own experiences and feelings. Don't be "Mr. Know-
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It-All." When presenting an idea, say, "Balancing career and family has 
been difficult for me. I look at the situation this way. I would really like 
to know your experience and how you feel about it." When you report 
your reaction, he will report his reaction. 
The Fascinating World Of A Human Being 
How do you maintain an interesting conversation? Be fascinated. If you 
have an eager curiosity about life and people, you'll be an excellent 
conversationalist. People will talk to you freely, because your interest 
will draw them like a magnet. 
If you find that "fascination" does not come easily to you, do some self-
analysis. Figure out why. Often the problem is basic indifference -- i.e. 
"Why should I care about this person?" 
To get focused, realize that every human being is a wonderful mystery, 
created in the image of HaShem. We might make mistakes, but each 
person is unique and holy, full of ideas, experiences, and special 
wisdom. 
Don't be misled. Most people don't immediately reveal what is 
especially interesting and significant about themselves. 
To discover the wonderful person behind the facade, try interviewing 
them as a journalist pursuing an important story. "Wow! You're from 
Buffalo? How do you deal with all that snow?!" 
Everybody wants to get to know themselves, but introspection is too 
painful. So realize when you ask questions, you are helping the other 
person learn about himself. Imagine someone asking you, "What do 
you think about life? Is life beautiful? Is it boring, a struggle?" The 
conversation prompts you to reach inside, examine, and engage in self-
discovery. The same questions you'd like to be asked about yourself, 
ask someone else. 
Especially when planning a major step in life -- like marriage, career, 
spirituality -- use conversation as a tool. Interview others: What was 
your experience? Was it interesting? What are the problems? What are 
the pleasures? How did you overcome your fears? What did you gain? 
What are the possibilities? 
When you are fascinated, people will start talking and they won't stop. 
Explore life. Talk! See this is a tool for living -- it is ridiculous not to 
use it! 
What's Your Name? 
A primary way to connect with someone's uniqueness is to learn his 
name. A name is an intrinsic aspect of human identity. By using his 
name, you establish a connection and communicate an interest in who 
he is. And you can't have a good conversation with someone to whom 
you are indifferent. 
A human being is only real when you know his name. Frequently we 
lose a name in the introduction and then we are talking to someone 
faceless. We feel uncomfortable. The vibes are no good and it ruins the 
whole conversation. 
Do you tend to forget names? The key is to pay attention at the time of 
the introduction, and repeat the name to yourself a few times after. One 
memory technique is to conjure up a mental association. For instance, 
if the person's name is George Brown, imagine George Washington 
wearing a big brown suit. (The more silly the image, the easier it is to 
remember.) 
Be A Good Listener 
A good friend is a good listener. 
In dealing with others, the Torah says: "Do not harden your heart or 
close your hand" (Dev. 15:7). "Closing your hand" refers to be being 
generous with money, while "harden your heart" refers to giving to 
others emotionally. Don't underestimate the value of this. Patiently 
listening to someone tell his troubles is often worth more than giving 
money. 
In conversation, never interrupt. Don't anxiously anticipate the end of 
a sentence so you can jump back with your own opinion. If someone 
makes a statement you disagree with, bite your tongue and keep on 
listening. A sharp reply is likely to make the other person defensive, in 
which case he'll either get angry or end the conversation completely. 
Just calm down and give your undivided attention. Don't look around. 
Don't think of other things. Pay attention. 
Ask for points of clarification. Really try to understand. You will build 
an atmosphere of trust -- which will enable you to voice your own 
opinion later. 

Don't fight with people. No criticism. No confrontation. Just discuss. 
Exchange feelings. That's conversation. 
Constantly emit "listening signals" to demonstrate interest. Use eye 
contact or add a nod of acknowledgement. Use simple words of 
feedback, like, "Yes, interesting," or "That must have felt incredible." 
A skilled conversationalist can say few words ... and build a deep bond. 
Make Your Words Count 
Sometimes we get bored with living. So we make a phone call and 
chatter to pass the time. 
Don't use conversation as an escape from reality. It's a waste of energy 
and words. And when the conversation is over, we feel empty. 
Make every word count. Consider your words as precious jewels, to be 
used sparingly. Speak to the point, with clarity and purpose. Think 
before you speak. Make sure to say what you intended to say, in the 
best way you could say it. Frame your words. Connect your words with 
your mind rather than let your mouth run away and then try to catch up 
with your mouth. 
Unnecessary talk dulls your mind. Efficient use of words puts you in 
control of your mind. 
There's an old saying: "Small people speak about people. Medium 
people speak about places and things. Big people speak about ideas." 
The words you choose determine the type of person you'll be. 
Don't talk without a purpose. In any conversation, ask yourself: "Is 
there a point to this conversation? Am I learning anything about life? 
Am I growing? Are we making contact?" If you can't identify the point, 
there probably is none. 
There is an ancient Jewish tradition called ta'anis dibur -- a "speech 
fast." When people find themselves talking too much, they refrain from 
all conversation except for Torah study. Likewise, in the House of 
Prayer, there should be no outside conversations -- just HaShem and 
yourself. 
Try experimenting for one hour without talking. It's a healthy exercise 
in self-control, and can help you focus on your inner self. Don't worry, 
people will just figure you've got laryngitis. 
Avoid Negative Talk 
The Torah says that HaShem used the medium of speech to create the 
world. ("And HaShem said: Let there be light.") 
For us as well, speech is a tool of creation -- through it we can build the 
world, or destroy it. A word of praise will encourage others and build 
confidence. Making someone feel important is to say, "Your existence 
is necessary." This is life-giving and life-affirming. 
On the other hand, speech can also be used to destroy. Words like 
"You're worthless, that's terrible," wipe out a person's self-esteem. It is 
untrue to believe that "Sticks and stones may break my bones, but 
names will never hurt me." 
Did you ever find yourself in the middle of gossip or a distasteful joke? 
It's insidious. All of a sudden you find yourself dragged into a 
discussion that's taken a turn for the worse. 
Never say anything negative or derogatory about another person -- even 
if it's true. Gossip causes quarrel and tears apart relationships, families, 
even entire communities. As Shlomo HaMelech said: "Life and death 
are in the hands of the tongue" (Mishlei 18:21). 
Learn to switch tracks. Monitor your conversation, and when you 
notice it slipping off track, pull it back, gently and subtly. 
If this doesn't work, bow out of the conversation. Have some graceful 
exit lines ready to go. Of course, don't ever embarrass another person 
... but don't hang around and sully yourself either! 
Why Is "Artful Conversation" A Way To Wisdom? 
• Be fascinated with human beings and you'll be an excellent 
conversationalist. 
• Talk to people in the office, neighbors, even strangers. 
• Human beings have wisdom. Get them to share it. 
• Negative speech will make you a negative person. 
• Use speech wisely. It's one of the greatest gifts we have. 
• Have a conversation, not a confrontation. 
• Conversation is a tool of creation; it pulls us out of isolation, 
builds connections and expands our world. 
• Fulfilling our needs depends on how well we communicate those 
needs to others. 
Author Biography: Rabbi Noach Weinberg was the dean and founder of Aish HaTorah International. Over 
the last 40 years, his visionary educational programs have brought hundreds of thousands of Jews closer 
to their heritage. Copyright © 2003 Aish.com - "The 48 Ways to Wisdom" is culled from the Talmud (Pirkei Avos 
6:6), which states that "the crown of Torah is acquired by 48 Ways." Each of these is a special tool to help us sharpen our 
personal skills and get the most out of life.  
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Dr. Avigdor Bonchek 

What’s Bothering Rashi? 
Parashas T'zaveh 
This week's sedra continues with the description of the making of the 
Mishkan and its vessels. 
Shemos 28:15 
And you shall make a Breastplate of Judgment the work of a craftsman. As 
the work of the Ephod, you shall make it. [Of] gold, blue wool, purple, 
crimson wool, and fine twined linen, you shall make it. 
Rashi 
As the work of the Ephod: Rashi: The work of a craftsman and of the five 
materials. 
Reading this short comment, do you have a question? 
Hint: Read the verse again and then Rashi's comment. 
Questioning Rashi 
A Question: What has he taught us with this comment? He tells us exactly 
what the verse itself says. The verse says make it the work of a craftsman 
and it lists the five materials. Rashi seems to just repeat this. Why would he 
do this? 
Is there something in the verse that is bothering him? What might it be? 
What's Bothering Rashi? 
An Answer: Actually our question with Rashi's comment may be Rashi's 
question with the verse itself. There seem to be redundancies here. If we are 
told to make the Breastplate of Judgment as the Ephod was made, then why 
waste words to tell us it must be made by a craftsman and made of the five 
materials (and they are each enumerated) as was the Ephod? Of course! The 
Breastplate was made by a craftsman and of these five materials, so if we 
are to make the Ephod the same way - it is understood that we need a 
craftsman and the five materials. Why repeat the obvious? 
This may be what bothered Rashi. 
How does his brief comment deal with this? 
Hint: How exactly was the Breastplate made with these five materials? (See 
Exodus 39:3) 
Understanding Rashi 
An Answer: When we see verse 39:3 we see the special craftsmanship 
needed to make the Ephod; these materials were woven in a special way. 
The gold was beaten into very thin threads, (this is a special exclusive 
quality of gold, that it could become so thin and yet not crumble). Then each 
of the other four materials was threaded with a fine thread of gold. This is 
the unusual work done here. So Rashi seems to say: "Pay close attention to 
the redundancies here. They teach us something. They teach us that the five 
materials were made in a special way, with the fine gold threaded into each 
of the other materials. And while Torah tell us explicitly that this 
craftsmanship was used in making the Ephod, it does not say explicitly that 
it was likewise done in the making of the Breastplate. 
Rashi's comment seems to tell us this about the making of the Breastplate. 
"Yes" he seems to say "the work of a craftsman with these five materials." 
That is, the unique way the five materials were woven together for the 
Ephod do it exactly so for the Breastplate. So Rashi's comment is just for 
emphasis, to make us aware of what should be aware of. 
Shabbat Shalom, Avigdor Bonchek 
A second series of What's Bothering Rashi? will come out IY"H during the holidays. Those who want to make a dedication for the volumes can contact me at 
Drbonchek@gmail.com This article is provided as part of Shema Yisrael Torah Network Permission is granted to redistribute electronically or on paper, provided that 
this notice is included intact. For information on subscriptions, archives, and other Shema Yisrael Classes, send mail to parsha@shemayisrael.co.il 
http://www.shemayisrael.co.il Jerusalem, Israel 732-370-3344  
 

Rabbi Zvi Akiva Fleisher 

Chamishoh Mi Yodei'a 
Please send your answers and comments to: Sholom613@Rogers.Com 
5 Questions On The Weekly Sedrah - Parshas T'tza'veh - Bs"D 
1) Ch. 27, v. 20: "V'yikchu EILECHO shemen zayis zoch" - The 
word EILECHO deserves elucidation. 

2) Ch. 28, v. 1: "L'chahano li" - To make him a Kohein for Me - 
Two verses later we find "L'KADSHO l'chahano li." Why is "to sanctify 
him" mentioned there and not here? 
3) Ch. 28, v. 9: "U'fitachto a'leihem shmos bnei Yisroel" - These 
words indicate that the names of the bnei Yisroel were ON the stones. 
In verse 11 the words "T'fatach es shtei ho'avonim al shmos bnei 
Yisroel" seem to indicate that the stones were on the names of the bnei 
Yisroel, the opposite of our verse. 
4) Ch. 28, v. 21: "V'ho'avonim ti'h'yenoh al SHMOS bnei Yisroel" 
- And the stones shall be on the names of the bnei Yisroel - The word 
form SHEIMOS appears in this verse 3 times. What does this repetition 
teach us? 
5) Ch. 28, v. 28: "V'lo yizach hachoshen mei'al ho'eifode" - This is 
one of the 613 mitzvos of the Torah, to not have the "choshen" 
breastplate separate from the "eifode" garment (gemara Yoma 72a). 
What are some moral lessons that we can learn from this prohibition? 
Answers: 
#1 1) See the words of the Ohr Hachaim Hakodosh. (Sorry, I was very 
busy with Megilas Esther Selections.) 
2) The medrash says that the specifications for the oil used for the 
menorah were very stringent, so it was brought to Moshe or Aharon for 
examination. (This would explain why there was the seal of the Kohein 
Godol on a cruse of oil in the Chanukah story.) 
3) The Meshech Chochmoh explains that EILECHO, similar to the 
word L'CHO, often means "for your benefit." See the words of Rashi 
on Breishis 12:1, Lech L'CHO. Here too, having the oil for the kindling 
of the menorah is for the benefit of Moshe. The Mechilta section Pis'cha 
chapter #1 says that Hashem spoke to Moshe only by day. However the 
Ibn Ezra on Bmidbar 8:2 explains that this limitation to day only is only 
when there were no lights illuminating the night. The logic behind this 
might be similar to the rule of judgments of monetary matters beginning 
to be deliberated only by day, as per Choshen Mishpot 5:2, derived from 
the words, "V'ho'yoh b'YOM hanchilo es bonov" (Dvorim 21:16). Yet 
if the courtroom is illuminated it is permitted to begin the court 
proceedings at night (Sefer M'iros Einayim ad loc s.k. 37). 
Hence Moshe benefited from the illumination of the menorah by 
receiving prophecy even at night. This obviously benefited all the bnei 
Yisroel as well. However, after Moshe's death there was no such benefit 
and the only reason for lighting the menorah was that it was a statute 
from Hashem to do so, hence "chukas olom l'DOROSEICHEM" (verse 
21). (Meshech Chochmoh) 
#2 We derive from the words "asher yutzak al rosho shemen 
hamish'choh u'mi'lei es yodo lilbosh es habgodim" (Vayikra 21:10), that 
we both anoint and dress the Kohein in the Kohein Godol's garments to 
initiate him into K'hunoh G'doloh. We also derive from these words that 
if we have no anointing oil, just the donning of the special Kohein Godol 
vestments is sufficient. The change in the wording mentioned above 
likewise alludes to this. When we have already sanctified him with the 
anointing oil, then when dressing him we only enact "l'chahano li," 
while when there is no such oil available we do both "l'kadsho," and 
"l'chahano" through dressing him in the priestly garments. (Rabbi 
Chaim Abulefia) 
#3 The Daas Z'keinim answers that since the names were etched into 
the stones both points are true. The names are ON the stones in that they 
were etched in from the top. On the other hand, since they were etched 
into the surface of the stones, a section of the stones was ABOVE the 
surface of the letters. 
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#4 The Sforno explains that the first time the Torah tells us that the 
donours should donate with the intention that the stones will have the 
names etched into them. The next mention of the names tells us that 
only 12 stones should be used, n more and no less. (Don't we know this 
from verses 17-20?) The final mention of the names tells us that the 
craftsman should specifically etch each name into the specific stone of 
his tribe, and should also not switch his "kavonos" from one stone to 
another. 
#5 1) The gemara Arochin 16a says that the Kohein's wearing of the 
choshen atones for improper judgements of money matters, and the 
wearing of the eifode atones for the sin of idol worship. These two sins 
are associated with each other as stated in the gemara Sanhedrin 7b, 
"Whoever appoints an inappropriate judge is considered to have planted 
a tree of idol worship near the altar. Therefore the Torah says that these 
two items which the Kohein Godol wears should not be separated one 
from the other, to give us a constant reminder that these two sins are of 
equal paramount importance. (Chasam Sofer) 
2) The choshen is to be placed on the HEART of the Kohein Godol. The 
word eifode in our verse is spelled lacking the letter Vov, leaving us 
with Alef-Fei-Dalet which equals 85, also the numeric value of "Peh," 
a MOUTH, spelled Pei-Hei. The prohibition to separate the two teaches 
us that one should not speak words from his mouth which are not the 
true feelings of his heart, "ein piv v'libo shovim," but rather have the 
two always joined, "piv v'libo shovim" (See Rashi on Breishis 37:4 d.h. 
v'lo yochlu dabro l'sholom). (Degel Macha'neh Efrayim) 
3) Worshipping false gods comes from distortion of straight thinking as 
explained by Rabbeinu Nisim Gaon in his preface to his commentary 
on Shas, that the main aspect of the sin of idol worship is mental. 
Similarly, improper ruling of money matters is a form of mental 
distortion. They are the same types of sin, only that one is a sin against 
Hashem and the other against one's fellow man. The Torah wants to 
stress the similarity of these two sins, thus requiring that they not be 
separated. (MVRHRH"G Rabbi Yaakov Kamenecki in Emes 
L'Yaakov) 
4) When one distorts the halochos of money matters in his favour, it is 
a lack of full faith in Hashem. Full trust in Hashem's deciding the set 
income for each person would not allow a person to act in such a 
manner. This sin is rooted in denial of Hashem's powers, feeling that 
one has the ability to gain through his own cunning, in essence a form 
of avodoh zoroh. The coupling of the sin of distortion of judgement of 
money matters with the sin of idol worship teaches us that when one 
seeks atonement for the former, he also needs atonement for the latter. 
(Rabbi Moshe Feinstein in Dorash Moshe) 
A Gutten Shabbos Kodesh. 
 

Rabbi Zvi Akiva Fleisher 

Chasidic Insights 
For sponsorships and advertising opportunities, send e-mail 
to:Sholom613@Rogers.Com 
Chasidic Insights Parshas T'tza'veh From 5764 Bs"D 
Ch. 27, v. 20: "Kosis lamo'ore l'haalose ner" - Those who have gone 
through trials and tribulations, "kosis," are more readily able to 
"elevate" the light of Torah. (Rebbe Reb Dov Ber Magid of Mezeritch) 
Ch. 28, v. 3: "V'atoh t'da'beir el kol chachmei leiv asher mi'leisov 
ruach chochmoh" - Tell in a strong manner, "t'da'beir," to all those 
who are wise of heart, who have great skills, that they should not 
become haughty when they see the beautiful silver and gold creations 
that they have wrought. It is not their own skill. They were, after all, 
downtrodden slaves in Egypt and had no opportunity to learn to become 
silver or gold artisans. Rather, it came from Me, "asher mi'leisiv ruach 
chochmoh." Only when they recognize this will they be able to create 
items that are "bigdei Aharon l'kadsho l'chahano li," to sanctify Aharon 
so that he may serve Me properly, and not an avenue for the craftsmen 
for self aggrandizement. (Chasan Sofer in Shaar Bas Rabim) 
Ch. 28, v. 28: "V'yir'k'su es hachoshen .. bifsil" - Hashem, through 
the medium of the "choshen" responds to the request of the Kohein 
Godol or the king. The "choshen" is to be secured with a thread. 
Likewise, when we daven to Hashem and request a kind response, we 
also wear a "p'sil," a "gartel." (Toras Y'kusi'el) 
Ch. 28, v. 28: "V'lo yizach hachoshen mei'al ho'eifode" - The 
"choshen" represents the heart, as it is placed on the heart (verse 29). 

The "eifode" alludes to the mouth, as the numerical value of "eifode" is 
85 (when spelled without the letter Vov (as in verses 6 and 25), the same 
as "peh," a mouth. One should make sure to have the two synchronized, 
"piv v'libo shovim." (Degel Machaneh Efrayim) 
Ch. 28, v. 32: "Sofoh yi'h'yeh l'fiv .. k'fi sachro" - Rashi says that 
shields have a doubled rim at their edges. Just as a shield protects, so 
too, a double barrier for one's mouth, i.e. great care before one opens 
his mouth, is a most powerful protection against our greatest enemy, the 
evil inclination. (Rabbi Sar Sholo-m of Belz) 
Ch. 29, v. 13: "Hacheilev hamchasseh es ha'kerev" - The fat, pursuits 
for the sake of physical indulgence, covers and impedes "kerev," 
coming close to Hashem. Some people mistakenly believe that you can 
"have it all," and pursue both a life of indulgence and of spirituality. 
The gemara Yerushalmi K'subos says that before one prays that the 
words of Torah should enter his innards, he should pray that sweets and 
delights should not enter. The two are mutually exclusive. (Rabbi Uziel 
Meisels in Tiferres Uziel) 
Ch. 29, v. 45: "V'shochanti b'soch bnei Yisroel v'ho'yisi lo'hem 
lEilokim" - From a distance, false gods seem very potent and 
formidable. Upon close examination their weaknesses and falsehoods 
are readily discernable. L'havdil a"h, with Hashem the opposite is true. 
The closer we are to Him, i.e. the more we contemplate His traits, 
"v'shochanti b'sochom," the more firmly rooted is our belief in Him, 
"v'ho'yisi lo'hem lEilokim." (Rabbi Henoch of Alexander in Emes 
miKotzk Titzmach) 
A Gutten Shabbos Kodesh. 
 

Rabbi Zvi Akiva Fleisher 

Oroh V'Simchoh 
Oroh V'simchoh - Meshech Chochmoh On Parshas T'zaveh Bs"D 
Ch. 27, v. 20: "V'yikchu EI'LECHO shemen zayis zoch" - The word 
EI'LECHO deserves elucidation. See the words of the Ohr Hachaim 
Hakodosh. The Meshech Chochmoh explains that EI'LECHO, similar 
to the word L'CHO, often means for your benefit. See the words of 
Rashi on Breishis 12:1, Lech L'CHO. Here too, having the oil for the 
kindling of the menorah is for the benefit of Moshe. The Mechilta 
section Pis'cha chapter #1 says that Hashem spoke to Moshe only by 
day. However the Ibn Ezra on Bmidbar 8:2 explains that this limitation 
to day only is limited to when there were no lights illuminating the 
night. The logic behind this might be similar to the rule of judgements 
of monetary matters beginning to be deliberated only by day, as per 
Choshen Mishpot 5:2, derived from the words, "V'ho'yoh b'YOM 
hanchilo es bonov" (Dvorim 21:16). Yet if the courtroom is illuminated 
it is permitted to begin the court proceedings at night (Sefer M'iros 
Einayim ad loc s.k. 37). 
Hence Moshe benefited from the illumination of the menorah by 
receiving prophecy even at night. This obviously benefited all the bnei 
Yisroel as well. However, after Moshe's death there was no such benefit 
and the only reason for lighting the menorah was that it was a statute 
from Hashem to do so, hence "chukas olom l'DOROSEICHEM" (verse 
21). 
Ch. 28, v. 8: "V'cheishev afudoso asher olov k'maa'seihu" - The 
gemara Z'vochim 88b says that the wearing of the eifode garment atones 
for the sin of thoughts of idol worship. In general we do not consider 
the thought of sinning as a sin itself as per the gemara Kidushin 39b, 
but in regard to thoughts of accepting a false god the thought is also 
considered a sin. This is alluded to in the words of this verse. 
"V'cheishev" - and the thought, "afudoso," - of the sin of idol worship 
for which the eifode garment atones, "k'maa'seihu," - is as harsh as 
actually doing the sin. (Nachal K'dumim in the name of Rabbeinu 
Efrayim, Meshech Chochmoh) 
Ch. 28, v. 10: "Shishoh mishmosom al ho'evven ho'echos" - The 
gemara Yerushalmi Sotoh 7:4 says that Biyomin's name appeared on 
the "eifode" stones with the first two letters Beis-Nun on one stone and 
the last letters of his name on the other stone. This seems to be alluded 
in the word MIshmosom, a section of their names, indicating that a 
name is not complete on one stone. Indeed on the words "Shishoh 
mishmosom" the Targum Yonoson ben Uziel also says ""Shiso min 
k'tzas shmos'hone," six of part of their names. 
Why was Binyomin's name chosen to be the one to be split between the 
two stones? The Meshech Chochmoh answers that this is indicated in 
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Dvorim 33:12, "U'vein kseifov shochein," regarding Binyomin the 
verse says, "and between the two shoulders (of the Kohein Godol) he 
rests." 
Ch. 28, v. 20: "V'yoshfei" - The gemara Kidushin 31a and Yerushalmi 
Pei'oh chapter #1 relate that the "yoshfei" stone of the breastplate was 
once lost and the Rabbis pursued a replacement. They came upon a non-
Jew named Domo the son of N'sino, whose father had such a stone. 
When they came, his father was asleep and the key to the safety box in 
which he kept his precious stones was on a cord that was wrapped 
around his neck. Retrieving the key would require waking his father in 
the middle of his siesta. Domo, out of respect for his father, refrained 
from waking him and lost the sale. 
The Meshech Chochmoh writes that it is most befitting that the lesson 
of how far honouring one's parents goes is learned from a tale involving 
the "yoshfei" stone. All the brothers who were involved with the sale of 
Yoseif caused their father much pain. Yoseif, as well, by not 
communicating with his father, also fell short in properly honouring his 
father (see Ramban on 42:9 d.h. "Va'yizkor"). Only Binyomin was not 
deficient in honouring his father, thus his stone was involved in this 
story. 
The Baal Haturim points out that the numerical value of "yoshfei" 
equals that of "Binyomin ben Yaakov." Possibly, according to the 
Meshech Chochmoh it is well understood why the mathematical value 
of "yoshfei" is that of "Binyomin ben Yaakov," of both the son and his 
father, to indicate that specifically Binyomin was the most devoted son 
of Yaakov. 
Ch. 29, v. 42: "Olas tomid l'dorosheichem pesach ohel mo'eid lifnei 
Hashem asher ivo'eid lochem shomoh" - Some Rabbis drive from 
these words that the word of Hashem emanated to Moshe from the top 
of the outer copper-clad altar. Others derive from "v'dibarti itcho mei'al 
hakaporres" (Shmos 25:22), that it emanated from the top of the lid of 
the Holy Ark, and "asher ivo'eid lochem shomoh" refers back to "ohel 
mo'eid lifnei Hashem" of our verse. 
The Meshech Chochmoh suggests that these two opinions are in tandem 
with the disagreement between Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi and Rabbi 
Yochonon in the gemara Megiloh 27a. They disagree if the words in 
M'lochim 2:25:9, "habayis hagodol" refer to a house of Torah study or 
a house of prayer. If it refers to a house of Torah study then one may 
convert a house of prayer into a house of Torah study, but not the 
reverse, since it is called "hagodol." If the verse refers to a house of 
prayer, then a house of Torah study may be turned into a house of 
prayer, but not the reverse. If we posit that prayer is greater then it is 
logical to assume that Hashem's voice emanated from the top of the 
altar, the symbol of sacrifices, and prayers are in the place of sacrificial 
service. If Torah study is greater, then it is logical to assume that 
Hashem's voice emanated from the top of the Holy Ark, which contains 
the Ten Commandments, which symbolize Torah study. The Meshech 
Chochmoh expands upon this thought in his work Ohr Somei'ach al 
hoRambam hilchos Talmud Torah 1:2. 
N.B. Please note: In the last Meshech Chochmoh offering last week, 
when it stated "beams" referring to the "adonim" it should have said 
foundation blocks instead. 
Feedback And Submissions Are Appreciated. Sholom613@Rogers.Com 
 

Rabbi Zvi Akiva Fleisher 

Sedrah Selections 
Sedrah Selections Parshas T'tza'veh Bs"D 
Ch. 28, v. 1: "V'atoh hakreiv ei'lecho es Aharon" - And you bring 
close to you Aharon - Hashem was addressing Moshe in the first verse 
of our parsha. What need is there to repeat "v'atoh" here? The Rambam 
in hilchos klei Mikdosh 4:14 says that the Kohein Godol must be 
appointed by the court of 71 judges. The gemara Sanhedrin 13b says 
that Moshe is equal to a court of 71 judges. Therefore our verse says 
"V'atoh," and YOU, specifically YOU, should induct Aharon into the 
position of Kohein Godol. (Yoseif Lekach) 
Ch. 28, v. 1: "L'chahano li" - To make him a Kohein for Me - Two 
verses later we find "L'KADSHO l'chahano li." We derive from the 
words "asher yutzak al rosho shemen hamish'choh u'mi'lei es yodo 
lilbosh es habgodim" (Vayikroh 21:10), that we both anoint and dress 
the Kohein in the Kohein Godol garments to initiate him into K'hunoh 
G'doloh. We also derive from these words that if we have no anointing 

oil, just the donning of the special Kohein Godol vestments is sufficient. 
The change in the wording mentioned above likewise alludes to this. 
When we have already sanctified him with the anointing oil, then when 
dressing him we only enact "l'chahano li," while when there is no such 
oil available we do both "l'kadsho," and "l'chahano" through dressing 
him in the priestly garments. (Rabbi Chaim Abulefia) 
Ch. 28, v. 3: "V'ossu es bigdei Aharon" - The gemara Arochin 16a 
says in the name of Rav Shmuel bar Nachamani that a person can be 
afflicted with "tzoraas" for one of seven sins. The gemara goes on to say 
in the name of Rav An'ni (Anini) bar Soson that the garments of the 
Kohein Godol atone for these seven sins. This is derived from the 
juxtaposition of the parsha of the priestly garments to the parsha of 
sacrifices. Just as sacrifices offer atonement, so too, the priestly 
garments offer atonement. The gemara then enumerates which garment 
atones for which sin. It is most puzzling that the Ri"f in his commentary 
on the second chapter of Shabbos (folio 14 in our print) brings this 
statement of Rav Shmuel bar Nachamani and of the atonement brought 
through the priestly garments. The Ri"f limits his writing on the gemara 
to only items of relevant halochos that apply to our times. With the 
"bigdei K'hunoh" not in use why does he bring this gemara? 
If we take careful note of the statement of Rav An'ni as it is brought in 
the gemara Z'vochim 88b we will note a subtle difference. It says that 
the juxtaposition of the parsha of sacrifices to the parsha of priestly 
garments teaches us .. The order of juxtaposition is reversed, 
mentioning sacrifices first and then the priestly garments, the opposite 
order of the gemara Arochin. Indeed, Rashi d.h. "lomoh" seems to take 
notice of this by saying in Z'vochim that the parshios under discussion 
are in Tzav, "toras hachatos" etc., then "kach es Aharon v'es b'godov." 
In his commentary on the gemara Arochin, also d.h. ""lomoh," he says 
that the gemara refers to our parsha, where the "milu'im" come after the 
creation of the priestly garments. Rashi surely changed the locations to 
keep in step with the gemara. Where the gemara mentioned sacrifices 
ahead of the priestly garments, Z'vochim, Rashi says it refers to parshas 
Tzav because there too, sacrifices are mentioned earlier than the priestly 
garments. Where the gemara mentioned the priestly garments ahead of 
the sacrifices, Arochin, Rashi cites our parsha, where the priestly 
garments are likewise mentioned ahead of the sacrifices. Getting back 
to the question raised on the Ri"f - Besides the order being reversed in 
the two parshios there is also another difference. Our parsha discusses 
the CREATION of the garments, while in parshas Tzav the WEARING 
of the garments is the theme, "Va'yi'tein olov, va'yachgore oso, 
va'yalbeish, va'yi'tein, va'yachgore, va'yepode" (Vayikroh 8:7), 
"Va'yo'sem olov" (v. 8), "Va'yo'sem es" (v. 9). There might very well 
be a disagreement between the two gemoros as to the true opinion of 
Rav On'ni ben Soson, or Rav On'ni and Rav Onini are two different 
people. If the source of priestly garments affording atonement is from 
parshas Tzav, it would seem that it is based on the Kohein Godol 
WEARING the garments, as that is the theme of that parsha. If sourced 
from our parsha, then we might say that the mere EXISTENCE of the 
priestly garments affords atonement, as our parsha only discusses their 
CREATION. 
We can now answer the question raised on the Ri"f. The words in the 
Ri"f are exactly that of the gemara Arochin, mentioning the priestly 
garment before the sacrifices, referring to parshas T'tza'veh and not 
Tzav. Although the Beis Hamikdosh was destroyed, nevertheless, some 
of its vessels and the priestly garments might well still be in existence, 
and this alone provides some level of atonement. (I have been told that 
a person living in NYC has seen a few "tzitzim" in Italy.) This 
component of softening the sin is a practical aspect of repenting, so the 
Ri"f mentions it. (Nirreh li) 
Ch. 28, v. 4: "Choshen v'eifode" - A breastplate and an apron - In 
25:7, 35:9, and 35:27 the "eifode" is mentioned before the "choshen." 
This is because the "eifode" is donned before the "choshen," which goes 
on top. However, our verse is simply listing all the garments of the 
Kohein Godol. The "choshen" is mentioned before the "eifode" here 
because of its greater holiness. It houses the "urim v'tumim." (Tzror 
Hamor) 
Ch. 28, v. 32: "V'hoyoh fi rosho b'socho" - And the lip of its top 
should be folded inwards - This simply means that the edge of the neck 
hole should be hemmed inwards. The Rambam in hilchos klei Mikdosh 
9:3 writes that this is the only area of the "m'il" garment that is 
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connected. The front and the back are quite similar to our "arba kanfos," 
totally opened on the sides. He adds that it has no sleeves. However, 
Rashi on verse 4 says that the "m'il" is basically the same as the 
"kuto'nes," only that the "kuto'nes" is a lower garment, while the "m'il" 
goes on top of it. This seems to indicate that the sides are connected, 
very much like our modern-day shirts. As well, if it is like the "kuto'nes" 
then it also has sleeves. The Rava"d seems to agree with Rashi, 
questioning the Rambam on both points, the claim that it is open on the 
sides and that it has no sleeves. 
Ch. 28, v. 30: "Es ho'urim v'es hatumim" - The Mechilta parshas 
Mishpotim #15 says that we do not ask the "urim v'tumim" to give us a 
halachic decision. Rashi on the gemara Eiruvin 45a d.h. "ha'rei" says 
the same. This is clearly indicated in the gemara T'muroh 16a, which 
says that 3,000 halochos were forgotten during the mourning period 
after the death of Moshe. The gemara says that to recover them through 
heavenly communication is not allowed, "lo bashomayim hee." It seems 
that this is not an impenetrable rule. The Rshash points out that Rashi 
himself on the gemara Eiruvin 63a d.h. "dich'siv" writes that Yehoshua 
asked Elozor a halachic question. This is understood by the Rshash as a 
question to be answered by the "urim v'tumim" as otherwise Yehoshua 
would not have gone specifically to Elozor. The Rosh on our verse 
writes that the "urim v'tumim" would not answer something that could 
be answered by a person. Tosfos on the gemara Gitin 68a d.h. "iko" says 
the same as the Rosh. Perhaps Yehoshua had no other option. (Medrash 
Halacha) 
A Gutten Shabbos Kodesh. 
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Rabbi Yaacov Haber 

TorahLab 
The Hearts Judgement 
There are a few things in the Mishkan and in the Beit HaMikdosh that 
were Tamid or constant. 
Ner Tamid = There was always a fire burning. 
Korban Tamid - There was a sacrifice offered daily 
and then a third which is not usually on the list. 
“And Aaron shall bear the judgement of the Children of Israel on his 
heart constantly before Hashem.” (Shmos and 28;30) 
Aaron wore a breastplate, a Choshen Mishpat, right over his heart. It 
was also a constant. 
It’s curious that Aaron, who was not in the judgement department, wore 
a “Breastplate of Judgement”. 
It would seem to be more appropriate for Moses who received the 
“Law” and adjudicated it. 
It is also interesting that he wore it on his heart - Why on his heart when 
the obvious seat of judgement is in the mind? 
When Moshe was asked by G-d to go to Egypt and lead them to 
freedom, Moshe hesitated. ‘I have an older brother; he is a known 
leader; he will feel bad for being skipped over as leader of the Jews!” 
G-d assured him that he needn’t worry about Aaron. “He will see you 
and be happy for you in his heart.” Indeed Aaron rejoiced at the 
appointment of his younger brother Moshe. 
“Because he rejoiced in his heart; he merited wearing the breastplate on 
his heart constantly.” (Talmud Shabbos 139) 
The translation of the word Choshen is a conversation of the 
commentaries. I’m fascinated by the comment of the Netziv, that the 
root word is “Chash” or to feel. 
Indeed it was the department of Moshe to adjudicate the law (Mishpat); 
but it was the job of Aaron to feel that law. “Choshen Mishpat”. In other 
words there was a second test for all the judgements of Moshe and his 
courts. Does it “feel” right? Does it have compassion? Does it take into 
account the suffering and the pain? There must be Mishpat; but that 
Mishpat must also have a heart. 
Rashi tells us that the “Choshen Mishpat” was worn to atone for the 
corruption of Law. The heart is the final check of the law. We must be 
a just people; we must be a heartfelt people. 
We are told that we lose our Jewish status as a ‘light to the Nations’ 
when find our words only in Din. שהעמידו דבריהם על דין תורה. 
As the attribute of kindness requires the framework of justice, so too 
does the attribute of justice require the “Choshen” and the constant 
engagement of the heart of Aaron. 
 

Rabbi Mordechai Kamenetzky 

Parsha Parables  
Parsha Parables- Tetzaveh 5777 
March 09, 2017 
The Heart Before the Force 
It takes a lot to build a Sanctuary in the desert. And it takes perhaps, even 
more to adorn the Kohanim (priests) who serve, in beautiful vestments that 
both symbolize deep spirituality while depicting splendor and glory. You 
need more than golden threads and fine tapestry. You need more than the 
ability to weave and design ornate garments. You need devotion, and you 
need heart. Not ordinary heart. Not the heart that pennant winners have or 
athletic coaches call for. You need a special type of heart. You need a heart 
filled with wisdom - Divine wisdom. That is why Hashem commands 
Moshe to gather "all the wise-hearted people whom I have invested with a 
spirit of wisdom" to make the priestly garments (Exodus 28:1). 
But the Torah is unclear. Were these select people Divinely ordained with 
a spirit of wisdom for this particular mission, or were intrinsic "wise-
hearted" people imbued with an extra "spirit of wisdom"? 
If the former is correct, then what did Hashem add? And if all their wisdom 
was divinely-gifted, then why didn't Hashem simply ask Moshe to "gather 
all the people in whom I have invested a spirit of wisdom"? 
The Story 
Rav Sholom Shwadron, the Magid of Jerusalem, of blessed memory, once 
told a story about the famed Dubno Magid, Rabbi Yaakov Kranz. 
The Dubno Magid once spoke in a town and a few maskilim (members of 
the enlightenment movement) attended. After the talk one of the cynics, 
who was totally unaffected by the warm and inspiring message, approached 
the famed Magid. "The sages tell us," began the skeptic, "'that words from 
the heart, penetrate the heart.' Rabbi," he snickered, "I assume that you 
spoke from your heart. Your words, however, have had no impact on me 
whatsoever! How can that be? Why didn't your words penetrate my heart?" 
Rabbi Kranz smiled. In his usual fashion, he began with a parable. "A 
simpleton once went by the workplace of a blacksmith, who was holding a 
large bellows. After a few squeezes, the flames of the smith's fire danced 
with a rage. The man, who always found it difficult to start a fire in his own 
fireplace, marveled at the contraption. He immediately went and purchased 
the amazing invention. Entering his home, he smugly announced, "I just 
discovered how to make a raging fire with the simple squeeze of a lever!" 
He set a few logs in the cold fireplace and began to push the two ends of the 
bellows together. Nothing happened. The logs lay cold and lifeless. 
Embarrassed, the man returned to the blacksmith and explained his 
predicament. "I want a refund!" he shouted. This blower doesn't work!" 
"You yokel," laughed the experienced blacksmith. "You were blowing on 
cold logs! You must start a small fire on your own! If you don't start with a 
spark, a fire will never erupt!" 
The Magid turned toward the maskil and sadly shook his head sadly. "If 
there is no spark, the largest bellows will not make a fire." 
The Message 
In telling Moshe whom to choose for the sacred task of designing the 
Mishkan, the Torah tells us how G-d invests. He wants people that were 
imbued with a ruach chachmah - a sprirt of wisdom. But he prefaces the 
statement by telling us how one receives spiritual wisdom. The gift of 
spiritual wisdom does not go to just anyone. Hashem looks for those who 
have wisdom of heart. Those who understand what it means to be kind, 
compassionate, and loyal. Those who have the devotion to His will and the 
desire for more enlightenment get His ordination. The people who were 
imbued with Hashem's Divine spirit previously had a spark. And from that 
spark grew a force - a Divine force - that propelled wise hearts into a Divine 
spirit of wisdom. 
Hashem tells us that we must begin the process on our own. If we supply 
the heart, He will supply the power to have deep, spiritual, even holy insight. 
He will supply the force. We must make sure, however, that we put the heart 
before the force. Good Shabbos ©2017 Rabbi Mordechai Kamenetzky 
 

Rabbi Ben Zion Sobel 

Torah MiTzion 
Tetzaveh 
This week’s parashah begins with the mitzvah of lighting the menorah in 
the Mishkan. Later in the Torah (Vayikra 24), the mitzvah is repeated 
together with the instructions concerning the preparation of the breads 
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which were placed on the table. The Rashbam points out that the light of 
the menorah shined on the table, upon which was the bread, since they were 
both opposite each other in the same room in the Tabernacle. 
The symbolic significance may be that the Torah wants to teach us that a 
good parnassah (sustenance, which is symbolized by the bread on the table) 
is only one which goes hand in hand with the light of the Torah (symbolized 
by the menorah). 
This has two connotations. First of all, it means that one must earn his living 
solely according to the laws and constraints of the Torah. There are many, 
many halachos which pertain to business matters. These include the 
prohibition of taking interest, except under specific conditions; the 
situations which bind a person to an oral or written commitment and even 
the limit of the amount of profit one is allowed to make. Reb Yisroel 
Salanter ztvk”l used to say that he cannot understand how someone can go 
out to work without being a proficient scholar in Choshen Mishpat (the 
section of Shulchan Aruch, the Jewish Code of Laws, which deals 
specifically with monetary issues). 
Second of all, it means that one who works, too, must have a strict seder 
(set time), every single day, to learn Torah. The seder may be several hours; 
one hour; half an hour or ten minutes; each according to his own busy 
schedule, but it must be permanent and constant, never broken except for 
an emergency, which, by definition, does not come too often. 
The Midrash (Vayikra Rabbah 9:3) tells about an ignorant man who accused 
Rabbi Yanai. “My inheritance is by you,” he said. Startled, the Rabbi asked 
him, “What do I have to do with your inheritance?” The man answered, “I 
once passed by a cheder (school for young children) and I heard the 
youngsters reciting, ‘The Torah that Moshe commanded us is the 
inheritance of the Congregation of Ya’akov.’ It doesn’t say the inheritance 
of the Congregation of Yanai but of the Congregation of Ya’akov, which 
includes me!” 
In the wonderful sefer, Lulei Sorasechah, Parashas Balak, it is brought that 
Rav Shach zt”l would say that batei midrash (houses of study) are not 
exclusively for Torah scholars but for all Jews alike. He told of study halls 
in Europe where hundreds of working men would gather to learn daily, 
many, like the water carriers, after a day of back-breaking labor, even in the 
sweltering summer days and the freezing winter nights. There were groups 
of tailors, bakers, builders and shoe-makers who kept their seder 
“religiously,” never missing a day. 
Chassidim came up with a novel idea. Realizing how difficult it is to stay 
awake and learn at the end of a hard day’s work, they instituted learning 
“fartugs,” before dawn. They trained their students, while still in yeshiva, 
to get up and learn before Shacharis (the morning prayers) so that when they 
become working men they will continue to do so. In this manner, they start 
off the day on the right foot, learning Torah, and then they go on to work as 
many hours as they have to. 
There are stories of businessmen who were approached by potentially big 
clients during their learning time but adamantly refused to deal with them 
until they finished learning. To them, it was the same as working on 
Shabbos chas veshalom. Just as none of us would even consider violating 
the Holy Day for any amount of profit, so they would not do business during 
their learning time. They did not even feel that they were sacrificing 
anything, for they believed with all of their heart that their parnassah would 
be blessed in the merit of the Torah they learned just as the light of the 
menorah shined upon the bread on the table in the Mishkan. 
I remember when Reb Shalom Shvadron zt”l came to the USA and said that, 
“A guest for a while, sees for a mile,” meaning that there are things that we 
overlook due to familiarity which a stranger notices right away. One of his 
observances concerned the Sunday off which is a major part of our life and 
daily routine. Reb Shalom brought to our attention that Sunday is not a 
Jewish holiday but a Christian one, and it is not celebrated by Jews in Israel. 
However, he argued, if it does exist in the States, then at least the spare time 
should be utilized properly. It is not a day to be spent in leisure; for that we 
have Shabbos and our Jewish Holidays. It is a day that every shul should 
look like a yeshiva, with a full day of learning for ba’alei batim just like for 
yeshiva bachurim! 
If we don’t understand what Reb Shalom said, it’s because we have a grave 
misconception. We think that a ben Torah (a Torah student) has to learn all 
day while a ba’al Habayis (a working man) only has to learn some time each 
day just like he puts on tefillin and davens a short part of the day. But that 
is a wrong calculation. Really it starts from the other direction. A person is 
obligated to learn 24 hours a day, non-stop, as it says (Yehoshua 1:8), “This 

Book of the Torah shall not depart from your mouth, and you shall meditate 
on it day and night.” However, it is quite understandable that if one were to 
take this literally, then Jewish boys wouldn’t live too many days past their 
bar mitzvah. Upon becoming obligated to obey the commandments, the 
youngster would sit and learn around the clock, neither eating or sleeping, 
until he would die over his sefer. Therefore, the Torah modified that 
extreme demand by writing (Vayikra 18:5), “You shall observe My decrees 
and My laws, which man shall carry out and by which he shall live.” The 
Talmud interprets this command as instructing us to live by the mitzvahs 
and not to die because of them (except in certain exceptions, such as 
idolatry, when one is commanded to even sacrifice his life for Hashem’s 
honor). This allows the Jew to take off time from his learning to eat, drink 
and sleep and do whatever else he has to in order to keep his body alive and 
healthy. 
Then, according to Rabbi Yishmael (Berachos 35b), the Torah gave one 
permission to earn a living as it says (Devarim 11:14), “…that you may 
gather in your grain, your wine, and your oil.” Consequently, a person can 
take off time from his learning to support himself and his family. Of course, 
a person must also take off time to apply his learning practically by 
performing the commandments of the Torah and the Sages. 
BUT EVERY REMAINING MOMENT OF THE DAY AND NIGHT 
SHOULD BE SPENT LEARNING TORAH! 
Therefore, as Reb Shalom said, the days that one has to work full time, he 
may fulfill his obligation by learning an hour or so. But a day that he has 
off from work, he must learn full time just like every yeshiva bachur who 
does not yet have the burden of parnassah on his shoulders. At the very 
least, everyone should learn every Sunday morning from after Shacharis 
until Minchah at midday. 
And you will undoubtedly find that as the light of Torah shines on the bread 
on the table, that bread will be blessed and you will see Hashem’s blessing 
in your parnassah and every aspect of your and your family’s daily life, and 
you will all be happy in this world and the World-to-Come, amen. 
Shema Yisrael Torah Network info@shemayisrael.com http://www.shemayisrael.com Jerusalem, Israel 732-370-3344  
 

Rav Moshe Twersky ZT”L HY”D - OU 

Vayigdal Moshe 
1 – One set of chains or two? 
 ושתי שרשרת כח:יד
Immediately following the description of the eifod is a parsha 
comprised of three pesukim. These pesukim talk about the chains that 
connected the choshen to the shoulder straps of the eifod. Rashi learns 
that these chains described in this parsha are the very same as those 
described in 28:22 in the context of the choshen, and that it is only 
mentioning them now – immediately following the eifod – to explain 
part of the purpose of the golden settings (that held the avnei shoham at 
the end of the shoulder straps). 
The Rambam (Hilchos Klei Ha’Mikdash 9:8-10), however, writes as 
follows: “Two gold chains are inserted into the two upper rings of the 
choshen…two gold chains are inserted into the two upper rings of the 
shoulder straps of the eifod…the end of the two gold chains of the 
choshen are then connected to the two upper rings of the shoulder straps 
of the eifod…and the two gold chains of the upper rings of the eifod’s 
shoulder straps are lowered until they reach the upper rings of the 
choshen in order that they should be held fast to one another.” The 
Rambam clearly holds that there were two sets of chains: one set for the 
upper rings of the eifod’s shoulder straps, and another set for the upper 
rings of the choshen. The eifod chains were then connected to the 
choshen rings, and the choshen chains were connected to the eifod rings. 
What emerges, then, is that the Rambam understood the aforementioned 
pesukim differently from Rashi; namely, that the chains being described 
in these pesukim are not the same as those described in the context of 
the choshen. Rather, these chains are separate, and a continuation of the 
details of the eifod. 
2 – What is the urim v’tumim? 
 ונתת אל חשן המשפט את האורים ואת התומים כח:ל
In parshas Shmos (4:14), Rashi brings the Chazal that says Aharon 
Ha’Kohein was zocheh to wear the choshen because he rejoiced over 
his younger brother’s superlative acheivements, and didn’t feel bad 
about it at all. The Ran (in his derashos) asks a Brisker kashya on this: 
No matter what, he has to wear the choshen because it’s one of the eight 
vestments of the Kohein Gadol, without which he would be mechusar 
begadim?! The answer, says the Ran, is that this Chazal is not referring 
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to the actual choshen, but the klaf with the Sheim ha’meforash that was 
inserted into the folds of the choshen. That was an additional 
component, and the lack thereof would not disqualify him; it does not 
make him mechusar begadim. This is the way Rashi explains the 
choshen as well. The pasuk says (28:30), “v’nasata el choshen 
ha’mishpat es ha’urim v’es ha’tumim, you shall put the urim v’tumim 
into the choshen ha’mishpat.” Rashi explains that the urim v’tumim is 
a klaf that has the Sheim ha’meforash written on it, and it is placed in 
the fold of the choshen. In Bayis Sheini, continues Rashi, the Kohein 
Gadol did have a choshen because without it he would be mechusar 
begadim, but the klaf with the Sheim ha’meforash they did not have. 
The Rambam, on the other hand – when he writes about those things 
that were missing in Bayis Sheini – says as follows (Hilchos Beis 
Ha’Bechira 4:1): “Even the urim v’tumim that were in Bayis Sheini did 
not respond with ruach ha’kodesh, and they would not inquire of 
them…and they only made them in order to complete the eight 
vestments for the Kohein Gadol so that he should not be mechusar 
begadim.” The Raavad immediately takes issue with this Rambam. He 
says that the urim v’tumim have no relevance to the issue of lacking any 
of the eight vestments because it is not included in that count of eight. 
Clearly, the Raavad is learning like Rashi and the Ran, that the urim 
v’tumim was an additional item – the klaf with the Sheim ha’meforash 
written on it – that added the dimension of ruach ha’kodesh, but not that 
it was an intrinsic part of the eight vestments of the Kohein Gadol. 
When the Rambam describes the choshen in Hilchos Klei Ha’Mikdash 
(9:6-8), he makes no mention of a klaf with the Sheim ha’meforash 
written on it. This does not come up anywhere in the Rambam, so it is 
clear that he held that there was no Sheim ha’meforash inserted into the 
fold of the choshen. The question then begs itself, how did the Rambam 
understand the pasuk, “v’nasata el choshen ha’mishpat es ha’urim v’es 
ha’tumim, you shall put the urim v’tumim into the choshen 
ha’mishpat”? The answer to this question is found in the pirush al 
ha’Torah of Rabbeinu Avraham ben Ha’Rambam (usually printed as an 
adjunct to his Seifer Ha’Maspik L’Ovdei Hashem) here in parshas 
Tetzaveh. He writes that although the straightforward reading of the 
pasuk would indicate that the urim v’tumim was something additional 
that was placed into the choshen, Chazal explain that it is actually just 
a description of the stones that are affixed on to the choshen. Rabbeinu 
Avraham concludes, clearly paraphrasing his father, that the choshen 
that they had during Bayis Sheini was only to maintain the outer form 
of the full set of eight vestments so that the Kohein Gadol would not be 
mechusar begadim, but the inner purpose of the stones – the urim 
v’tumim quality of revealing the future – was lacking. It comes out, 
then, that according to the Rambam the urim v’tumim is not an 
additional component. There was no Sheim ha’meforash inserted. It is 
just a quality that the choshen was imbued with when the ruach 
ha’kodesh was present during Bayis Rishon. 
As far as the Ran’s kashya – that if the urim v’tumim is synonymous 
with the choshen then how could it be that Aharon was only zocheh to 
it because of the way he reacted to Moshe’s appointment – we could 
answer that it is similar to what Chazal say elsewhere. Chazal say that 
in the zechus of Avraham avinu saying “anochi afar va’eifer” we were 
zocheh to the mitzvos of afar sotah and eifer parah adumah. 
3 – The mitzvah of kohanim wearing bigdei kehuna 
 והלבשת אתם כח:מא
In Seifer Ha’Mitzvos (mitzvah 33), the Rambam counts Kohanim wearing 
their bigdei kehuna as a full-fledged, independent mitzvah in the minyan 
ha’mitzvos. The Ramban, though, argues and says that it is not an 
independent mitzvah, rather it is part of the mitzvah to carry out the avodah 
in the Mikdash, since they cannot do so without wearing their bigdei 
kehuna. The Rambam holds that since the bigdei kehuna include shaatnez 
– he paskens like the opinion in the Gemara that even the avneit of the 
regular kohanim was made with shaatnez – the kohanim can only wear them 
when they are engaged in avodah. They have to don their bigdei kehuna 
only at the last possible moment before they begin the avodah, and the 
moment they finish the avodah they have to immediately take them off. That 
is shitas ha’Rambam. Interestingly enough, the Rambam only seems to 
make an issue of this regarding regular kohanim. At the end of Hilchos 
Kilayim (10:32) he only mentions the avneit. But what about the choshen 
and the eifod of the Kohein Gadol, about which the pesukim says explicitly 
that they were comprised of shaatnez?! My grandfather told me an answer 

in the name of the Beis Ha’Levi. The Rambam holds that the mitzvah of 
wearing bigdei kehuna for the Kohein Gadol is different than that of the 
regular kohanim. For regular kohanim, it is only a mitzvah for them to wear 
their bigdei kehuna when they are actually involved in doing avodah. When 
it comes to the Kohein Gadol, though, any time he wears his eight vestments 
of kehuna gedola it is a kiyum mitzvah. Similar to the mitzvah of tzitzis, 
that for as long as you wear them, it is a mitzvah. Likewise the Kohein 
Gadol. For him, as long as he wears his bigdei kehuna gedola, it is a 
mitzvah; and that mitzvah of course overcomes the issur of shaatnez. It is 
possible, though, that even for the Kohein Gadol this mitzvah is limited to 
within the area that is defined as Mikdash, but in Medinah not. 
According to this statement of the Beis Ha’Levi, the pesukim read 
extremely well. Numerous times – when talking about the bigdei kehuna – 
the pasuk employs an expression of “bigdei ha’kodesh l’Aharon ha’kohein 
v’es bigdei vanav l’chahein, the sacred vestements for Aharon ha’kohein 
and the vestments of his sons to serve as kohanim.” This expression is 
employed in Ki Sisah 31:10, Vayakheil 35:19, and Pekudei 39:41. Clearly, 
the pasuk is distinguishing between the function of the vestments of Aharon 
versus those of his sons. When it comes to his sons – who are of course 
regular kohanim – the vestments are strictly for the purpose of l’chahein, 
which means to make them suitable to act as kohanim, to carry out the 
avodah. Regarding Aharon, though, it just says that his vestments are for 
him, thus implying that his mitzvah of wearing his vestments is not limited 
only to the purpose of him performing avodah. 
4 – Zachor, Agag’s Execution 
Right before Shmuel Ha’Navi executed Agag, the king of Amalek, he 
declared, “Just as your sword made women barren [of their children], so too 
will your mother become barren [of you]!” The Brisker Rav posed the 
following question: why did Shmuel have to give that reason for executing 
Agag? After all, Agag is from Amalek, and there is a mitzvah to wipe out 
Amalek?! So why didn’t he just say, “I am hereby going to fulfill the 
mitzvah of wiping out Amalek”?! This can be understood, explained the 
Brisker Rav, according to the opinion that holds the mitzvah of wiping out 
Amalek is only through waging an official war (see, for example, the 
comments of the Minchas Chinuch, mitzvah 604). By the time Shmuel was 
confronted with the presence of Agag, the war was long over and Agag was 
languishing as a prisoner. As such, there was no imperative to execute Agag 
insofar as the mitzvah of wiping out Amalek is concerned. That is why 
Shmuel declared that Agag deserved to die, regardless, for all the heinous 
crimes he had committed over the course of his evil rule. 
(From Reb Matis Feld) 
5 – The Essence of Purim 
As we all know, there is a tremendous amount of excitement on Purim. It is 
supposed to be totally for kedusha and in a manner that 100% conforms to 
Torah mandate. Alas, the reality on the ground is often anything but. The 
instances of undesirable and sometimes even tragic occurences – both 
spiritual and physical – runs the gamut. This fact forces us to wonder. 
Chazal decreed that shofar is not blown when Rosh Ha’Shana falls out on 
Shabbos. Likewise, the mitzvah of dalet minim is suspended on Shabbos. 
Why? Simply because we are concerned that someone may come to carry 
them through a public domain and thus violate Shabbos. Because of the 
potential of someone being nichshal – albeit not all that likely – Chazal 
cancelled these mitzvos. Why, then, did they not nullify Purim? Seeing that 
Purim – which is only m’d’Rabbanan, as opposed to shofar and dalet minim 
– carries potential for the occurrence of serious problems, why did Chazal 
not see fit to annul it? 
By the second set of luchos, Rashi explains that “there is nothing better than 
modesty. Because the first luchos were given amidst a tremendous amount 
of drama, commotion, and excitement, it was susceptible to ayin hara and 
ended in disaster. The second luchos, on the other hand, were given under 
conditions of quietude and modesty and lasted.” The question, though, is 
this: what was the whole purpose of the gigantic to-do of the first luchos? 
Hashem obviously knew the lesson of “there is nothing better than 
modesty” even before the debacle of the eigel ha’zahav, so why didn’t he 
just do it in the quiet, modest manner right from the get-go? 
What we can derive from this is that the great commotion and excitement, 
the kolos u’brakim was an absolute necessity. When Torah comes into the 
world, it comes in with brilliant lightning bolts and crashing thunder. This 
is what makes an enduring imprint on the entire creation – which stood in 
absolute stillness and attentive silence when Hashem appeared to His nation 
– that Torah has come down to this realm. Likewise, it is what engraved the 
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eternal impression of Torah on the hearts of the Jewish People and caused 
it to be absorbed into their very lifeblood. Although the first luchos did not 
manage to endure because of the ayin hara that the great to-do brought 
about, the indescribably powerful impression that came along with them – 
which is critical for Torah’s perseverance – endures forever. 
The underlying, fundamental characteristic of Purim is the hadar kibluha 
b’ahavah, the willing reacceptance of Torah – specifically Torah sheh’b’al 
peh – with great love and desire. The exterior manifestation of this kabbalas 
ha’Torah of Purim is the great and eminently public commotion of the 
spectacular salvation of the Jewish People to which the whole world bore 
amazed witness. This fantastic drama and fireworks is only fitting for a 
kabbalas ha’Torah. Nevertheless, the reacceptance of Torah itself that 
occurred on Purim was completely quiet and modest. It was hidden. The 
whole world had no idea that Klal Yisrael reaccepted the Torah with love. 
It was Klal Yisrael – in the private sanctum of their hearts – that took 
advantage of the Purim miracle’s thunder and lightning to lovingly reaccept 
the Torah in a way that it would remain forever engraved on their hearts. So 
too is it for all generations. The great commotion that takes place outside on 
Purim day is what enables each ben Torah to experience the powerful 
impression of Purim which empowers him to reaccept the Torah with great 
love. 
What is further fascinating about all this is the day that was chosen to be the 
Yomtov of Purim for all generations. It was not on the day that the miracle 
of salvation took place – which was on the day before Purim – it was the 
day of menucha, when Klal Yisrael rested following their victory over their 
enemies. This, in stark contrast to all other Yamim Tovim that were 
instituted on the day that the miracle thereof took place! The reason for this, 
explained my rebbi Rav Yisrael Elya Weintraub, is that the miraculous 
salvation is not the main thing we are commemorating and celebrating on 
Purim. Rather it is the hadar kibluha b’ahavah, the loving reacceptance of 
Torah that is the primary cause for celebration and joy; and this took place 
specifically from within the state of menucha that Klal Yisrael experienced 
the day following their divinely orchestrated victory. During their day of 
menucha – which parallels the menucha of Shabbos and is thus a taste of 
Olam Ha’Bah – when they were able to contemplate all that had happened 
and fully absorb its implications, they became so inspired by the miracle 
they had experienced that they were moved to reaccept the Torah with such 
powerful love and yearning. This, explained Rav Weintraub, is the essence 
of Purim and is why Chazal instituted it specifically on this day. (From 
notes of Rav Twersky zt”l and notes of a talmid) 
6 – V’nahafoch Hu 
The underlying meaning of v’nahafoch hu is that what initially is perceived 
as a cause is really an effect, and what seems to be an effect is really the 
cause. Haman was hanged on the 17th day of Nissan (see Rashi on Megillas 
Esther 4:17). Yet, Mordechai waited until the 23rd of Sivan to send the new 
royal missives throughout the kingdom (8:9). Why? Why not send the new 
letters immediately? The Gra explains that one of the reasons for this delay 
was so that Klal Yisrael would daven for a total of seventy days, 
corresponding to the seventy years of galus Bavel, the end of which they 
were at (pirush Ha’Gra, Megillas Esther 8:9). This comment of the Gra, if 
you really think about it, is astounding in its implications! Essentially, 
Haman’s demise meant the nullification of the death threat on Klal Yisrael. 
Nevertheless, Mordechai wanted them to think that they were still in mortal 
danger so that they would daven from the depths of their hearts, pouring out 
their souls to the Ribbono shel Olam. Seventy days of this highest level of 
teffilah was necessary. 
There were two facets to this necessity of seventy days of teffilah. The Gra 
says that each day of teffila corresponded to one of the years of galus Bavel. 
During those years, there was no avodah in the Beis Ha’Mikdash. Teffilah 
is called avodah sheh’b’leiv, and it functions as a stand-in for avodas 
ha’korbanos. The seventy days of teffilah was necessary to make up for the 
lack of avodah in the Beis Ha’Mikdash for seventy years. Yom la’shana. 
Furthermore, the implication of the Gra’s words is that they needed the 
zechus of this teffilah in order to leave galus Bavel, return to Eretz Yisrael, 
and rebuild the Beis Ha’Mikdash. It stands to reason, then, that it was for 
the sake of these seventy days of teffilah that the whole gezeirah of Haman 
had to happen. V’nahafoch hu! What at first appears to be a circumstantial, 
ancillary effect of the events that took place – namely, the teshuva and 
teffilah of Klal Yisrael in their time of tzarah – was actually the whole cause 
and reason for all of the events of Purim to begin with! 

Another result of the events of Purim was the hadar kibluha b’ahava 
(Shabbos 88a). Because Klal Yisrael was so inspired by the miracle that 
Hashem did for them, they reaccepted the Torah with love (Rashi ibid). 
Once again, this would seem to be an incidental effect of the events that 
took place. In truth, though, this was a root cause of all the events of Purim. 
There is a famous statement of the Pirkei Heichalos that during the time 
period of the second Beis Ha’Mikdash, Ha’Kadosh Baruch Hu opened up 
the gates of wisdom. The primary manner in which this was manifest was 
throught the development of Torah sheh’b’al peh. It was specifically during 
the period of Bayis Sheini that the full depth and power of Torah sheh’b’al 
peh emerged and came to the fore. However, there was a serious problem. 
At Matan Torah, Ha’Kadosh Baruch Hu suspended Har Sinai over Klal 
Yisrael like a barrel and told them, “If you accept the Torah, great; and if 
not, your burial place will be right where you are.” Therefore, there was a 
potential for a modaah rabah l’Oraysah – that Klal Yisrael could claim their 
acceptance is not truly binding since there was a significant element of 
coercion involved (Shabbos 88a). 
But what, you may ask, with naaseh v’nishma – that Klal Yisrael willingly 
initiated full acceptance of the Torah? The Medrash Tanchuma on parshas 
Noach says that Klal Yisrael’s declaration of naaseh v’nishma was in 
reference to Torah sheh’b’ksav, and the kafah aleihim har k’gigis was for 
Torah sheh’b’al peh. Torah sheh’b’al peh is the part of Torah that demands 
one to put forth great exertion and toil. When one begins a sugya, he is in 
the dark. It is the part of Torah that requires the most of a person. That is 
why they needed to be coerced, to a certain degree, to accept it. Now, at the 
close of galus Bavel, the tekufa of Bayis Sheini is about to commence. The 
time period which will mark the seminal development of the chochma of 
Torah sheh’b’al peh. But that cannot happen so long as the modaah rabah 
l’Oraysah is still around. Chochma cannot be given to those who are not 
truly prepared to work on it. It was absolutely necessary, therefore, that this 
modaah rabah be nullified. This, then, is one of the major reasons that Purim 
had to happen. V’nahafoch hu! The hadar kibluha b’ahava is not an 
incidental effect of the Purim experience, it is a root cause. 
Chazal tell us that Ha’Kadosh Baruch Hu first puts the mechanism for 
salvation in place, and only subsequently brings about the tzarah. Thus, 
Esther was firmly ensconced in the royal palace before Haman’s horrible 
decree was issued (Megilla 13b). But let’s think about this for a moment. 
What caused Haman’s terrible ire to be roused to the point that he wanted 
to do away with all of the Jews? Of course, it was the fact that Mordechai 
refused to bow to him. Take note, though, of the following words of the 
pasuk: “And all the servants of the king that were stationed at the gate of 
the king would kneel and bow to Haman…and Mordechai would not kneel 
and he would not bow (3:2).” It is clear from the pasuk that this requirement 
for everyone to bow to Haman was only for those stationed b’shaar 
ha’melech, by the king’s palace, and not in all 127 countries under the 
dominion of Achashveirosh. As such, had Mordechai not been at the shaar 
ha’melech, the events of Purim would never have taken place! And what 
brought Mordechai to find himself daily at the gate of the king’s palace? 
Esther! Because Esther was in the palace, Mordechai frequented there to 
keep as much of an eye on her as possible. It emerges, then, that v’nahafoch 
hu: the refuah of Esther being in the palace was itself what caused the 
makah! 
7 – What Happened to the Music?! 
The Megillah details, at great length, the accoutrements of the great 
party made by Achashverosh. A glaring omission seems to be the 
musical accompaniment. Certainly, at such a lavish ball there must have 
been plenty of fine music, no? If so, why does the Megillah not make 
any mention of it? The answer is that, really, we have no need to know 
about the details of that party. After all, why should it be significant? 
The details are mentioned only to indicate the many pleasures that the 
Jews of that time sinfully enjoyed. Since their illicit enjoyment was 
inextricably bound up with the terrible decree that almost befell them, 
the Megillah details at length what that aveirah entailed. Music, though, 
was not part of that aveirah. Why? Because music is not a pleasure of 
the body, but of the soul. And it is simply not possible for a Jewish 
neshamah to experience any enjoyment from non-Jewish music. 
Accordingly, that detail of the party remained irrelevant. 
(From Reb Ephraim Berger) 
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IMPORTANCE OF ....  
The Gemara (Pesachim  106a) explains uasek ,cav ouh ,t rufz as 
requiring ihhv kg uvrfuz - remember Shabbos over wine. Tosafos 
notes that the original reference to Shabbos was embodied in the 
paragraph of ukfhu that is part of the Friday night Shemona Esrei. 
The inclusion of ukfhu in Kiddush is to be thmun other members of 
his household who did not daven. The repetition of ukfhu in the 
davening after Shemona Esrei was permanently instituted because 
occasionally Yom Tov fell on Shabbos and since ukfhu was not part 
of the Yom Tov Shemona Esrei it was added in immediately 
afterwards. However, the Or Zarua (,"ua 752:9) cites the 
Yerushalmi's position that originally, a full Kiddush was said in 
Shul every week. When there was no wine, ukfhu was said instead 
of Kiddush. Eventually, the repetition of ukfhu was continued even 
where there was wine, and even where Kiddush was said every 
week in Shul. This was to fulfill the words of the Midrash that 
associates the word "rat" appearing three times in the Parsha of 
ukfhu, and also in the Parsha of Parah Adumah. Whoever says 
ukfhu three times on Shabbos eve, will effect a vrpf, just as the 
Parah Adumah did. Noting that there seems to be no connection 
between ukfhu and food or drink, the Tzitz Eliezer (12:24) explains 
that requiring vsugx ouenc aushe is only D’Rabanan. As such, he 
ruled that where one was g"k bedridden and being fed 
intravenously, as he was still obligated in Kiddush, it was 
acceptable to select someone who had already been aushe tmuh 
himself to be thmun him, even though no eating or drinking would 
result, since the D’Oraysa of Kiddush could still be fulfilled. 

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
One man made another his Shliach to do a certain Aveirah and he 
did it. If we say vrhcg rcsk jhka iht, they are both chhj; but if we 
say vrhcg rcsk jhka ah they are both ruyp. How can this be ?  

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(Is one tmuh Mishloach Manos if he sent it by drone ?)  
The Yehuda Yaaleh (j”ut 207) states (like most Poskim) that there 
is no ,ujhka requirement for Mishloach Manos, and it can be 
delivered in any way. However, since an integral element is to be 
,ucck cren, the delivery should be sucf lrsc, and the Posuk saw 
delivery by an agent as such. If use of a particular agent is not 
deemed sucfc by the recipient, that element would be missing and 
one might not be tmuh. Today, the novelty of a drone delivery 
might be deemed sucfc, but in future, it remains to be seen.    

DIN'S CORNER:  
One who sees graves in which Jews are buried recites a special 
brocho …’ufu ihsc of,t rmh rat … h”tc. This brocho is recited 
every time one visits a cemetery, provided 30 days have passed 
since the last time. Ideally, the brocho is only said if one is 
proximate to the graves in the cemetery (it is not said from a 
passing car or bus etc.. or if viewed thru binoculars). However, if 
one is a Kohen or it is impossible for him to come closer, the 
brocho is said if he is nearby, and the graves are visible without 
obstruction. (Be’er Moshe 2:13) 

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   
The Gemara (Kidushin  33b) states that when a Talmid Chochom 
approaches, one must rise and remain standing as long as the 
Talmid Chochom is within 4 Amos; if a Nasi approaches, one 
must rise as soon as he comes within one’s eyesight, and one 
remains standing until the Nasi is seated, or out of sight, based on 
the Posuk: vkvtv utc sg van hrjt uyhcvu – they watched Moshe 
until he entered the tent. Rashi (ibid 32b) explains that standing 
up has to be an act of honor, and when one rises as the Talmid 
Chochom approaches within 4 Amos, it is clearly an act of honor. 
The Nachalas Tzvi (s”uh 240:7) suggests that a blind person may 
be Potur from standing up, as he cannot see the approaching 
Talmid Chochom or Nasi, and so even if he rises, it may not be a 
rising that confers honor. Certainly a blind person cannot fulfill 
uyhcvu to remain standing after he passes.  The Rosh (ihkhp, 16) 
cites an opinion that a blind person is Potur from the mitzvos of 
Tzitzis and Tefillin, as the Posuk says u,ut o,htru (and you should 
see it), which excludes a blind man. The Rosh asks: that Posuk 
speaks only of Tzitzis. Why should he be Potur from Tefillin as 
well ? The Maadanei Yom Tov suggests that since a blind person 
is exempt from Tzitzis because the mitzvah involves seeing, he 
should be exempt from Tefillin which is also connected to seeing, 
as the Posuk says: lhkg treb ‘s oa hf .rtv hng kf utru and Chazal 
darshen that this refers to Tefillin Shel Rosh. The Birkas Aharon 
(53:2) suggests that for this reason, the Gemara (Shabbos 118b) 
quotes R’ Sheishes (who was blind) as saying that he is deserving 
of special S’char for wearing Tefillin, as he was apparently 
exempt. The Besamim Rosh (73) has a similar theory regarding 
the mitzvah of Succah. The Gemara (Succah 2a) states that a 
Succah may not be higher than 20 Amos because one’s eyes do 
not generally rise to such a height to notice that one is sitting in a 
dwelling covered by S’chach, and one must know this, to fulfill 
ofh,urus ugsh ignk. As such, since a blind person cannot see 
S’chach even if it is lower, he should be exempt from Succah.  

A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
The wife of R’ Levi Yitzchok from Berditchev came into Beis Din one day 
holding her Kesubah. When asked what she wanted, she voiced her 
complaint to Beis Din that her husband was not fulfilling the Kesubah’s 
terms. “It says here: ihtsuvh ihrcd lrsf hfk hfh,h xbrptu iuzht – that a 
husband agrees to support his wife according to the standard of Jewish 
men. My husband does not give me all that I need and is therefore not 
fulfilling his promise. I would like you to rule that he must”. R’ Levi 
Yitzchok replied that the phrase his wife had quoted from the Kesubah 
does not end there but continues: tyauec iuvhabk ihxbrpns – [Jewish 
men] that support their wives with truth, which defines the referenced 
standard by eliminating any money obtained through trickery, falsehood 
or theft. With such a standard, R’ Levi Yitzchok believed he was in 
compliance. The Beis Din agreed with him. Later, R’ Levi Yitzchok 
explained that he had encouraged his wife to bring this matter before 
the Beis Din so as to obtain their Psak that he was in fact, fulfilling the 
terms of his Kesubah.  
P.S. Sholosh Seudos is sponsored by the Sternberg family.  


